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EXAMINE T'I t IT Fkii: FOR 7 DAYS
This ENTIRELY NEW publication provides all the essential repair and servicing data for over
1,450 models on our roads to-day-models from 1948 right up to 1959. It has been written by
forty specialists with the close co-operation of 85 leading firms. Including popular BRITISH
AND CONTINENTAL CARS, COMMERCIAL VEHICLES, TRACTORS, MOTOR CYCLES AND SCOOTERS,
it enables you to undertake any and every job-Engines, Components, Accessories and
the Electrical side-efficiently, in minimum time, and to the satisfaction of your customers.
Examine this new work Free for 7 days and check its money -making potentialities. Post
the coupon to -day. You won't regret it

For the First Time ! Quick -Ref Servicing Data Tables -100,000 Entries
Now, for the very first time in a work of this nature, Servicing Data Tables have been compiled
giving 90 DIFFERENT HEMS FOR EACH MAKE OF VEHICLE. These comprise brakes, clutch, electrical,
engine bearings, pistons and rings, torque -wrench settings, valves, suspension, ignition tune-up,
carburettor settings, wheels and tyres, and much other important information.

40 EXPERTS SHOW YOU
LATEST PRACTiCE

Including engineers and specialists
with Albion, Simms, Dunlop, Amal,
David Brown. Cam Gears, %Oilers,
Avis, Bristol, Hardy Spicer, AC-
Delco, Commer, Karrier, Meadows,
Daimler, Jensen, Automotive Pro-
ducts, Westinghouse, Ford, Allard,
Scammell, B.M.C. (Aus.), Standard
Cars, Borg-Warner, Dennis, Zenith.

DATA FOR ALL THESE MAKES
A.C., A.E.C., Alfa -Romeo, Allard, Ahris, At mstrong-
Siddeley, Austin, Austin -Healey, Austin Lancer,
Bedford, Berkeley, B.M.C., Bond Minicar, Bristol,
Citroen, Commer, _Daimler, Dennis, Dodge, Fiat,
Foden, Ford, Nucleon, Friskysport, Geggomobit,
Hillman, Holden, Humber, lsetta, Jaguar, Jensen,
Jowett, Karrier, Land Rover, Lea -Francis, Leyland,
Marshall, M.G., Mercedes-Benz, Metropolitan, Morris,
Morris Major, Renault, Riley, Rover, Scammell,
Scarab Mech. Horse, Singer, Standard, Sunbeam,
Sunbeam Rapier, Thernycroft, Triumph, Unicar,
Vauxhall, Volkswagen, Volvo, Wolseley. In addition
450 models of Motor Cycles, Scooters, Mopeds and
Light Cars.

POST NOW- 4b404 41,y If& of gel
GEORGE NEWNES LTD., 15-17 LONG ACRE, LONDON, W.C.99

Please rend ire Newnes MOTO. IFTATIt is-Kit:ding Wall Charts. Pocket Wallet
and Free 1401(1111 star DATA if :flit without obligation to purchase. 1 will
return the set in 8 days or send 15/- deposit 8 days after delivery. then fifteen
monthly subsci:ptions of 20/- paying 1.15 15s. Cd. in all. Cash price in 8 days
is £15.

Name

Address

Occuration

Your signature
(Or your parent signs if you are under 21.) MR: 8

Tick(sn where applicuble

HouscOWNER

liou,chokicr

Living with Parents

Lodging Addres,

Time Saved is

Money Gained !
Newnes MOTOR RE-
PAIR is arranged from
start to finish in a
simple alphabetical sys-
tem for rapid reference
to any particular engine,
component or accessory.
The method employed is
designed to avoid repeti-
tion, and enables you to
find with case exactly the
information required.

Everything you need for
Profitable Servicing

fl 4 Volumes in greaseproof bindings. 2,272
pages of Data arranged A -Z for quick
reference to models and components.
2,288 PHOTOS AND DRAWINGS and 250
Wiring Diagrams.

nCase of 24 Quick -Ref. Wall Charts-from
Trouble Tracing and Brake Layouts to
Radio Fitting.

elLoose -Leaf Pocket Wallet of Wii.nted Data-
always at instant call.

4
" MOTOR CYCLE DATA BOOK "

Over 4.50 Models
Motor Cycles, Scooters, Mo-
peds and Light Cars. Compiled
in tabular form and with
additional data on British
and roreign carburettors, elec-
trical systems, fault finding,
etc. Cloth bound for lasting
wear. (Value 14E6, bit yours
tree.)

nFree Technical
Consu'tancy Service
For 2 Years.

Entitling you to specialised
information by post-a ser-
v ice that can be worth pounds
to you!

The Most All -Embracing Motor
Repair Set ever published !

n
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Could this be the spring
you're looking for?
Then you'll find it down below
Whatever you need in the way of
springs you'll find in the range of
TERRY'SBOXESOF ASSORTED
SPRINGS - compression, expan-
sion, long, short, light, heavy-
the lot.
Just the job for you experimental

No.760.
3 doz.

Assorted
Light Compres-

sion Springs. I" to 4" long,
22 to 18 S.W.G., r to r
diam. 6:6 each.

No. 757.
Extra

Light Compres-
sion. 1 gross Assorted,
to7/16"diam.,r to 24"long,
27to 19 S.W.G. I5'- each.

people ---a simply unlimited assort-
ment from our tremendous range
of springs of every variety. The
boxes shown here are only a few
examples-why not let us send
you our illustrated list showing
them all?

No. 388. 2
gross Assorted

Small Expansion Springs.
r to Ir long, i" to r
diam.,18G to 21G. 9/6each.

No. 466. S gross
Assorted Small Expansion
Springs. I" to 1r long,
3/32" to 3/16" diam., 21G
to 24G. 6/6 each.

No. 758.
me Expansion

Springs. I gross Assorted
I' to g" diam. r to 2" long,
27 to 20 S.W.G. 15'- each.

No. 753. 3 doz.
Assorted Light Expansion.
i" to r diam., 2" to 6"
long, 22 to 18 S.W.G.
10/6 each.

No. 98A. 3 doz.
Assorted I" to 4" long. r
to t" diam., 19G to 15G.
5'6 each.

No. 1024. 20
Compression

Springs. 12" long, r to r
diam., 24G to 18G, suitable
for cutting into shorter
lengths; and 30 Expansion
1#" to 12" long, 5/32" to 1"
diam., 22G to 16G.

24/- each.

Cut production ...-

costs with Terry
Wire C1RCLIPS

(Square'
'),.)) Section)

We can supply from stock
in sizes from i" to 4".

* Interested in Springs?
Ninth Edition of "Spring
Design & Calculations"-
post free 12/6.

TERRY'S
ASSORTED SPRINGS

Herbert Terry & Sons Ltd, Redditch, Worcs.

(Makers of Quality Springs, Wireforms and
Presswork for over 100 years)

*Have you a Presswork problem?
if so let us have it and we'll help to solve it for you.

HT 28E

BUY YOUR DISHES IN THE

" VOGUE"
TRIPLE PURPOSE SET
The Johnson " Vogue " dishes come in sets of three and
are separately coloured : Orange, Grey, White. By
these colours you will identify them for each processing
job and retain them for specific chemicals. Strongly
moulded in plastic, they are available in half plate and
whole plate sizes : Prices :

SET OF 3 I. PL. 6s. 9d. ; SET OF 3 PL. ns. 9d.

SOLD BY THE LEADING PHOTOGRAPHIC DEALERS

JOHNSONS
OF HENDON LTD

FOR CONFIDENCE
IN PHOTOGRAPHY

SPECIALITIES for the
Model Enthusiasts

MARINE
STEAM PLANT
For models up to 30' long.
Double acting engine. Hard
soldered boiler 9" x 34" x 4,1."
high. Fireproof base.
Price 43.17.6. Post free.

BABCOCK
BOILER
All parts ready to assemble.
Barrel fully brazed. Set
includes fittings and piping
(exc. pressure gauge).
Price 45.16.8. Post free.

MILL ENGINE
Complete set finished parts, no
special tools required. r bore by
I stroke.
Price 14.0.0. Post free.

Write today to Bassett-Lowke for "Model Shipping and Engineering
Catalogue." a manual of great help to the model engineer. Prire 24.

BASSETT- LVWKE LTD.
18, Kingswell Street, NORTHAMFTON.

LONDON: 112, High Holborn, W.C.1. MANCHESTER: 28, Corporation St.
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THE E xiBL S HIGH SPEED HACKSAW

BLADEFluorescents

All e'mplete with polyester filled choke
and interierence suppressors, starters and
fluoreccont tube --all ready, in fact, to
switch on.
5.1t., 54 9 plus 5 6 carriage and
Mau
4ft. 41) watt. 39-6 plus 5,6 carriage and
insursame.
:Rt. 40 watt. '096 plus 1,0 carriage and
insarait.e.
2ft. Of part. 39-6 plus 4,6 maillage and
insuriame.
Circular 30 watt. 87,- plus 56 carMage' and
insurance.
Circular I:0 watt. 104.6 Plus carriage

,and insurance.
These iittinsts are suitable for hanging or
direct thing-carriage and insurance
applies foe Mistances rip to 250 miles. over
and above this carriage will be extra.

" Dim and Full " Switch
Particularly useful for controlling
photoflood lamps which have only a
short life at full brilliance. This toggle
switch has three positions : the first
position puts two lamps in series at
half brilliance for setting up, the
second position is off and the third
position full brilliance for the opera-
tion shots. Also useful for controlling -

night lights. heaters, etc., etc. Price
2,6 each. Post 9d. Circuit diagram

Infra -red Heaters

These latest
type heaters are
ideal for bathroom.
kitchen, bedroom, etc. They
are simple to make from our easy to follow
instruction,s-uses silica enclosed ele-
ments designed for the correct infra -red
wavelength (3 microns). Price for 750 watt
element and Instructions 154, plus 26 post
and insurance. Or made up heater 52'6 plus
38 post and insurance-fully tested and
guaranteed.

Versatile Wire
Single - strand 18 -
gauge with P.V.C.covering which
makes it rustproof.
Extra strong, will
stand tremendous
strain. Ideal for
gardening, clothes
lines, indoor aerials,
etc., etc. Also being
steel alloy and hav-
ing a resistance of

approximately ; ohm per yard this can be
used for electrical work, soil heating,
wrapping round water pipes, etc. New on
drum containing 3,000ft. Price 8'6, plus
3;6 cart.

A.C.7D.C. Multimeter Kit
Ranges D.C. volts 0-5,
0-50, 0-100, 0-500, 0-1.000.
A.C. volts 0,5. 0-50, 0-100,
0-500, 0-1,000. D.C. milli -
amps 0-5, 0-100, 0-500.
Ohms 0-50,000 with inter-
nal batteries. 0-500,000
with external batteries.
Measures A.C. D.C. volts.
D.C. current and ohms.
All the essential parts
including metal case,
2in. moving coil meter,
selected resistors, wire

for shunts, range selector, switches, cali-
brated scale and full instructions, price
196, plus 2'6 post and insurance.

Miniature
Microphone

American made. Dynamic
type. real bargain at 2.6.
plus 6d. postage.

Clock numerals etched
on metal, 2-0.
Post i -.

1

Suppressor Condenser
%sia,.

Stop your4.7 ) drill or other
appliances in-
terfering with

your or your neighbours' radio or television.
Simple instructions given, 16 each. 12 -
doze -n.

Don't Stumble in the Dark

Install _way switches.
Our outfit comprises : 30 yds. Multiome
cable, two 2 -way switches. two wood blocks.
Full instructions, 9'6 each, post anti in-
surance 2 6.

THIS MONTH'S SNIP
Super Transistor Kit

Slakes ideal bedroOm
radio, uses three tran-
sistors and one crystal
diode. Complete with
,a.tai 19'6, post and

2 it

E100 Worth of Equipment 19/6

The famous 111154-unused but slightly
soiled. Covers 200-500 kc s. 3-5.5 Mcfs and

Nic,'s. Has unique click stop
mechanism. Wonderful breakdown value-
meters, relays, switches. Complete With
valves-real bargain at 19.6. Plus cam

Motor Snip
Miniature
motor 2lin. long

liin. diameter.
laminated poles
and armature.
Operates off 20-30 v. D.C. or off A.C.
mains through resistance transformer.
Original cost at least 03 each. Snip
price for one month only 8-6. plus
postage and insurance.

Variable Rheostat
Heavy duty slider
resistor rated at
25 amps. Basic
resistance is .4
ohms. Can he
rewired to suit in-
dividual require-
ments. Ideal for

dimmer circuit, 1^1. Price 8 3, post 3;6.

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.
Post orders should be addressed to Dept. 1, at 66, Grove Rd., Eastbourne.

Personal shoppers, however, can call at :

,
Electronics ,,Rundip, Ltd. Electronics (Croydon) Ltd. Electronics Tinabury Electronics Manor
42-46, Windmill Hill, 266, London Road, Park) Ltd. Park} Ltd.

Ruislip, Kidd,. Croydon. 129, Stroud Green Rd., 520, High Street North,
Phone itLinsbu7/AclyN.444,

Th
Manor P1,Foark,

rd
12.

ane : .1(31
Half day, Wednesday.

i
Half day Wednesday. ; flair ,lay, Thursday. Ralf day. Thursday.

FLEXIBLE HIGH SPEED
HACKSAW BLADE

Here is the perfect blade for the handyman -
produced to give maximum cutting power to-
gether with flexibility, thus eliminating breakage.
The Steadfast Flexible High Speed blade is
ideal for the "difficult" jobs - and it costs no
more than any other High Speed Mode.

FLEXIBILITY

* GREAT CUTTING POWER

* HARDENED TEETH

* LONGER LIFE

Obtainable from Irantnortgem etc.

DARWINS TOOL DIVISION
J. STEAD & CO. 1.TD. MANOR WORKS, SHEFFIELD, 2.

S130

. without my Mole Wrench. It's my third
hand ; always so very useful for repairs on
my car and for all sorts of jobs in the house,
too."
You see, it locks on the job at any pressure
you wish, leaving both your hands free.
Just touch the release lever and-presto !-
it's ready again for the next job-super
pliers, vice, clamp, wrench all in one tool-
the versatile, indispensable Mole Wrench.

7 inch, 12;6d. 10 inch, I5/..
From Ironmongers, Motor and Motor
Cycle Accessory Dealers.

Make sure you ask for a genuine MOLE Self
Grip Wrench, and look for the name on it.

T HE

MOLE
TRADE MARL{

SELF -GRIP
WRENCH

if any &tinily write to M. MOLE do SON LTD., WHAM, 3.

"I

would be

completely

lost...
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Presenting
The CHARLES FRANK

4 INCH

NEWTONIAN
REFLECTOR

An excellently -designed eq uatorially
mounted astronomical telescope with
precision F/8 aluminised spherical mirror
and aluminised flat made in our own
workshops. The eyepiece provided with
this telescope is the famous 6 -element
Erfle, which is considered to rank as one
of the world's finest flat field eyepieces.
Magnification 50X. Available as an
extra : t" Ramsden eyepiece, giving a

magnification of approx. 125X, price 37/6.

£32 CARRIAGE
EXTRA

or

£3 Deposit and eleven
monthly payments of

VI 6.8

Full details on request of our New 8' inch Urameton
Telescope designed for us by Keith Donald, price 020.

Reflecting

PRISMATIC MOON WATCH TELESCOPE
made originally by Cooke, Troughton & Simms for Aircraft tracking.
Supplied on a specially adapted tripod and mount permitting speedy
vertical and horizontal movements.
Worth approx. t60.
PAY THE POSTAGE AND TRY IT FREE FOR 14 DAYS. POSTAGE 1615"

0

CHARLES FRANK
67/75, SALTMARKET, GLASGOW, C.I.

'Phone : BELL 2106 (6 Lines) 'Grants . ' BINOCAM ' Glasgow.

GAMAGES
The Amazing New "CINTRIDE"

ABRASIVE CARBIDE DISCS
A MOST for yout Wolf, Bridges, Blank & Decker or Selects
Drill Mg.
Almost Indestructible and with much greater sanding
powers than ordinary -dials. Can be cleaned with a wire
brush, over and over again, saving both time and money.
3 Tirades. Fine, Medium and Coarse. 12/6x 455. bore.
Gin diem. 7 Sin. bore. 16'11. Pof Firs.

CINTRIDE CARBIDE ABRASIVE FILES
Double -sided (Ville and Iia r,e,
ideal for shaping and finishing Tiles.
Plastic.. Asbestos. Leather, Glass.
Firebrick- NI Soft IA /6
aletal, Pori Free

The 'Picador' ELECTRIC MOTOR
RAIL ASSEMBLY

sitcogit inch. Preksed sici
Satiable for motor, up to 1 h.p
Active tension on belt is supplied
by the weight of the motor, making
speed changes easy-simply lift
motor and move belt to pulley.
desired. By using a number of
brackets, other small machines

Extra may he driven from one motor.
Braleketti Overall length Pin. Mat. distance

Only hetween ends of gluts, fiin. Slink
2in. long x 7/161m Min.

piered with o. between ends of slot. 2in. A I
complete puit, Ball and Bracket Assembly / -
per 2'-. complete. Peet A PO . I

The t HALTRAC '

MIDGET HOIST
-1.1 to lift 1,000Ibs., yet only

reiKhs 1lb. Self-lubricating solid
Nylon cord. Metal parts in nail -
less aluminium. A mast for the
motorist. Ideal for the Can,
sooner hardener, Yachtsman and
in the garage or workshop.

COMPLETE ic7 /6
Carriage Paid "' 

Electric GRINDING & BUFFING (77-:-'

MACHINES z= Ilt
.2, v. kinglc-ntn, t l it lt.,1 51,1,

Motor. G apeeds, 7,5041 to 8,000 vital. -hi, t. II tiding 11ticel and
tin. ltag"Buff. T.V. and Radio rappr,seti.
or 9 monthly payments of 2118. E9/5/ -
As above bit with Twin Grinders, 59.10.1 Or 9 monthly
payments of 22/4. FLEX TBLE drive for attaching to Mc
Spdalle Drive. 50,-. Coupling 5,11 estro.

SMALLER MACHINES ALSO AVAILABLE.

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1. HOLborn 8484

01/ ea/WO

&111/111sreRadioServicing
NEW 1960 EDITION

IN SIX VOLUMES
FREE FOR 7 DAYS

OVER

2200
POPULAR
MODELS

MORE THAN

3,800
CIRCUIT & COMPONENT

LAYOUT DIAGRAMS

2 Years' FREE Postal
Advisory Service

Ready for instant use are
thousands of diagrams-TV
receivers from single band sets
to latest 13 -channel 110° -tube
models, including transportables
and combined TV/FM sets.
Also radios, including Tran-
sistor. and VHF/FM models,
Radiograms, Portables, Tran-
sistor Personals, Tape Recorders
Car Radios, Record repro-
ducers (including Stereo).
Prove its amazing value-exam-
ine it at home FREE for 7 days !

Here is the New Edition of Newnes
Complete Library of Radio & TV.
Servicing Data. In six packed volumes,
it provides all the circuits, data,
component and layout diagrams you
must have for speedy, efficient repair
work, tuning and general mainten-
ance-over 2,300 models pre -1954
right up to 1960. All the famous makes
below are included-everything you
want for years to come. If you've
never seen previous editions be sure
to see this one-post coupon today !

TELEVISION, RADIO,
RECORD REPRODUCERS,

TAPE RECORDERS-

All these popular makes -
Ace, Alba, Ambassador, Argosy, Arm-
strong, Baird, Banner, Beethoven, Berec,
Brayhead, Bush, Capitol, Champion,
Channel, Collaro, Cossor, Cyldon, Dan-
sette, Decca, Defiant, Dynatron, E.A.R..
Eddystone, Ekco, Elizabethan, E.M.I..
Emerson, English Electric, Ever Ready,
Ferguson, Ferranti, G.E.C., Grundig,
H.M.V., Invicta. K -B, McCarthy, Mc-
Michael, Marconiphone, Masteradio
Motorola, Murphy, Pageant, Pam, Perdio,
Peto Scott, Philco, Philips, Pilot,
Portadyne, Pye, Pye Telecommunications,
Radiornobile, Rainbow, Raymond, Regen-
tone, R.G.D., Robert's Radio, Sobell,
Spencer -West, Stella, iStrad, Ultra,
Valradio, Vidor, Walter, Webcor.

--, \ 1110 \ I)
RAnio \11

vo) 1;11110 .1\ I)

I FLIAls110,

IrDr_.-....xm

POST NOW No Cost -No Obligation

L

George Newnes Ltd., 15-17, Long Acre, London, W.C.99
Send me Newnes RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICING without obligation
to purchase. 1 will return it in 8 days or send 11,1- deposit 8 days after delivery, then
twenty monthly subscriptions of Ill- paying £11 Sin. Od. in all. Cash price in
8 days is f l l Os. Od,

Name

Address

Occupation

Your Signature
(Or Your Parent's Signature if under 21)

HouseOWNER

Householder

Lien, with Parents

RV 97 kedging Address
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TELESCOPE MIRRORS. 6in. dia. x 48in. focus. Para-
bolise -d. Aluminised and anodised. Edged and centred.
First trade. 1915/- ea. Carr. & insurance 10/- extra. For
flats rd eyepieces tee our lists.
4in. dia. x = lin. focus. Aluminised, edged and centred.
13/3/-. 5CX piece. 1716. Flat 6/6.
SCOUT TELESCOPES. 25 x 50 Terrestrial 3 draw.
Used. oprOsliy perfect, EMS-. As NEW with leather
case, E9 -. 50X or 75X eyepieces, 541i- ea. extra.
ELBC-W TELESCOPES. 8 a 50. NEW and Boxed.
L3/57- co... Ditto Latest type bloomed lever focus, IS. Six
other tv-es available. See oir lists.
NEW rk. Ill RECORDING CAMERAS. 2 or 16
F.P.S. Variable shutter, 50. 100 or 11330 sec. F119 lens
with iris to 116. 50ft. magazine loading, 24 v. motor
driven. Complete in cave with magazine. Brand new.
Checked and guaranteed perfect. E8ft0/- ea.
BIN CIC LU-APS. BRAND NEW. WRAY 11 x 6R E32.
Ross 13 x 60, LIO. Ross 7 x 53. £21. German 8 x 2S.
L7115 '-. Ex -Con. Types British and German also available.
MKS OSCOPES. WATSON'S SERVICE, and similar
standard laboratory types. From £35. STIEN Miniature
microscopes. 4 turret objectives 100 to 500X. NEW.
66/101- r- Others available. tee our lists.
DRAW N5 INSTRUMENTS. The pick of the best
from 198 to £6301-. See oar lists.
PUMPS. STEWART TURNER. ELECTRIC. 23J-24) v.
P.C. 6(.0 G.P.H. 35 ft. hd. Ne.w. £9/15/..
FLIMFS. EX-GOV. 24 v. D.C. 400 G.P.H. Self Prirn,ng
with transformer and rectifier for A.C. mains. 84:131- ea.
Ditto 600 G.P.H., £8/10/-. 800 G.P.H. pump only. 86.
See our lists for others.
BATTEPIES. Miniature. Silver Zinc. H105, 15/-.
AMERICAN MINIATURE. 3 x 36 v. plus I x 6 v. in
sealed tin. Lead acid. 15/- lot.
NIFE TYPE. New filled. 10 a. cell, 10/, 10 a. double
cell, Et.
TELESCOPE OBJECT GLASSES. 4 in. dia. x 15 in
focus Triple achromat, £12.
MINIATURE GEARED MOTORS. 24 v. will run on
6 v.). fitted elec. clutch, speed governor. Size only Ill in.
x 3 in. Contains 9 ball races. Bronze to steel worm gears.
Final speed one rev. per minute. Brand new. 35/- ea.
Transformer to run this motor from A.C. mains given
Free with each motor.
MOTOR AS ABOVE but in case with700 ohm miniature
relay and two micro switches. etc. E7 ea. in sealed cartons.
35 mm. or 2X2 PROJECTOR KITS. Lens sets only
unmounted from 33/6.
MOUNTED SETS. Only require addition of lamphouse
and slide CARRIER to COMPLETE. When used with
specified lamp (20 v. 100 w) and transformer we guarantee
light output on 3 ft. screen as least 15ft. candles. This is
better than many 300 and 500 w jobs. Check for yourself.

H. W. ENGLISH, 469,

TRIPLE CON -DENSER in mounts, and 4in. focus lens
in mounts. Price E4/716. Lamp SI- ea. Transformer, 30/,
21 sq. unmounted sets, 30/6. Mounted, 13/13/6.
ENLARGERS & PROJECTORS. 35 mm. and 21 sq.
PLANS for 6 designs. 2/-.
TRANSFORMERS. 200-250 v. in. 50 v. 20 a out.
Steel cased, New. E4/5/- ea Carr. 10/-.
VALVES. Ex Gov. Mains type. New and used. Guaran-
teed. 12 assorted, IV-.
MINIATURE HALF WAVE RECTIFIERS. M2X5,
WX2.5, DCEAG, WX6, WXI2. 2/- ea.
LANDING LAMP MOTORS. With geared hinge
opening to 90 Begs. Ideal for remote opening of garage
doors, etc. 24 v. D.C. Brand new 17/6 ea.
R.A.F. FILM. 9.lin. x 300ft. Panchromatic. E3/10/-. 160ft.
E2. 51in. x 47ft.,
PHOTO CELLS. Two in sealed unit, bridge connected
give l v. neg. or pos. up to 500 micro -amps. New and
boxed, 151- ea.
RECORDING CAMERAS. Mk. I. Single shot or 2
F.P.S. F4 lens. 24 v. motor driven. Magazine !bad. Com-
plete in case with magazine. Tested O.K. a/151- ea.
HELIOGRAPHS. Brand New. Complete in lovely
leather case. Ideal for sports and pastimes. Cost £30 ea.
Give away price, 15/- plus 3/6 carr.
SCFIMIT TYPE PRO' ECTION UNITS. COM-
PRIVING MIRROR, FLAT & CORRECTOR PLATE.
All glass mounted in sealed unit. As used in Ferranti
241(4. Decor and other T.V. sets. Takes MW/62 tube.
Brand New. £5 ea.
CL'NONETERS. General purpose. All Brass. 0-90
degs. 17'6 ea. Cost £8.
TIME SWITCH MOTORS. 233 v. A.C. I rev. per 24
hrs. 1745.

RIPLAY SWITCH. Metropolitan Vickers. 230 v. A.C.
Contains 20 rev. per hr. motor with switch contacts.
Polarised relay, thermal relay or cut-out, high freqieacy
relay mechanism with transformers, etc. and warning
light. In glass fronted case as new. SPECIAL CLEARANCE
BARGAIN, 37/6.
ARDOM'ETER. OPTICAL RADIATION PYRO-
METER. 0-1,000 c. Perfect. EIS.
COMPRESSORS. 6H6. Aircraft piston type. 100 lb.
sq. in. Complete with spline shaft, 45/. ea
ROTARY VANE VACUUM PUMPS. Size 6in. x Sin.
35i- ea.
FLEXIBLE DRIVES. 23ft. long. Inner and outer with
unions. Brand new and boxed. 12/6.
TOGGLE SWITCH -ES. 4 pole change -over. Centre off.
230 v. 5 a. Luminous tip. Ideal for motor reversal single
or three phase, etc. 2/6 ea.. 24,- doz. On -Off metal
toggles. I'- ea. Bakelite. 10d.

YAXLEY TYPE SWITCHES. I way 9 pos.' 1/9.
MINIATURE ROTARY. 2 way 6 pos. 4 w 3 p. 2/6 ea.
BELLING LEE. 5 pin plugs and sockets. 2/- pr., 18/. doz.
VOLUME CONTROLS & POTS. 12 assorted, I0/-.
New.
THREAD GAUGES. Plug and Caliper. Go-Nogo.
Mostly new. Cost over L3 ea. Calipers over £7. Calipers
to clear at 30/- ea., mainly adjustable type. Plugs, 10/- ea.
State requirements. Low price for quantity.
ZIESS. VERTICAL COMPARITOR. Reading to
I/10,1300in. Perfect. 010.
LARGE COMMERCIAL PROFILE PROJECTORS.
Several from 040.
OPTICAL ULTRA CENTIFUGE. Laboratory instru-
ment with camera, spare rotors and associated equipment.
Callers Only.
CAMBRIDGE Ph METER. L15.
MOTOR BLOWERS. 12 v. (car heater), 331, 24 v.
Ex -Gov. New, 27(6. 12-24 v. A.C./D.C. miniature motors
with fan, 17/6 ea.
ASTR 0 TELESCOPE KITS. 32X. With 20in. x 45 mm.
Achromatic O.G. and Orthoscopic eyepiece with paxolin
tube. 50/- ea. Or with I focus Keplar eyepiece, 43/-.
45X Ditto with 27in. O.G. f3. Or with Kepler eyepiece,
501-.
INFRA RED MONOCULARS. For detecting I.R.
light sources. Testel O.K. 53/- ea.
INFRA RED BINOCULARS With power unit (12v.
D.C.I. Tested O.K. ill Most I.R. spares available.
WE HAVE MOST TYPES OF EX -GOVERNMENT 0?Tl-
CAL EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE IN FAIR QUANTITY.
Including A.A. SCO?ES, GUNSIGHTS, RIFLE SIGHTS,
PERISCOPIC SIGHTS, TANK PERISCO?Ei. PERfSC071C
& STEREOSCOPIC BINOCULARS, FLASH SPOTTERS,
REFLECTOR SIGHTS (Single and twin lens types)notorised,
etc. Large Photo lenses. VARIABLE PO NER SCO?ES
(Straight and angle). ELBON TELESCO?ES. Large
precision sighting and levelling telescopes. DEPRESSION
& OTHER RANGEFINDERS. CALIBRATED GEARED
HEADS. ALL TYPES SMALL MOTORS. CONVERTERS,
DIAL SIGHTS, DIRECTORS. LIQUID COMPASSES,
SMALL SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS. SMIDT TYPE'
MIRROR PROJECTION SYSTEMS, OPTICAL FLATS,
RELAYS, MECHANISMS, ELECTRONIC, ETC. ETC. ETC.

BOOKLETS-" HOW TO USE EX -GOVERNMENT
LENSES AND PRISMS," Nos. 1 and 2. 2/6 ea., post 6d.
LISTS FREE on receipt of STAMPED and addressed
envetope.

Rayleigh Road, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex Phone:
1685 or 810

* Permanent Magnets

/hake dasitooaho(
a flOtia 401244

Simply place your "reminders" betWeen
a magnet and the dashboard. Illustration
above shows the famous "Eclipse"
Pocket Magnet. Ask for new publication
P. M. 162;56 which gives many other
uses of magnets.

in action * Nov 5" Capacity at No Extra Cost !
Eliminate the hard work in

hand planing and
give your work
that professional
look with the

compact self-
contained

P.R.I I
Sin.

Power
Planer.

SEND FOR FULL DETAILS
(TO DEPT. BP/43)

kff T11 "MID) At% BE ESTON
Nup Au!) NOTTINGHAM

Pocket Magnet 802
Price 2/6 each

PERMANENT
MAGNETS

Made by James 'Neill & Company (Sheffield) Limited
and obtainable from all tool distributors

PM 46

It Planes!
Rebates!

It Beve's!
You can do a

precision lob on
this sturdy
machine. which
will make your task so much
easier, and bring,greater pleasure
to your Furniture making. Fully
g :arcicd for safety. Thicknessing Attach-
ment and Extension Rollers available.

SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE
SHOWING ALL OUR GOODS AND PAR ricuLARs OF OUR

EASY DEFERRED TERMS

EXTENSION
SPEAKERS 1717

Polished oak cabinet of
attractive appearance.
Fitted with 8 in. P.M.
speaker W.B. or Good -
mans of the highest
quality. Standard
matching to any re-
ceiver (2-5 ohms).
Switch and flex in -
eluded. Ins. & Carr.
319.

FOCUS MAGNETS .. 9,9
ilrond rs a. :18 vim. incorporating picture
Atilt vastest. P. & P. 1/3.
POCIIS MAGNETS 12/8

min. Brand new. Poet & Packing, 1,3.
SCANNING COILS ... .. .. 10/8

Impedance. 38 mm. Brand new.
post & Packing, 1,31
SCANNING COILS .- .. )4,9
Wide angle. 90 deg. 38 met. Low imped.
.tinie. P. & P. 1/3.

Indil plastic for 151n. Tubes. Poet 1/3.
CHASM
0. 8 -valve latrst .type midget valve design
for A.M. or P.N. Bland new Callum -
plated. 8bre 125 s 7i x :NM P. & P. 1/9.
001111INED T.V. AERIAL
Loft type. Single dipole B.B.C. wills 3 elemente. I.T.A. 8wivsl bracket
for universal tiring. & Carr. 3/- or Initial payment of Big pi. Inc. a.
Tarr. & 19 weekly payments Of 1/8.
T.V. AERIALS Per 1.T.A. Channels.
elements.. Post & Packing 2/6.

USEFUL SPARES BAKELITE
CABINETS

,,,

Brand new. Colour
brown. Attractive
design. Size 12 x 7 x
5/ins. Ideal for small
receivers, converters,
etc. P. & P. 3/9.

InAdoor & Loft Three

DUKE & CO. (Dept, 1-1.3), 621/3, Romford Rd., Manor Park, E.12.
Telephone : ILF 600113.
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NEW
DO - IT -YOURSELF

TRAINING TECHNIQUE
444010.5EZECTRONICS

VoutakNehileyouglill0... SYMPLE...PRACTICAL...FASCINATING

Announcing-after many years of highly successful operation in the U.S.A. and in Europe-the latest
system in home training in electronics (after complete adaptation) is now introduced by an entirely new British
training organisation.

At last-a comprehensive and simple way of learning-by practical means-the basic principles of radio and
electronics, with a minimum of theory.

You learn by building actual equipment with the components and parts which we send you. You advance by
simple steps using high quality equipment and performing a whole series of interesting and instructive experi-
ments. No mathematics !

Instruction Manuals and our teaching staff employ the latest techniques for showing clearly how radio works
in a practical and interesting manner. You really have fun whilst learning ! And you end by possessing a
first rate piece of home equipment with the full knowledge of how it operates and-very important -how to
service and maintain it afterwards. Such knowledge can also be used to service other person's equipment
if needed,

In fact for the " Do -it -Yourself " enthusiast, the hobbyist, or those wanting help with their radio career training
or to set up their own full or part-time servicing business-then this new and exciting instructional system is
exactly what is needed and it can all be provided at very moderate cost, easy payments available. Post the
coupon now, for full details. There is no obligation of any kind.

BUILD YOUR OWN RADIO EQUIPMENT
HI-FI INSTALLATION * TEST GEAR-AND
LEARN AS YOU DO IT.

LOTS OF INSTRUCTIVE THIS BROCHURE
EXPERIMENTS AT

LOTS OF

INSTRUCTIVE

EXPERIMENTS

AT HOME !

BRITAIN'S MOST MODERN ELEC-
TRONIC TRAINING ORGANISATION so POST TODAY

To RADIOSTRUCTOR (Dept.G.28),
46, Market Place, Reading, Berks

Please send full details of your Radio Equipment Courses I
without any obligation to :

Name
BLOCK

Address CAPS
PLEASE I

:"°We do not employ represeniatives. I
=NM 1111 1

NO FUSES to bother with when you fit a magnetic switch to your 12 -volt Train or
Model supply. Cuts out at 2 amps. on overload or dead short. Easily fitted. 13/6 P.P.
OUR WELL-KNOWN TRANSFORMERS. Input 200/240 v. Output tapped 3 to
30 volts 2 amps., or tapped 5.11.17 volts S amps. 24/6 each. P.P.
F.W. METAL RECTIFIERS. 12 v. I a., 7/6. 3 a., 13/6. 4 a., 17/6. 6 a., 27/6.
RELAYS. We have large stocks of assorted types from 3/-.
KEY SWITCHES from 3/-. TOGGLE SWITCHES. DPDT, 3/6. MICRO
SWITCHES, M and B. 5/6.
NICKEL NIFE BATTERIES. 1.2 v. 2.5 a., 6/.. P.P. 3 x 2p x lin. 2 for 11/6. 3 for
16/-. 4 for 21/,
MAINS TRANSFORMER AND RECTIFIER, Output 12 v., I a., 19/6. P.P.
W/W RHEOSTATS. 12 v. 5 a., 10/6. 12 v. 1 a., 2/6. P.P.
SET OF 7 H/S CHROME VANADIUM FULL SIZE TWIST DRILLS, in wallet,
1/16 to 3in., 6/ -. Smaller size, 4/-.
Sin. SIDE CUTTERS, S/-. Sin. PLATED ROUND NOSE TAPERED PLIERS, 5/-.
7in. PLATED FLAT NOSE TAPERED PLIERS, 8/6.
Bin. STEEL BLOCK PLANES. I lin. Cutter Blade, 10/6.
SET OF 6 PLATED WHIT. OPEN SPANNERS. 3/16 to (in., 12/6.
POCKET NEON TESTER with retractable screwdriver, 5/-.
SPECIAL OFFER 6 or 12 v. relays with 4 make contacts, 6/, 2 for 11/6. 3 for 16/-.
4 for 21/-. Small 12/24 volt D.C. Geared Motor very powerful 3" x 16/6. P.P.

ALL POST PAID. Post order only to :

THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART
29, STATION APPROACH, SUDBURY TOWN, WEMBLEY, MIDDX.

`ZYTO' DO-IT-YOURSELF TOOL KIT

33/- FIRST PAYMENT
8 MONTHLY PAYMENTS
OF 41/6. CASH PRICE E16/1010.

A Superb set of full size, fully
guaranteed tools specially selected
for the home craftsman. 47 tools
including Stanley adjustable Iron -
plane. Brace, Chisels Bits,
Hammers, Hand Drill, Screw
drivers, etc., and also a first-class
instruction book.
* Illustrated leaflet of "Zyto"
tool kits post free. *

Illustrated catalogue or tools and
machinery for wood and metalwork.
2;6 refunded on first order of 40-.

S. TYZACK & SON LTD SHOPTelephone
8301

Ten lines.
341-345 OLD STREET, LONDON E.C.I

ENGINEERS'

RECISION & HAND TOOLS

No. 950 P.
PLASTIC HANDLED
RATCHET SCREWDRIVERS

No.
374

SET OF
TOOLS

g.ssoMMIIMMONOW'sAMOMIN:

No. 961
0---1" MICROMETER

No. 295
TIN MAN'S

SHEARS

rAlMeMMMONSIN-MaXWA

MEASURE UP TO ANY JOB
The next time you buy tools, remember that it pays to buy
good tools, tools upon whose accuracy you can rely. rm63. ) tools
are made from the finest materials and are guaranteed to conform
to British Standard Institution Specifications where thay exist.

The next time you buy tools ask your dealer for 8029 Engineers
Precision and Hand Tools.

Write for our tree catalogue, mentioning this ,ourna

MOORE & WRIGHT SFLEFF1ELD) LTD., HANDSWORTH ROAD, SHEFFIELD, 13
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VALUABLE NEW HANDBOOK

FREEENGINEERS
Have you had your copy of " Engineering Opportunities" ?
The new edition of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES "
is now available-without charge-to all who are anxious for
a worthwhile post in Engineering. Frank, informative and
completely up to date, the new " ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES " should be in the hands of every person engaged
in any branch of the Engineering industry, irrespective of age,
experience or training.

We definitely Guarantee
" NO PASS-NO FEE "

This remarkable book gives details of examinations and courses
in every branch of Engineering, Building, etc., outlines the
openings available and the essential requirements to quick
promotion and describes the advantages of our Special Appoint-
ments Department.

WHICH OF THESE IS
YOUR PET SUBJECT ?

N.ECHANICAL
ENGINEERING

(en. Mech. Eng.-Main-
tenance - Draughtsman-
ship-Heavy Diesel-Die
& Press Tool Work-Weld-
ing-Production Eng.-
lig & Tool Design-Sheet

Metal Work-Works Man-
agement - Mining - Re-
frigeration-Metallurgy.
AUTOMOBILE

ENGINEERING
Gen. Automobile Eng.-
Maintenance & Repairs-
High Speed Diesel-
Cc. age Management.

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

Gen. Elec. Eng.-Elemen-
tary & Advanced Elec.
Technology - histaPations
-Draughtsmanship-Sup-
ply - Maintenance -
Design.

BUILDING
Gen. Building-Heating &
Ventilation-Architectural
Draughtsmanship - Sur-
veying-Clerk of Work.s-
Carpentry and joinery-
Quantities - Valuations.

RADIO &
ELECTRONICS

Gen. Radio Eng.-Radio
Servicing, Mpintenance &
Repairs - Telegraphy-
Telephony = Television-
C. & G. Telecommunica-
tions-Electronic Eng.-
Automation-Digital Coin-
Putors - Analogue corn-
Putors-Data Processing-
Instrumentation.

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Cen. Civil Eng. Sanitary
Eng.-Structural Eng.-
Rcad Eng. - Reinforcea
Concrete-Geology

WE HAVE A WIDE RANGE OF AERONAUTICAL COURSES AND
COURSES IN FORESTRY, TIMBER TECHNOLOGY, PLASTICS,

G.P.O. ENG., TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY, ETC., ETC.
One of these qualifications would increase your earning power

WHICH ONE ?
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.G.E., A,M.I.Prod.E., B.Sc.. A.M.Er.t.1,R.E.
A.F.P.Ae.S., A.M.I.M.I., L.I.O.R., A.R.I.B.A., A.M.I.H. & V.E.,

A.R.I.C.S., A.M.I.E.D., CITY & GUILDS, COMMON
PRELIM, GEN. CERT. OF EDUCATION El L.

THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

410A, COLLEGE HOUSE,

29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,

KENSINGTON, W.8.
Phone : WEStern 9861

WHAT THIS BOOK TELLS YOU

* HOW to get a better paid, more
interesting job.

* HOW to qualify for rapid pro-
motion.

* HOW to put some valuable
letters after your name and
become a " key -man " . . .

quickly and easily.

* HOW to benefit front our free
Advisory and Appointments Depts.

* WHERE today's real opportunities
are . . . and HOW you can take
advantage of the chances you
are now missing.

* HOW, irrespective of your age,
education or experience, YOU
can succeed in any branch of
Engineering that appeals to you.
144 PAGES OF EXPERT

CAREER -GUIDANCE

You are bound to benefit front
reading "ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES," and if you are earning
less than £2.o a week you should send
for your copy of this enlightening
book now-FREE and without obli-
gation.

I TO B.I.E.T. 410A, COLLEGE

HOUSE, 29-31, WRIGHT'S LANE,
KENSINGTON, W.8.

Only I
stamp is

needed if
posted in an

unsealed envelope.

Please send me FREE and without
obligation, a copy of " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." I am interested in
(state subject, exam., or career)

NAME

ADDRESS

WRITE IF YOU PREFER NOT TO CUT THIS PAGE

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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CONTRIBUTIONS
The Editor will be pleased to consider articles
of a practical nature suitable for publication in
"Practical Mechanics." Such articles should
to written on one side of the paper 'only, and
should include the name and address of the sender.
Whilst the Editor does not hold himself responsible
for manuscripts, every effort will be made to
return them if a stamped and addressed envelope
s enclosed: All correspondence intended for the

Editor should be addressed : The Editor,
Practical Mechanics," George Newnes, Ltd.,

Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.
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FAIR COMMENT
NEW SOURCES OF ELECTRICITY

IN many parts of the world scientists are carrying out experiments to find new
ways of producing electricity. Several different processes are being worked
on at the same time but the end in every case is the same-to replace the

dynamo and the. battery. The dynamo is an extremely efficient piece of apparatus
and it produces electricity very satisfactorily, but driving it adds complications
and expense. Hydro -electric power requires the construction of immensely expen-
sive dams, and to drive the normal power station coal is burnt to provide steam,
which drives a turbine, this in turn _driving the generator. The atomic power
plant merely substitutes new fuel. What is aimed at then in all this research is
to produce electricity more efficiently.

.

One of the methods being experimented with independently by several scientists
in. America is based on the principle of converting heat to electricity by means of a
thermocouple. Wires of two different metals are joined, one end is heated and the
Other cooled, and electricity flows-that is the principle of the thermocouple. An
efficient method of keeping the two ends at different temperatures is by keeping
part of the thermocouple in a vacuum, i.e. the diode valve. When modified this
device can produce electricity from heat.

The new semi -conductors are being used to produce electricity in very much
the same way. The crystal, when heated, gives up electrons to a new position where
their surplus energy can be used as electricity. It is believed that the efficiency of
these methods will be able to compare favourably with the conventional power
plant within very few years. At the moment they produce electricity with about
1 o per cent. efficiency. Where heat normally wasted is available, even this relatively
low efficiency can be very useful indeed. For example, the Russians are believed
to have used this method in their Sputniks, the heat being provided by the sun.

Another revolutionary method of producing electricity is the use of the chemical
battery or fuel cell. The normal battery can be used until its chemicals are exhausted
and then has to be changed or electrically recharged. The new " battery " receives
its chemicals from outside the cell and so long as they are provided it will generate
electricity; its efficiency in theory could be nearly too per cent.

The device is constructed similar to a battery. The cell contains potassium
hydroxide-the electrolyte-in which are immersed two electrodes. Hydrogen
is fed to one and oxygen to the other. In the ensuing chemical reaction water is
formed and negatively charged electrons collect on the hydrogen -fed electrode.
If an electric motor is connected electricity flows from the hydrogen electrode
through the motor and back to the oxygen. electrode. Power is increased by linking
cells in series. Extensive research is at present in progress on other chemicals for
these cells, including oil, and some ao firms in the U.S. are working on practical
applications for them. Scientists predict that the fuel cell may soon be powering- a
new gearless, silent motorcar and eventually other forms of transport as well. It
is of interest to note that the first practical demonstration of the cell was given by a
British engineer, Francis T. Bacon.

" PRACTICAL HOUSEHOLDER " AT OLYMPIA

THE Ideal Home Exhibition opens at Olympia in a few days' time and all practical
mechanics and home handymen are recommended to pay a visit to the

bungalow erected by New Ideal Homesteads Ltd. in the Model Village. This
lovely home has been furnished and equipped by " Practical Householder " with
a special eye to the do-it-yourself enthusiast. All you home owners, we are sure,
will find a great many practical and attractive ideas to take home with you.

The bungalow itself is particularly interesting because of its practical layout and
design which aim to help the owner by necessitating minimum maintenance. The
dream kitchen can be built by the amateur, as can much of the furniture ; other
do-it-yourself aspects include tiling and lighting.

The April, 1960, issue will be published on March 31st. Order it now!
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ALTHOUGH the most satisfactory
method of viewing colour slides is un-
doubtedly a projector, the latter is

expensive and -needs specialsetting up. A much
cheaper alternative is the
table viewer, shown in
Figs. r, 2 and 3.

The light source is a 15
watt " pygmy " lamp,
diffused by an opal glass
screen in front of which
the transparency is placed
and viewed by a suitable
lens.

The exact dimensions
are not important, the
ones given being those of
the instrument constructed
which was made to view

slides in
addition to 35 mm.

Base and Lens Carrier
The base consists of a

piece of Ain. plywood,
4in. long X 4in. wide. To

one end of this is fitted
the lens carrier. This is
made up from three pieces

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

Make It And See Your Trans-
parencies At Their Best !

By P. R. Chapman

r.-Con-
tructional details.

March, 1960

of lin. plywood, 22 in. wide, and is marked
A in Fig. I. The viewing lenses are two
double convex lenses of 31 -in. dia. and each
of about 4in. focal length, fitted into a card-
board tube (B). This latter can be made
either by rolling up wide gummed paper strip
or by using a piece of cardboard, bent and
glued. The lenses are fixed in by glued card-
board strips. If they are cleaned on their
inner surfaces before fixing, the lenses will
remain clean, since they will he completely
sealed. The tube with its lens assembly is
then glued into the lens carrier, using card-
board spacers, if necessary, to centre it.
Finally, a piece of Ain. plywood with a square
hole in it, C, is cut and screwed over the
viewing side of the lenses. The hole should
he of such a size that the edge of the nearer
lens is just not visible at the corners.

The Lamphouse
The lamphouse is also made from

plywood, being 4in. high, 4in. long and din.
wide (D). It is left open at the front and
bottom, the back being bored to take a
standard bayonet lampholder. The front is
dosed by a piece of wood with a hole tin.
X 21in. sq. On the inside of this, two strips
of wood are glued to hold the opal glass in
position, and on the outside two metal or
wood guides to take the slides. These should
be slightly more than 2in. apart or 2in. apart
if only 35 mm. slides are to be viewed. The
lamphouse is painted matt white inside. It
is held to the base by means of two screws,
so that it may be easily removed for lamp
changing. In the origlinal model, an

adaptor was made tit fit into the slide
holder to take 35 dim, slides. This

was simply a piece of ;in.
wood the size of a larger
slide, with a hole tin, X

lin. and guides 2in. apart.
A folding leg made of

stout iron wire is screwed to
the baseboard as shown in
Figs. t, 2 and 3. When
extended this holds the
viewer at a suitable angle
for use.

Opal glass is better than
frosted glass and may be
obtained from photographic
dealers. Finally, the whole
viewer may be painted a

suitable colour.
The lens -to -slide dis-

tance depends upon the
actual lenses used (prob-
ably from a magnifying
glass) and may have to

be varied in individual
cases.

Figs. 2 and 3 are two photographs of the original viewer.
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If Space is Restricted in Your Home this Design
will Interest You

BASICALLY the foldaway bench is a
very narrow wall -side cabinet with a
front which drops down making a

useful bench and convenient tool cabinet,
as shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

Begin with the two side pieces, which
should be of wood Oft. 7lin. long, 6in. wide
and in. thick. Make sure the ends are
square and mark the top edge for indenti-.
ftcation purposes. Prepare the top 3ft. 6in.
long X 6in. wide and tin. thick and
the bottom 3ft. Odin. 6in. and ?yin.

thick, No complicated joints are neces-
sary as the top is
laid on the sides and
glued and screwed to
them and the bottom
is also glued and
screwed to the sides
at a distance of
'ft. Jilin, from the
top edge. Next fix
the rail to hold the
bottom of the sides
rigid.
The back of

the cabinet, on to
which hooks, etc.,
may he fastened to
hold your tools, can
he made of either
pegboard or 3/16in.
plywood and is
fastened in place by
means of small
strips of wood about 4 '
sin. X tin. glued
and nailed or
,crewed around the
hack edge of the
sides, top and
bottom. When these
are set, the hack is
glued and nailed on
to them. This means
that the ba..:k is set
forward from the
wall by sin. which
will allow room for
the protrusion of

/2/:,,. t (Rehm).-The
legs consist of two up-

t-wo rails and
one brace.

hooks if pegboard has been used. If ply-
wood is to he used for the hack the strips
could be somewhat smaller, say, lin. square.
The fixing of the back in the main frame
will give the whole structure rigidity (see
Figs. 2 and 3).

Cut and fit the front which when
open forms the bench. It should be made
from lin. block board which is easy to work
and will provide a joint -free surface. It,
size is 3ft. 6in, long zft. wide, and it
should be joined to the hortom by two
zin. flap hinges. To fasten it in the closed

Pegboard
. -

1-111/4"x Y-4 3-6

Thtok wood'.

ix -V Beading all
round for mounting

3 "
pegboard

4

Hardboard cover,,
for legs1:8-x 7-7

YOU NEED
Deal or, Medium Hardwood :

2 pieces 4ft. 7lin. 6in. (sides).
r piece 3ft. 6in. 6in. (tcp).
I piece 3ft. 4in. 6in. in. (bcnt m).
I piece 3ft. 4.1in. zin. tin. (rail).
rzft. tin. ;in. (back beading stops).

piece of blockboard 3ft. 6in. 2ft.
(bench).

4 Pieces 2ft. 7 in. 2in.
(uprights).

4 pieces tft. 6in. zin. tin. (rails'.
2 pieces 2ft. 8in. zin. tin. .

Hardboard :
I piece (pegboard) ift. t r lin.

3ft. 41.in. (back).
pieces zft. yin. r ft. Sin. (kg covers:.

.\ I i,cellaneous :
piece batten zft. Tin. tin.

six 2in. flap hinges, two small
handles, glue, screws, paint, fittings
as required.

Facing batten
rwi de x 3'x2.7 - Fig. 2 (Left).-Fixiutt

the back in the main
frame and general

rE ommerclai derails.

type handle

Fig. 3 (Below). -The completed bench
opened out ready for use.
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Fig. 4 (Above).-The
bencb with legs fitting

flush to the front.

Fig. 5 (Right).-The
completed bench in use.

position, two small hooks
and eyes may be used or if
desired a padlock and hasp.

All that remains now is to
make the legs, each of which
consists of two uprights
and two rails and one brace-see Fig. I.
Glue and screw the rails on to the
uprights and then glue and screw the brace
into position from the bottom hinge to the
corner. If the two uprights Ore cut to the
correct length first, then the remaining ends
may be finished off after assembly. Cover
the leg with a sheet of -Lin. hardboard. The
legs are then hinged on to the sides, so
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that when closed they are
flush with the tront edges
(see Fig. 4). A small stop
about 4in. long and tin. X

section is then fitted
under the bottom to stop
the legs closing too far.
Glue and screw the facing
batten in place to cover the
door joint. Fit two small
handles to the legs.

The whole job can now
be finished as desired

either with paint or clear varnish and
then it is ready for fixing in position. It
should be firmly fastened to the wall with
four 4in. brackets fixed on the outside of
the sides close to the top and about 18in.
up from the bottom. If there is a skirting
board, cut cut a portion of the side so that
it fits over it. If the skirting is thick, it may
be necessary to set the back farther forward.

Hints and Tips
By L J. Sidney

Transferring the Profile of a Moulding
With a Pack of Cards

ALTHOUGH fuse -wire, tape solder,
and plasticine have been used for this

purpose, still one of the easiest ways is to

Transferring the profile.

use a pack of cards. Simply push the pack
of cards, as shown above, over the mould-
ing so that the edge of the pack assumes the
shape of the moulding, transfer it to the
wood and draw round it.

Louvred Drawer Handles the Easy Way
LOUVRED drawer handles can be easily

made from a wall -type banister rail of
the cross-section shown above. It should

The handle has a neat appearance.

be screwed to the front of the drawer with
fin. projecting at each end to act as stops.

Draught Board with
Slide -away Drawer

THIS draught board has a slide -away
drawer fitted underneath for keeping

the counters in and it can be made quite
easily from scrap materials.

Make the top first. Cut a piece of 4in.
plywood measuring r32in. square and divide
this up into Ifin. squares, using a pencil.
Down the long edges of this top, on the
underside, pin and glue strips of 4in. ply-
wood IQin. wide, 13 -}in. long. Check for
squareness and fix the back piece in posi-
tion which is 'lin. wide, 13in. long. Then
pin the fin. square battens along the bottom
edges of the sides as indicated.

Make the checkerboard pattern with LIM.
squares of linoleum, plastic, or wood veneer
fixed in place with impact adhesive. Cut
the sliding drawer from kin. plywood, measur-
ing i3in. X 131in. and bead the edges with
strips of lin. X 4in. hardwood, on edge.

Cut your draughtsmen from tin, dowel
and paint in two contrasting colours.

Back and sides

1/4'PlY

Lino remnants,glue to
7/4" ply top

1/i K1/4. Beading ..4---1/2X1/2* Battens

Discs cut from
rdowel

Basel/ply
4curved at front

for handle

Dimensions for the draught board and counter
drawer.

ilp.-41b-A116.4116.416,41h-411.-411116.416-411-41116,4111.41111.1

PRACTICAL MECHANICS
BINDING OFFER

AS a service to our readers we have
arranged for self -binders to be

supplied in which they may preserve
the copies of this journal. Copies can
be inserted as received, and you do not
therefore have to wait for the comple-
tion of the volume. You secure the
same all-time protection as with
ordinary binding. The self -binders are
in black waterproof and greaseproof
cloth, attractively lettered in gold.
This system avoids copies becoming
damaged or mislaid. The Easibinder
opens flat at any page of any separate
edition and gives quick reference
facilities. When the volume is com-
plete our annual index, published at
Is. 3d. should be inserted.

Binders cost x Is. 6d. post free.
Orders should be sent to the Publisher
(Binding Dept.), Geo. Newnes Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton St.,
Strand, W.C.z.
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AMATEUR

L ..'s(2 It to Plan
MODEL stage is an asset to any -
dramatic society. Both the producer

-
and scenic designer will find such a

model invaluable .in planning their efiecfs,
and many technical snags and difficulties can
he eliminated in advance and so avoid the
usual dress rehearsal panic.

a model stage canThe COT) (ruction of

STAGECRAFT

Your rodactions
By C.

ing or window
surrounded by
indicated.

C. Scalier, ific
is tin, long 6 -in. high and

an ornamental beading as

Curtain
Once the framework

Hardboard

'illillill)1101111110

be elaborate or simple according to yout
talents. I have seen a quite efficient one
Produced from a cardboard dress box by
children in a craft lesson. The one described
here, however, is built in wood and will prove
robust and effective for all normal
requirements.

Framework
Fig. i shows the basic construction of this

stage which is built upon a gin. plywood
base measuring 16in. X r2in. On to this
a framework of fin. strip is erected to sup-
port the proscenium and backdrop. These
are cut from hardboard, the backdrop
measuring t6in, X 9gin. and the proscenium
t6in. X t.lgin. The actual proscenium open -

Light batten

a.

Border

Wing or
flat

Ground
row

-41111111,_,11

3/8 rilywooa
base

Fig. 1.-The frame-
work, of the model
stage and the

proscenium.

Lead
counterweight

Fig. 2 (Right).-
Rear view of the
proscenium showing
curtain mechanism.

Ali '411111111111111111

on, si
I III IiIIu11111111111111111111111

IIIs

1.111111

Bac, cloth

has been completed

110

the front curtain can be tackled. A rear view
of the mechanism involved can he seen at
Fig. 2. The curtain was cut from a sheet
of corrugated ca -rd with a wooden batten
glued along the top and bottom. When
painted a deep blue it resembled a rich,
pleated velvet drop. A point to note is that
the curtain must be lin. greater all round
than the actual proscenium opening.

Lighting
The lighting for this miniature theatre

consists of battens, floods and spotlights, all
made with 2.5 volt flashlight bulbs. These
can be worked from a battery, but as a -large
number will be required it is far better to
power them from the mains using a step-
down bell transformer. The different types

Screw eyes

411011
opeo

MINI 11111 11/...."--
go

3.-Metkod
of supporting

scenic units.

Proscenium
opening

of light fittings are illustrated in Fig. 5. The
flood and the spotlight are made in either
tinplate or card lined with aluminium foil.
The wire leads can he soldered on to the
bulbs themselves, or alternatively the bulbs
can be mounted in tiny holders, obtainable
Irom a well-known chain store.

Curtain of corrugated
card reinforced with

wood strips

Coloured Lighting
A batten of footlights is best sunk into a

trough at the front of the stage. The flood-
light boxes are grooved to take coloured
gelatines, but this is impractical with the
batten lamps as it is so much simpler to
colour the lamps themselves, using a " dip "
made by mixing powdered dyes- with methy-
lated spirit. The colours needed are amber,
red and blue with an occasional green. Each
set of coloured lamps is operated by one
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switch and is known as a circuit. The colours
on the battens should, of course, be evenly
distributed and not all clustered together.

A useful innovation for your theatre would
be to have each block of lights on a dimmer.
Wireless rheostats can be used effectively for
this purpose and a simple circuit diagram
is shown in Fig. 4.

This circuit uses three battens, each having
a three -colour combination. Two of these
battens are overhead battens, and the other
is the footlight batten. Two floods are used,
one at each side of the stage. Fig. 4 also
shows the layout for a simple switchboard
used in conjunction with the circuit.

The Scenery
The next step is the planning of the

scenery. Curtains or traverses can be
arranged by running them on wire, the ends
being twisted round the side struts. These
traverses can be moved backwards or
forwards as required. Scenery is best painted
on paper and subsequently mounted on stout
cardboard, reinforced if necessary with
wooden battens or plywood. The backscenes
and " flats " or wing pieces are glued on to
strips of wood i8in. long and these hang
across the side struts of the stage, as do the
lighting battens. Fig. 3 will make this clear.
Borders-the strips which hang down at the
top to prevent the audience seeing the lights
-are mounted on battens in the same way.
Ground rows, similar to borders but run-
ning along the stage floor, are sometimes
necessary. They are made to stand up by
sticking their backs to blocks of wood. Flat
cut out furniture and similar properties are
made to stand in the same way.

Built-up or " solid " sets are always effec-
tive and not nearly so difficult to make as
might be imagined. They can be produced
successfully in cardboard. The secret is to
make as much of the set as possible from
one piece, by bending and cutting it rather
than making it from separate pieces.

Painting
This is done in poster colours and is not

the same for a " flat " scene as for a " solid "
set. The latter produces its own shadows and
may be painted in flat, even colours. But
for flat scenery heavy shadows and perspec-
tive must be introduced. All the scene paint-
ing should be bold; avoid fussy detail. The
aim of the scene is to represent the locale of
the action and indicate the mood, but it
must not intrude. It must always keep its
place as background. When considering
colours take into account the lighting which
you intend to use. It is a waste of time to
paint a scene in one colour and then light it

Sockets for
circuits

Top batten

0
Top batten

Footlights

00e 0
Lamps

Fig. 4.-Lighting circuit diagram.

Flat

Painted skycloth

Steps from
Built up set piece blocks

Cut out set piece

Painted skycloth

Steps from blocks Cut out et
Built up set piece piece

Rats Cut out set piece

in another. At the same time weird effects of
transformation are possible by painting a
scene in deep reds and greens, and switching
alternately between two lamps of the same
colours. Red light turns the greens of the
scene black and the reds become invisible.
Exactly the opposite happens when a green
light is shone on the scene.

Set Pieces
Furniture and set pieces will have to be

made and it is useful to have on hand a few
abstract solids, cubes, rectangles, cylinders,
etc., which, when lit artistically, can be used
to suggest modern expressionistic settings.
Simple effects can be formed by grouping
these in various ways and with a little re -

Dimmer plugged in

Switches

Flats

March, 1960

Cut out set piece

Flat -

Fig. 6 (Left).-Preliminary
sketch for composite scene.
Fig. 7 (Above).-How Fig. 6
might be interpreted on a

full-size stage.

arrangement of the same units
a complete change of scene can
be achieved. A modern set
using several different forms of
scenery is illustrated at Fig. 6.
A different interpretation is
shown in Fig. 7.

The " Actors "
Cardboard figures, or even chessmen, may

be used to represent the actors, and prior to
working with his company the wise producer
will experiment on his own. Crowd scenes
or elaborate groupings are not always easy
to visualise, but with a model, mistakes can
be rectified without having to confuse the
cast with countermanded orders.

Producers working in cramped circum-
stances, with scanty storage space for
scenery, will find interchangeable scenic
units invaluable as they can be used time
and again in different positions to give differ-
ent effects. These will, of course, be the
result of experimentation on the model.

There is no end to the uses to which the
model theatre can be put.

18"
Sockets

for Groove for coloured
dimmers gelatine slide

Slot to
take lam
holder

Light batten

Cardboard
tube

Tinplate box
on wood base

Tinplate flood box Spot light
Fig. 5.-Details of the various lighting fittings.Only blue circuit shown for clarity.
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Wing Support Pylons
THESE are lin. dia. 17 s.w.g. with

bolted attachment plates at the top.
The front spar undersurface is 24in.

above the top fuselage longerons. Make up
the front pylon first. This consists of three
tubes-the two side ones being identical in
length. Time can he saved if the lower ends
of the front and rear side pylon struts are
completed first with the " U " piece welded in.

Set up the fuselage with the top longerons
level fore and aft and also level at right -angles
to the fuselage centre -line at the cock-
pit. This is known as the "rigging
position." All rigging and measurements will
be taken with the aircraft trestled
in this manner.

Take a pair of 3ft. Wde trestles and
screw and clamp extension pieces to
them to support one wing (either will

Adjustable level 3°incidence.
(inclinometer).

Straight
edge -
Front
pylon

Part 7.-Wing Pylons; Wheel Brakes; Control Cables, etc.

Wing support
to horizontal

trestle set +3°

Clamp

Screw to
trestle

Trestle on bottom longerons Not on
cross -member or unsupported ply

Fig. 46.-Setting the wing incidence prior to making the rear pylon on the job.

do) in its correct position and connect the
front spar fitting to the front pylon (Fig. 46).

Make certain that the wing is at right -
angles to the fuselage. This is most
accurately done by establishing a fuselage

Seat bearers

3/4"

1/2"

1/3' wide slot for cable.

Bowden cable adjuster screws in
from rear side.

1-4

Hole for 1/8"dia 5/8"
woodscrew.

4 1/4EiSF nut brazed in,
then slot complete

Drillror2 through

olt3/76'dia
fitting 1/8"'

2 off 76 swg
mild steel.5/5"

Radius = 5/16"

48.-The cable adjuster brackets which are
bolted to the seat rails.

centre -line on the floor and transferring the
front wing spar line to the floor, using
plumb -bobs, cords and tacks. Using the
ratio 3:4:5 unit triangle system, work with
the longest units possible to keep within the

centre -line lengths, i.e., a 3ft. unit
giving 9ft. along the spar line from
the intersection and igft. along the
fuselage side, the third side being
i5ft. Measure with steel tape or
wire.

Hold a straightedge against the
lower surface of the wing spars
and, with an adjustable level, set
the wing at an angle of incidence
of 3 deg. (Fig. 46). Fix the wing
trestles in this position and, with-
out altering this setting or that of

the fuselage, make up the rear pylon on the
job. Watch carefully to see that the centre-
line of the pylons is exactly on the centre-
line of the fuselage.

When the pylons are completed, remove
the wing, dismantle the pylons (do not forget
to label each strut) and paint or plate them
before reassembly.

Wheel Brakes
If wheel brakes are to be- feted, it should

he done at this stage. Fit the undercarriage
and bolt on the brake assewhlies. Do not
fit the wheels yet. Each brake assembly is
marked " Fort " or " Starboard " and it is
imperative chat they be assembled to their
respective sides.

It is advisable to use 5 cwt. flexible
stranded aircraft control cable for the actual
operating cables. Cut lengths for each sidt

and silver -solder a Mpps to one end of each'
wire. Thread the w re through the brake
assembly from the on side (wheel side) lead-'
ing it through the cam return spring and
passing it out of the a -setribly through the
hole provided, Run the. wire into a large-'
diameter Bowden nu er heads .and, avoiding
sharp bends, run c-bler and sheath up the
radius -rod on the forward side, lashing it at
intervals wi h waeed thread or plastic
adhesive tape.

The cable and sliegri enter the fuselage
through a sin oval' hole in the bogom skin
Sin. inboard from the radius -rod fitting (Fig.
47). Fig. 4S "hews the rwo small brackets
which locate .ht cable adjusters and are
attached to the inside faces of the seat rails
at the front. The run of the cables is shown
in, Fig. 47. The brake pedal assembly which
bolts to the rudder pedestal is illustra.ed in
Fig. 51 and derailed in Figs. 49 and 5o.

The forward end of the brake cable wire
is looped around a cable thimble, tightly
bound for a length of sin. with 22 s.w.g.
copper wire and soldered. A small shackle
then connects it to the pedal lever.

Now fit the wheels. If they foul the brake
shoes, unwind the small star adjus.ing wheel

Pedal assembly

I

Avoid sharp
bends or
kinks here.

Cable adjuster brackets

3'

Bind cable to radius rod,,

47.-The ran of the brake
cables.

(accessible from the brake attachment back
plate side) until the shoes have contracted
sufficiently to permit the wheel to slip on.
By adjusting the star wheel, tighten the shoes
so that the wheel is almost impossible to
turn, Now slacken off three " notches " on
the star wheel. The length of the operating
cable is now adjusted on the seat -rail cable
adjusters to take up any slack.

The tailwheel assembly is next made and
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fitted. The leaf -spring for this can be made
from a 1934 -type Austin 7 rear spring. This
will have to be softened for drilling and
then re -tempered.

The standard tailwheel for the Minor is
the 5in. Phoenix type which has double
shielded ball -races.

Attach the tailplane and elevator to the
rear fuselage and bolt on the fin. Fit the
rudder. To ensure perfect and accurate
alignment, the attachment of the hinges to
the fin may be left until this point. The
rudder should swing freely without any
tendency to bind. A minimum of in. gap
should be left between the fin top rib and
the underside of the rudder rib.

The Control Cables
The control cables in the fuselage are now

made. The cable used is. pre -formed flexible
wire rope to specification W.9. Each control
cable will have both ends looped to form an
cye around a heart -shaped brass thimble.

&ill through
for 4BA bolt
securing
collar.

Collar
3/4'x
17s.wg.

Stick on a piece of
coarse emery cloth
or rubber with
impact adhesive.
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Brake cable is
attached with
a shackle and pin.

78 swg
aluminium
ower.

Fig. 51.- The completed
installation of the brake

heel -pedals.

Drill through for 2BA.
bolt through spruce
cross- member.

La shaft 5/8 -outside d
x20swg x 83/4' long.

i¶1111 ,M
111111111111111h-

Collar 3/4*x 17 swg

rudder bar
pedastat.

284 washer

"Penny' washer\

j. Stiff nut.

31/2°
.1 Rudder bar Floorsupport

43/8" support
cross member.

Fig. 50.-Assembly of the brake pedals.

51/2"

Cable runs to
adjuster

brackets.

28A bolt

Floor.

lOne end of the cable will be spliced to a
turnbuckle for adjusting its tension in
service, and the other end will be attached
to its respective fitting with a shackle
through the spliced eye. All the fuselage
cables have their turnbuckles situated in the
cockpit. Remember to thread the end of the
cable through the turnbuckle eye before
making the splice at that end.

Making a Sleeved Splice
To avoid splicing an eye end, which

demands skill, the end of the cable is inserted

1"

Flatten
tube
here.

1/2"x
20 s.wg

7x.76"

18 s.wg
rectangular
foot brazed on.

Radius =1/4"

3/16 dia.

16s.wg.

--0- 3/8"
-0-3/32"

/ 7/8 mild
_____p___._ 3/45(17s.wg

1" steel
lug

Fig. 49.-Brake pedal details. Two are
required (right and left handed).

-411-.4Forward.

through a 3in. length of 3/16in. o.d. X
20 s.w.g. copper tube which has first been
annealed and flattened to an oval section in
the vice. The cable end is doubled back and
threaded back through the tube. The thimble
is put in place and the cable drawn taut.
Make sure that the centre -mark denoting the
length of the cable (explained farther on) is
in fact central. Using a mallet and a wooden
block, dress the copper sleeve to the wire.

Lightly clamp the splice vertically in the
vice and heat with the soldering iron until
it is possible to flow solder down through
the sleeve around the wire. When it is
thoroughly tinned and still molten, again
dress the tube with the mallet. Take care
not to spurt hot solder in your face. Avoid
excessive heat in soldering as this would
affect the strength of the cable.

Clamp the splice vertically in the vice so
that about in. of the copper sleeve is firmly
held in the jaws. Using either a hand -vice
or a pair of smooth -jawed parallel grips, hold
the other end of the sleeve again tin. from
its end and carefully give one and a half .full
turns, twisting cable and sleeve into a spiral.
Unclamp and re -tin with the soldering iron.
Trim the spare end back to the end of the
sleeve. This splice is very strong and does
not need to be pre -stretched before use.

Finding Cable Length
Fix the pilot's controls in the central or

neutral position (stick vertical, rudder bar
central) and clamp strips of wood across the
tailplane and elevator, fin and rudder to
hold them central. Make a loop in one end
of a piece of the cable and tie it with thread.
Pull this tight around a thimble and insert
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Rudder bar support.

a shackle, connecting it to, say, one of the
elevator levers. Thread the other end
through the pulleys to the control column.
Pass the end around a second thimble
through the eye end of a turnbuckle which
is connected to the appropriate lug on the
control column. Adjust the turnbuckle so
that the last visible thread pitch at each end
is five full turns inside the barrel. Holding
a rule against the turnbuckle, screw it up
so that the turnbuckle is tin. shorter than
the previous setting. This additional fin.
length of the cable must be allowed to
counteract the shortening by approximately
*in. at each end when the cable is twisted
in the sleeves. Pull the cable taut around
the thimble and tie back as before. Mark
the cable at the centre of the thimble with
paint (Fig. 52). Remove the cable, untie the
ends and proceed with forming the eye end
splices as detailed earlier.

In making the control cables for the
rudder, do not forget to thread each cable
through a length of tin. o.d. copper or
tungum tubing to form the fairlead through
the fuselage sides before making the second
eye end to each.

Lead the elevator cables into position,
using thin string or' thread and connect them
up. Operate the elevators, using the control
column, and see that the cables do not foul
any part of the structure throughout the full
range of movement. Should they touch any
fuselage members; try rerouting the cables or,
if this does not rectify it, screw 2in. X
strips of tin. thick red fibre to the members
as rubbing pads. No unsupported cable
should be in such close proximity to any part
of the airframe that any possible whip in the
wire could bring it into contact with objects
which might cause damage to, or be damaged
by, the moving cable. If any doubt exists,
make use of a fibre pad.

See that the Slots in the pilot's seat are
large enough to prevent cable -fretting.

Fit the rudder cables and shape the fair -
leads. Secure the ends of the fairleads with
clips, as shown in Fig. 53, having first made
sure that the cable runs in a straight line,
in side elevation, between the rudder bar
and the rudder fever. It is a mistake to
lubricate the fairleads with oil or grease, as
dirt will collect and act as a grinding medium
inside the tubing, thus accelerating wear to
both cable and fairlead.

Operate the rudder and check functioning.
Should the cables tend to touch the fuselage
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Leave about 4' free end

Brass thimble

Tie temporarily
with cord

Mark with crayon
1 or paint.

Turnbuckle 'Parallel -jawed
wrench

Flattened copper tube

Draw cable taut round thimble.

Important:- Use only 70 cwt. strain
pre -formed flexible steel wire rope

Goal sleeve in vice

Fig. 52.-Making a sleeved eye
splice to the control cables.
Toast cable tines in same
direction as lay of cable body.
Start with cable
(pin centres) thaw is required to allow jor shortening

caused hr twist,* endS.

sides just aft
rubbing pad.

the tairleads, screw on a

The Lift -struts,
The four lift -struts

are made from
22 s,w g. streamlined
mild steel tubing.
section 2.5in. ".

1.250in. Each strut is
approximately 74.in.
in length and has a
screw adjustment at
the lower end.

Start by cutting the
streamlined tubing
into four pieces
6ft. 2in. long and
form the lower ends.
The threaded blocks
are long, 1.r.9in.
in diameter and are
bored and tapped in.
B.S.F. A local garage
should be able to
make these up; alternatively they are avail-
able from Phoenix Aircraft Ltd., together
with the actual adjustable eye end, which is
turned from alts square bar.

The strut end is slotted on both sides of
the minor axis and on the forward side ot
the major axis and dressed round the
threaded block. Weld the block into the
strut " rosette" fashion. The 22 s.w.g.
mild steel closer plate is then edge -welded
to the angled cut. This must he done
acc:aately.

Braze in the two short 3/16in. dia. bore
tubes which locate the bolts for the bracing
wire fitting, Pt. No. 12W. This assembly is
illustrated in Fig. 54.

Now make up the top fitting which picks
up on the spar fittings. This is made
separately from the strut and comprises a
wrapper plate, a web and two gussets, all
made of 16 s.w.g. mild steel plate, and a
lip. X t7 s.w.g. steel tube. The steps in
the making. of this fitting are illustrated in
Fig. 55. Connect these fittings to the lift -
strut attachments on the wings.

Fitting Lift Strut%
Set the fuselage in the rigging position

with the wheels dear of the ground and,
with the aid of an assistant, offer up the
wings, bolting the root -end fittings to the
centre pylon fittings and supporting them
just beyond the lift -strut attachment fittings
with the trestles modified with extension
pieces.

Place a straightedge across the ribs on
the. top surface parallel to the main -spar and,
using. a spirit -level, see that each wing is
horizontal. No dihedral is employed in the

L
3/8e

F

L.
3/6r

f

Swage
must lie
straight

Slot cut in \ \
li ply skin.

Minor rigging, since
there is ample pendu-
lum stability.

Temporarily bolt
the lift -struts by their
lower ends to the
fuselage fittings and
adjust the eye ends
until about sin. of
thread is. showing.
By holding each strut
agAnst i s respective
top strut fitting, it is
possible to mark off
the exact length of

strut. Remove
struts and the top

fittings from the wing
brackets. Cut the
struts to length and
mark the positions of
the bolt holes. Press
the top fitting into the
strut end and drill
the four holes. using

Cut off a 3/32in. drill.
end and Refit the strut, to
solder the w:ng and fuselage

X Woodscrews

,yyHro rudder.
\Brass clip

IIP"

\\ \ \en \S\Ct)(12Citetribede

T14 `outside diameter \ \
copper tube (Thread \
cable into fairlead

- before splicing second \
end). -

i I \ \
Fig. copper fairlead which carries the rudder cable through

the fuselage side. Bends must be gradual and smooth.

The top fitting, being a tight fit in the
strut end, should not move although it is

Drag bracing to top of
adjacent lift strut

krnbuckle

2 BA bolts

Streamlined
steel strut.

Pt IVo 12W

Block

WeldWeld strut to
block through_
slot
Drainage hole --

1/2"BSF
thin nut.

Machined
eye end

Close,
plate welded

in after
dressing and

4,4, welding strut
14` sides to block

Plain nuts peened
over

Plain washers.

Fig. 54.-Derail of lower end of lift struts.

Fig. 55 (Itight).-Upper end faring for lilt
struts.

not bolted through. With strut and fitting
thus located and accurately aligned, drill
the tour holes 3/ r6in. dia. and bolt through,
using shaped packing washers under the bolt
heads and nuts. The bracing wire lug is
also bolted on.

Remove the struts and unscrew the eye
ends. Flush out the struts, using boiling
water and detergent, afterwards/rinsing in
hot water. When dry, replace the eye ends,
having first screwed on a lin. B.S.F. thin
lock nut, and paint the inside of each
strut by filling and - swil tng with metal
primer followed by overnight drairing.

The final operation is to drill a li,:. dia.
drainage hole behind the threaded FILcli. at
the lowest part of the closer pine.

Once more fit the struts and ma! .(e. up
the to cwr. cable cross bracing brtwcei each
pair of struts. Each wire has a, turnbuckle
at its lower end and a shackle at the top.
Make these in the same fashion as the control
cables-they are equally important.

The Aileron Control Cables
The cable from the bottom lever of each

aileron runs over the respective front spar
root end pulley down into the cockpit
through a small hole in the curved cockpit
former, round the swivelling pullet and to
the inverted " V " lever in front nt the con-
trol column pedestal.

The two top aileron levers are connected
by a balance cable which is made in two
lengths joined with a double eye end turn-
buckle to one side of the centre -section. This
off-centre join, reached through a small
inspection door in the undersurface of the
port wing, facilitates dismantling.

The position ot the hole in the cockpit
former for the operating cable is found by
,,,ret.hing a cord outside the fuselage side
from. the pulley in the wing to the fore and
aft location of the inverted " V" lever
marked on the fuselage side. This must
he a straight line and, when established, it
is a simple matter to mark off where the
cable passes through the cockpit former. A
fibre grommet or rubbing pad must he
provided at this hole. To improve the appear-
ance, the fibre may he fitted to the under -
surface ot the former, a clearance hole being
provided in the top ply.

The complete rigging system and control
runs will be illustrated later on.

The complete set of plans for the Minor
costs Lti los. from Phoenix Aircraft.
Ltd., Cranleigh Common, Cranleigh,
Surrey.

76 swg mild steel gusset and
- wrapper plate

1/4"inside dha17swg
spacer

16swg web and
gusset.

Weld Weld bo'h sides
all each side of web
round. flieto width of strut
fittings on spars

- -

Dress to this section
after welding to

suit strut.

Pt Nol2W
Boit holes
drilled on
assembly
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Close-up Wading
A Home-made Accessory for the Reflex
User By F. G. Rayer

IN the attachment described here and
shown in the heading, the finder lens,
at the top, is of smaller diameter than

the taking lens, which is at the bottom.
This is to suit the lens mount diameters of
the Zeiss Ikoflex, but with some cameras both
lens mounts are of the same diameter. With
other models, especially those with small
aperture taking lenses, the finder lens may
be larger than the taking lens. The actual
diameters of the close-up lenses are of no
importance, provided they are at least as
large as the camera mounts, to avoid cut, off
towards the corners of the negative and
viewing screen. Reference to the way in
which the four parts of the attachment serve
to hold the lenses will show how dimensions
can be adjusted for other lenses.

Attachment Construction
The four main parts are shown in Fig. a,

and numbered for reference. The apertures
in part a just clear the camera lens mounts.
Correct sizes and positions for the holes
can be found by placing the camera, lenses
down, on the piece of material to be used,
and carefully drawing round the lens mounts
with a sharply pointed pencil. Bakelite or
paxolin is satisfactory, and should be fairly
thick so that the attachment can fit securely.
in place.

The holes can be made with a washer
cutter, fretsaw, or by drilling a ring of small
holes and cleaning up with a file. The
outside dimensions of the parts are not of
much importance. Equal semi -circles can
be drawn each end, before cutting the holes.
Corners are then sawn off, and the piece
filed to shape.

Viewin  lens mount dia.

Spring
wire

I m m
thick

Taking lens mount
dia 1.5m m.

thick

3mm.
thick

To clear supplementary lenses
Fig. I.-Parts required for the attachment and details
of the spring clip. These can be altered to fit any camera.

Part 2 can be of
very thin paxolin.
Each hole is about
4mm. smaller in
diameter than the
close-up lenses to
be fitted, as it
serves to keep them
in position.

Item 3 has holes
just large enough
to clear the lenses,
and is of similar
thickness to the
lenses themselves.
Stout cardboard is
satisfactory.

The front, part
4, is of moderately
has holes of the

stout paxolin, and
same diameter as

part 2. Parts 2, 3 and 4 are best marked out
directly from part a, compasses being used to
scribe circles of the diameter required.

The four pieces are then placed together,
and two holes are drilled through them all,
to take 6 B.A. or 8 B.A. bolts. The pieces
can then be bolted together, and the edges
cleaned up with a file.

If it is necessary to change the lenses for
another pair of different power, the attach-
ment can be taken apart by removing the
two small bolts, The holes in the front
piece are bevelled slightly, and the edges of
the holes in pieces 2, 3 and 4 (front) are
painted matt black.

Lens Powers
Close-up camera lenses are most generally

available in a, 2 and 3 Diopter powers,
To retain supplementary though other powers are also used

lenses occasionally. A a Diopter lens will
take up from the nearest normal
focusing setting of the camera. E.g.,
with the a Diopter lens in use, and
the camera focusing set at infinity,
the object will now require to be at
a distance of 39.4in. With the
camera adjusted to its nearest focus-
ing point (say, 3ft.) the object needs
to be at 18.8in. A a Diopter lens
thus allows continuous focusing
from 39.4in. to I8.8in.

With a 2 Diopter lens, infinity
on the camera will give a subject dis-
tance of 19.7in., while the 3ft. setting
will give 12.75in. A 2 Diopter lens
thus allows focusing from 19.7in. to
12.75in.

In the same way, a 3 Diopter lens
will allow focusing from a3.a in. to
9.6in.

There is, of course, no need to
bother about the exact distance of
the subject, because focusing is
carried out on the screen, in the
usual way. But here the power
of the lenses should be selected to
suit the kind of close-up shots which
are to be taken, unless two or three
pairs of lenses are purchased.

Compensation for Parallax
With all twin lens reflex cameras,

the lens throwing an image upon the
focusing screen has a slightly higher
viewpoint than the lower lens, which
Provides the image recorded on the

Front

negative. This difference is usually about
a fin.

If an object is being photographed which
compietely fills the focusing screen, about
a.; -in. will be cut off the top of the object,
on the negative. This can be avoided by
always allowing a little free space above the
object, on the screen. For example, if three
fingers of one hand, side by side, are placed

Fig. 2.-The close-up attachment in position

close above the object, they should be
visible on the screen. At a subject distance
of zoin., this would be approximately
equivalent to leaving in, clear above the
image of the object on the screen. But at
shorter distances, or with very near subjects
which completely fill the screen, parallax
becomes more important. With still objects,
very near the camera, the effect may be
eliminated by raising the camera about

or lowering the object to a similar
extent, before taking the shot. The distance
between camera and object should not be
changed when doing this.

If park a is not made very accurately, so
that the attachment is loose on the camera,
this can be corrected by fashioning a clip
spring to fit round the bolts, as shown in
Fig. a. This will press upon the bottom of
the viewing lens mount. A fairly strong
paper clip bent to shape will be suitable.
Fig. 2 shows the completed attachment.



THIS simple instrument was devised
mainly to give warning that rain had
commenced so that nearly dried

washing could be removed from the clothes
line before getting soaked. It has various
other uses, such as acting as a reminder to

Hole for
plug socket
(Connection)

Hole for
plug socket Same depth
No connection) as top plate

Fig. 1.-Layout of bolt heads and holes in

bring baby in from the garden, etc. It is
very sensitive and will sound the alarm as
the first drops fall.

Construction
Place the copper on the bench, Paxolin

on the copper, and then the brass on the
Paxolin. Clamp all three in the vice and

Plug socket Plug socket
(No connection) (C onnec tion)

0 0 0

2©O 0 0 0 0

o o o

top plate.
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wash day

watch do
A Boon to the Busy

Housewife
By A. F. Parker

COMPONENTS REQUIRED
One 1,00012 twin coil relay, operating current 1 mA

(A. T. Sallis, 93, North Road, Brighton), 7s. 6d.
Buzzer or bell, 3 volt.
44 -volt flash lamp battery.
Piece of brass 31in. x 24 in (same gauge as thickness

of 4 B.A. bolt heads).
Piece of Paxolin 31in. x zi in.
Piece of copper 3:lin. x 2,1 in. (light gauge).
Length of waterproof cable (twin core).
Two wanderplugs and sockets.
No. 42 instrument case (A. T. Sallis).

drill the four corner holes 4 B.A. Insert
bolts and screw up tight (see Fig. I).

Drill the remaining 22 holes to take
4 B.A. bolts, separate the three
plates, and enlarge the holes in
the brass plate only to 17/64in.
This will enable the in. dia.
heads of the bolts to clear the
holes. It is best to use a
bench drill for this, as the holes
must he precision
drilled.

Enlarge No. I
wanderplug hole in
the brass plate to
take a socket, also
enlarge the
remaining socket
hole to completely
clear the sonet
head. Enlarge the
holes in the Paxo-
lin to take the
sockets, and also
enlarge hole No.

(see Fig. 2) in
the copper plate to clear wanderplug retain-
ing nut.

Now when the plates are reassembled
No. t socket makes contact with brass plate
only, whilst No. 2 socket makes contact
with copper plate only. Before assembling
again, cut off the four corners of the copper
plate so that the four corner bolts only make

Fig. 4.-Cir
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contact with the brass plate and Paxolin
(see Fig. 3). Mount the 20 4 B.A. bolts
with a continuity tester plugged into the
wanderplug sockets, or a lamp and battery.
The bolts should be inserted one at a time.
Should the lamp light, it is because holes
are not accurate. The best remedy is to
reduce diameter of bolt head carefully with
a file and screw up tight, before proceeding
with the next bolt.
Wiring

Wire up as shown in the wiring diagram,
Fig. 4. When completed, connect up,
moisten the finger and place on one of the
bolt heads. The buzzer should sound.

No switch is included in the circuit, so
the buzzer can only be stopped by un-
plugging the moisture switch. If this is
left to get really soaked it takes a con -

41®

Top brass
plate

Paxolin
Copper

Fig. 3.-The assembled plates.
siderable time to dry out to be ready for
use again, so when it is unplugged take it
indoors until next required.

A metal case suitable for housing all
components and battery was also purchased
from A. T. Sallis at 3s. 9d., lus post
Is 3d. This was instrument box No. 42.
Fig. 5 shows two views of the finished equip-
ment.

cuit details. A twin -coil relay should be used,
as mentioned in the list of components. The
single -coil version shown here is merely for

illustration.

How It Works
The principle of operation is simple. The

first drop of rain whizh stri'-es one of the
bolt heads recessed in the top plate completes
the circuit and causes the hell to ring.

Fig. 2.-The back plate made of light gauge copper. 5.-The finished mechanism and top of the warning device.
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K. L. Archer Describes a Simple

scgiga
for You to Make

THE unit described is a simple magnetic
pick-up to convert a normal plectrum
guitar for electronic playing. The

cost is governed only by the price of six
TV ion traps which form the basis of the
unit.

Construction
A small size Elastoplast

housing, out of which a
hole must be cut and
covered with an aluminium
plate, as shown in Fig. I.
The magnets removed from
the ion traps are mounted
inside the tin on the
aluminium plate, using
6 B.A. steel bolts. These
bolts, which are fitted
heads outside, must be
steel, although the nuts
may be brass. It is essen-
tial when fitting the
magnets to make sure they

tin is used as a

Magnet

Coil

Co -ax cable

-413;,
Underside

Figs. t and 2.-Plan and underside views.
Fig. 3 (Right).-The completed pick-up.

are all north or south poles uppermost, that
is, all the same way. This can easily be
checked by standing them in a row so that
they all repel one another, then transfer them
as they stand to their fixings (Fig. 2).

The Coil
The coil consists of t,000 turns of

38 s.w g. enamelled copper wire wound
loosely on a temporary former. The diameter
of the former must be carefully arranged so
that the coil can be taped and moulded to
fit closely round the magnets. It will be

necessary to tie the coil across its centre
to keep it close to the magnets (see Fig. 3).
When the coil is in place, a length of light-
weight coaxial cable is passed through a hole
in the casing and knotted. The coaxial
screen is soldered to the casing as well as
one end of the coil. The coaxial inner is
soldered to the remaining end of the coil
and the joint covered with a length of sleev-

MATERIALS REQUIRED
6 TV ion traps Type IT6.
6 6 BA steel bolts.
Quantity of 38 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire.
Small size Elastoplast tin.
Quantity of sealing wax.
2ft. lightweight coaxial cable.

ing. When everything is in place (see Fig.
3) the whole assembly must be sealed up
with a suitable wax to prevent acoustic pick-
up. If possible it is wise to make a con-
tinuity check before sealing. After sealing,
the tin lid is fitted to the underside and
the whole assembly painted a black gloss
finish, with the exception of the aluminium
plate and the lip of the tin lid.

Mounting
The completed pick-up should be mounted

underneath and just clear of the strings at
the end of the fingerboard. Various methods
of fixing may be employed depending on the
shape of the instrument. All plectrum guitar
strings are steel cored, but most types are
magnetic. If non-magnetic strings are
used electric type strings must be bought.

Almost all guitar pick-ups can become
dangerous if used with certain types of A.C./
D.C. (universal) amplifiers.

)
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Experimental Electronic Telephone
Exchange

BASICALLY
the exchange will employ

the principle of time division multiplex
and switched highways for the ultimate con-
nection, where each highway can carry up
to too simultaneous conversations and suffi-
cient highways are provided depending on
the traffic of the exchange. The exchange
lines are arranged in groups and each line
in a group is connected by electronic gate
circuits to the highWay common to all lines
in that group. Each highway in turn is able
to be connected to any other, again by
electronic gate circuits.

A magnetic drum is used as a semi-
permanent memory. This drum carries all
the information relative to all subscribers'
lines and junctions, acting in this respect as
the exchange library.

Dounreay's " Hot " Laboratory
ONE of the world's most elaborate " hot "

radioactivity laboratories is a vital
feature of Britain's new something -for -
nothing fast breeder reactor at Dounreay,
Caithness. No similar reactor has ever
operated before and, because of its unusual
features, it is essential for nuclear scientists
to carry out laboratory examination of
intensely radioactive fuel elements.

Everything in the laboratory is done by
emote control, using closed-circuit tele-

vision and protective windows.

Space " Weather"
THE American satellite, Explorer VI,

has helped scientists to chart the
weather of space in the earth's vicinity, by
radioing signals back to earth. Previous to
the satellite and rocket era it had been
thought that changes in near -by space
occurred slowly, if at all, but it has now
been established that nuclear particles form
winds and streams and violent changes take
place. There are a few difficulties to be
overcome before a completely accurate
picture of the weather in space can be
obtained.

New Ceramic
ACERAMIC made from powdered
aluminium oxide has recently been

developed in America. It transmits light, is
heat resistant, can be pressed into any shape
and is very strong. Lucalox, as it is called,
due to its poly -crystalline form, can with-
stand high heat without becoming deformed,
thus extending the range of instruments now
limited by the heat resistance of their
components.

Single Atomic Particle Study
THE American Physical Society has

described a method of observing single
atomic particles, using the field ion micro-
scope. Study of its behaviour may eventu-
ally prove, or disprove, the theory that it is
related to that of the universe.

New Mining Method
TRO.M Russia comes news of a new hole

sinking method. Using liquid explosives
piped through an aperture in the drill bit,
to which a detonator is added, rock is shat-
tered and a shaft loft. in diameter sunk at
the rate of 3ft. every four minutes. Con-
ventional methods are about one -tenth as
fast.
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a very ingenious instrument has been
developed which will give an accurate indica-
tion of rise or fall. This instrument is called
a variometer. It is quite true to say that
the modern glider can do without almost any
instrument with the exception of the vario-
meter. With this instrument the pilot can
tell whether he is rising or descending to
an accuracy of within 6in. per second.

Before going on to see how the glider
pilot se -arches for rising air it is as well to
take a quick look at the variome.er to see
how it works. It consists basically of two
flasks, rather like vacuum flasks, which are
insulated to prevent temperature changes.
These flasks are connected to two tapering
tubes, as shown in Fig. 1. One tapering

How a Glider Flies

AGLIDER is an aeroplane without an
engine, and for this reason it must
always fly " down hill." Yet in spite

of starting with this seeming disadvantage
the world gliding record for height is over
44,000 feet, while the record for duration of
flight is over two days!

It may well be asked how are such
achievements possible in a plane without an
engine. The answer to this is that the
glider is supported by the wind. Not wind as
we normally know it, which blows parallel
to the ground, but currents of rising air
which blow vertically upwards.

Rate of Descent
When a glider is flying in a place where

there is rising air, its normal rate of descent
may be more than cancelled out by the rate
at which the air is rising. It is, in fact,
like a man walking down an escalator which
is moving upwards. The man's normal rate
of descent may be, say, 3 m.p.h. but the
escalator may be rising at 5 m.p.h. so that,
in fact, after a short time he will find him-
self at the top of the stairs instead of the
bottom.

The whole secret then in being able to
fly a glider for any length of time is to find
a place where there are strong currents of
rising air. Obviously it will make it easier
to remain airborne if the natural rate of
descent of the glider is small. In most
modern gliders the angle of flight is about
one in 25, in other words, if the glider
starts off at r,000ft. in still air it will be
able to fly for five miles before it has to
land. Assuming that the glider flies at 40
m.p.h. this is equivalent to a rate of descent
of about 2ift, per second. If a glider is
flying in air that is rising at, say, soft, per
second it will actually be gaining height at
the rate of gift. per second.

The thing that the glider pilot has to do
then to remain airborne is to fly in currents
of rising air so that he is blown upwards.
But here is the snag-how does he find the
rising air, because for every place where
there is a current of rising air there is some
place else where there is a current of
descending air, and it is impossible to tell
one from the other by just looking.

The Variometer
The problem of being able to tell when

the glider is in a current of rising air is not
as difficult as may appear at first sight, as

A Description of the Techniques a Glider Pilot Employs
By R. N. Hadden

Green pith ball

Insulated flask

g 
green

Air escaping hsulated flask.

Red pith ball.

Scale reading
feet per second
rise or fall.

1.-The variometer, showing how the
pith ball is blown up the tapering tube

as the glider rises.

Fig. 2.-Glider hill soaring in rising air.

Fig. 3.-Glider flying in a thermal which has
been started by the sun heating the air over a

town.

tube has its bottom connected to one flask,
while the other has its top connected to the
other flask. This is shown to an exaggerated
scale in Fig. 1. In each tube there is a
pith ball, one coloured red, the other green.

When the glider is being carried upwards
on a current of rising air the pressure is
decreasing, and so air flows out of the flasks.
The air flowing out of the flasks has the
effect of blowing the green pith ball up the
tube; the faster the air is flowing out of the
flasks the higher is the green ball blown up
the tube.

Exactly the opposite happens when the
glider is descending. As it comes down from
a high altitude to a lower one the pressure
of the air which is increasing causes a flow
into the flasks. This makes the red ball
rise up its tube. The faster the descent the
higher the red ball rises up the tube.

This, then, is the secret of remaining air-
borne. The pilot tries to fly in places where
the green ball indicates ascent, and tries
to avoid the places where the red ball indi-
cates descent. Armed with this sensitive
instrument the pilot is in a good position to
remain in the air, However, he must still
have some idea of where to look for rising
air, and the best place is on a hillside,

Hill Soaring
Fig. 2 shows how wind blowing horizon-

tally is deflected upwards by the hill. This
is an ideal place for gliders because the
lift is both -strong and continuous. The
higher the wind the higher the lift, in a
fresh wind gliders can fly at heights which
can vary from r,000 to 5,000ft. above
ground level. There are several places in
this country which are fortunate enough to
have ideal hillsides for gliding.

This type of gliding is known as hill
soaring, and is the easiest type of soaring
flight. All the pilot has to do is to fly
up and down the hillside making sure that
his variometer never indicates loss of height
for any length of time. When duration
records for gliding are set up it is usually
by hill soaring. The record depends on
how long the pilot can stay awake!

Cross Country Flying
Once a pilot has progressed as far as

hill soaring he will never be satis-ed until
he has tried a cress country flight. This
type of gliding is much more di: l IIt as the
pilot has to try to find pa:ches of rising
air in which to gain height to enable him
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to fly farther across country. Every time he
loses height he must look for more rising
air to help him regain his altitude.

Looking for rising air is not always easy,
but a useful tip can be had by watching
seagulls. It will be found that seagulls
do not soar in just any place, but that they
all choose a particular spot. This is the

(b)
(c) (d)

i7111r. - Ali
Ploughed field Town
Fig. 4.-Cross country glider flight.

place where there is rising air. Very often
the spot where there is rising air is over a
ploughed field, a town, or power station.

Fig. 3 shows how a patch of rising air
starts over, say, a town. The sun warms
the town and the air just above it. As the
air is warmed it gets lighter and starts to
rise, while cold air flows in from the sides
to take its place. Once the air starts to
rise it does so quite quickly, often at a rate
as high as soft. per second.

As the air continues to rise a point is
reached where condensation starts to take
place, and this is the beginning of a puffy
white cloud. When condensation takes place
the effect is to make the air rise even more
quickly, and this continues right up to the
top of the cloud. This type of rising air is
known as a thermal.

If a pilot is hill soaring and he wants
to make a cross country flight, first of all
he will try to gain the maximum possible
height over the hill to give him a good start.
When he is as high as he can go he will
look out for a likely cloud, which may indi-
cate that there is a thermal underneath.
He then flies towards the place where he
thinks he is likely to get lift. If he is lucky
he will suddenly see the green ball of his
variometer indicate a rise. When this
happens he must start to circle to try to
remain in the current of rising air. If he is
lucky he will be able to climb a few thousand
feet in the thermal before it weakens. When
the lift dies off he will set off again in the
direction in which he wants to go. When
he has lost most of his height he will have
to repeat the performance if he can find

another thermal.
A sketch of a cross country glider flight

is shown in Fig. 4. The pilot is launched
at (a) and then hill soars at (b) until he
sees a likely looking spot for a thermal under
a cloud (c). At (c) the pilot climbs by
circling in the thermal until he has enough
height to set off at once again to try to find
another thermal over the town at (d). And
so he can go on as long as he can find
thermals when he wants them.

A Cloud Street
Sometimes the pilot may be lucky enough

to encounter what is known as a cloud street.
These consist of a whole series of cumulus
clouds so close to each other that the lift
under them is almost continuous and very
strong. In these conditions he can fly
quickly along in a straight line under them
neither gaining nor losing height.

Another type of lift for gliders is what
is known as a standing wave. It is really
the equivalent in the air of the waves which
can be seen in fast -flowing water which
remains in a fixed position. When a stand-
ing wave forms in the air it is usually
triggered off by some quite low hills, though
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the lift may extend to many thousands of
feet. A glider pilot who is lucky enough
to find himself in a standing wave will find
that without any great effort on his part he
has no difficulty in gaining, height. This type
of lift is often characterised by a stationary
cloud over the peak of the lift. Actually the
cloud is not stationary but forms on the lead-

ing edge as quickly as it
disappears from the trailing edge.

The Take -off and Landing
So far only the techniques of

flying a glider once it is airborne
have been discussed. However,
the two most important aspects
of gliding are taking off and land-
ing. A glider can be launched
by several means, the most
sophisticated way of getting off
the ground is to be towed by an
aeroplane to the required height.
However, the cost of this method

is rather high and the more usual way is
to use a motor -driven winch which can tow
the glider up to 4o m.p.h. The glider climbs
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as quickly as possible until it is nearly over
the winch, when the pilot releases the tow
rope. Another way is to launch the glider
by an elastic tow rope pulled by some of
the club members.

Landing presents some problems especially
for the cross country flyer, because once the
lift fails the pilot must land whether he
wants to or not, and he may only have a
few minutes to choose where. Usually the
pilot will try to find a good, open field tree
from telephone and power cables. One advan-
tage of landing a glider as compared with a
powered plane is that its stalling speed is
very low, sometimes as little as 3o m.p.h.
If there is, say, a to m.p.h. wind blowing
the actual speed over the ground is only
zo m.p.h. For this reason a glider can land
in a remarkably short space.

In this article it has only been possible
to give a very brief description of a few of
the aspects of gliding. For this reason if
anyone wants to obtain more information
of where to glide or of clubs, they should
get in touch with The British Gliding Asso-
ciation, 19, Park Lane, London, W.I.

SNAPS
INTO

PLAQUES
Card or thin ply
backing fitted
with picture
hanging ring

11100.\

*00)

Plaster of parts

AN attractive type of wall picture can
be made with a favourite photograph,

a clock glass, plaster of paris, a small
sheet of thick cardboard and a picture -
hanger ring. Soak the photograph
(which, for preference, should be printed
on thin photographic paper) in lukewarm
water, shake off the surplus water and
Place it centrally, face down, in the
centre of the glass. You can, if you

Finished plaque

wish, cut the picture to an irregular shape
before soaking. Over the picture pour
plaster of paris, mixed with water to a
cream, until it completely fills the glass.
Level off with a piece of flat wood and
leave to set. Then apply cellulose cement
to the surface and leave to dry. Finally,
fix a circle of card, complete with ring,
to the surface with cement.

i.-The Christmas Present
LASTChristmas a firm presented to its

employees an envelope containing a
certain number of pound notes. The total
cost to the firm was £4,427 and all employ-
ees received the same amount of money.
The name of the tooth man on the list was
McPherson. How much did each man
receive?

z.-How Long ?
TAKE out your watch and see how long

it takes you to work out this
multiplication sum:

tx2x3x4 x 5 x6x7x 8 x9xo?
Answers

lq2nou sl tamsue alp tuip
`asmoo to 'aatiniS e se aas pinoqs noA-T

'613 pantaaat
aneq Ismu until Liana atolatatu, alcus
-sodtzu sl uoprips tog aqi os `oor ism In
asam ataqi mom! -saaAoidtua EEz so 61
zatma uaaq anuti tsntu atatp rEEz pun 61 Aq
Aluo alcusyqp Spouxa s! Lzt`17
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%WILE 'STE MIT
American Develop-
ments are Discussed
by Donald S. Fraser

AIR cushion vehicles
may provide a new
form of future

transport and one such
vehicle, the Curtis Wright
air -car, one of a grow-
ing family of new mach-
ines designed to travel
on a thin cushion of air
over land, sea, marsh,
sand, ice and snow, was
demonstrated recently.
Such machines, which do

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

America's first "ground effect " car, built by sc

Curtis Wright Corporation's
four -passenger air -car.

not need wheels, tracks or
hulls, have been developed in
several countries. Here, for
example, we have the Saunders -
Roe Hovercraft, which last June
flew off the Isle of Wight at
3o m.p.h. It travels a few
inches from the surface by
forcing a cushion of air down-
wards from a giant fan, while
air jets propel it.

Scientists predict that this craft may
eventually revolutionise transportation, with
trains as fast as planes that fly above a rail
that they never touch, and a super -fast, all-
purpose vehicle that combines the advan-
tages of a passenger car, speed boat, truck
and helicopter.

Pegasus

U.S. Air Cushion Vehicles
In the United States several types of air

cushion vehicles have been developed.
Besides the four -passenger air -car, which is
designed to travel at about 6o m.p.h. at
about a foot from land or water surfaces,
other vehicles planned, or in the process of
development, include a small scooter, cars
to travel at various heights above the ground,
ocean-going passenger ships and freighters,
and low -flying helicopters.

Ground Effect
The air cushion phenomenon, or " ground

effect " as it is commonly called, is not new.
Scientists have known for years that a jet
of air forced out of the bottom of a vehicle
against a hard surface, such as the ground
or water, forms a cushion that reduces fric-
tion and provides lifting power.

This ground effect does not aid flight at
high altitudes, but a vehicle designed to
travel up to a few feet above the earth's
surface can be continuously suspended in the

elitist Walter A. Crowley.

I is a two -passenger, 85o1b. car, designed for speedy travel 2ft.
above land or water. It lands smoothly on small wheels.

air as long as a compressed air cushion is
maintained beneath it. Freed of friction
from land or water, the buoyant vehicle
requires very little power to attain great for-
ward speed.

Advantages
One of the great benefits of "ground

effect " travel would be its convenience. A
flying vehicle could ride above city streets
and highways, which in many parts of the
world are clogged with cars, vans, lorries and
buses.

People isolated because of the lack of
highways and bridges could " fly " wherever

America's first air -car being tried out on water.
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they pleased. Farmers could transport food
to market and manufac.urers could make
deliveries quickly and by the most direct
route. The family vehicle could serve as
transportation and as a pleasure craft, able

to operate as a car or a boat. Any field
would be a good road, any beach would
be a good harbour.

" Ground effect " travel would be
economical. The two engines, one for
lift (a simple device to draw in and blow
out air) and the other for propulsion,
would be in a low horsepower range,
inexpensive to produce and simple to
operate. The two engines together
would require less fuel than a car or a
boat because they would use no power
to overcome the friction that inhibits
to -day's conventional vehicles.

A small Curtis Wright air -car
being flown over water.

First U.S. Model
One of the first successful

" ground effect " cars in the
United States was built by a
scientist, Walter A. Crowley,
who amazed his neighbours
by flying his tubular steel
vehicle over roads and
ponds.

Mr. Crowley is now with
a company, Spacetronics, which is basing its
two large ground cushion vehicles, which
will be used for sea cargo service, on his work.

The Ford Motor Company has produced
two vehicles, the lift for which is provided
by " Levapads," flat circular plates that have
compressed air forced out of their centre to
form a cushion which keeps the vehicle an
inch above the ground. Vehicles supported
by this device travel on a smooth surface
and may be best suited for rail transport.

Other vehicles being developed include
vehicles for low-level flight, which would
incorporate wheels and propellers as well as
the air -cushion system. The U.S. Army is
testing an air -cushion helicopter machine,
which uses four propellers to form a cushion
for take -off from the ground. In the air
the propellers can be tilted for helicopter -
like flight at altitudes above the air cushion.

The " flying jeep," developed by the
Piasecki Aircraft Corporation, has two hori-
zontal rotors housed in the front and rear.
It should be able to fly at 15o m.p.h., rise
and descend vertically, hug the ground and
thread its way between buildings and trees
and under bridges. It would need no run-
way, but use its wheels, if desired, for take-
off and landing.

Will this type of craft ever completely
replace conventional forms of transport?
It is debatable, but most of us will live
long enough to find out.
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MANY owners of three- or four -speed
players probably have lying idle an
older type radiogram in which the

turntable ,runs at 78 r.p.m. only. Many of
these players may be modified to run at a
lower speed and so act as emergency players
in the event of breakdown of the more
modern equipment. The writer owned an
old Garrard single -speed player which he
decided to modify, and the following article
deals with the details of the modifications
required.

The Speed Control
The speed control on

the original model
operated over the range
7o to 86 r.p.m., and
it was found that if the
arm of the speed con-
trol, which was limited
in its travel by a scale,
was allowed to move
farther back by the
removal of the scale,
very smooth braking
took place allowing
lower speeds to be
obtained. The object
now was to test for
constancy of speed at
the settings available.
The speed control arm
was moved back until
the turntable w a s
revolving at a speed
noticeably slower than
78 r.p.m., and a stop
watch was employed to
measure the speed. By trial and error
methods a speed of 45 r.p.m. was obtained.

Testing for Constancy
To test for constancy of speed and in

order to be able to make critical adjustments,
the turntable was timed successively for
too, zoo, 50o and r,000 revolutions of the
turntable. When the time taken for the turn-
table to perform any given number of revo-
lutions is known, it is a matter of simple
arithmetic to calculate the number of
revolutions per minute. The writer's results
were: 45.2, 44.87, 44.91 and 45.12 r.p.m.
Obviously the slight discrepancies between
these speeds were more likely to be due to
personal errors than to variation in turn-
table speed, and it was concluded that the
speed was constant at this setting. The
position of the control arm at this setting
was carefully marked.

It was found that a speed of 33 r.p.m.
was obtainable, but that' the braking action
was harsh, resulting in inconstancy of speed.
Some readers, however, may have a player
which will provide constancy of speed at
33 r.p.m., and it is recommended that this
speed be tried.
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D. A. Collins Tells You
How

A rubber stop was screwed into the
mounting board just beyond the 45 r.p.m.
mark to prevent the arm from being moved
back accidentally beyond this position. The
same procedure was used for finding, testing,
and marking the 78 r.p.m. position of the
speed control arm, and another rubber stop
was used at the other end of the scale to
limit the travel of the arm. Over a period
of a week, a variation in mains voltage of
13 volts r.m.s., the largest encountered
during this period, caused no appreciable
change in speed at either setting,

Housing the Player
At this stage the writer bought a small

cabinet. Readers who intend to house the
finished player in the original radiogram

Fig. 1.-The modified player.

cabinet will be saved most of the work of
cutting the motor deck and of mounting the
player. The original head was useless as
far as 45 r.p.m. records were concerned, but
this problem was easily overcome by buying
a new head and arm of the crystal turnover
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variety. This must be mounted on the
player deck in such a manner that the arm
makes a tangent with the turntable for all
positions of the head, with the needle at the
point of contact. The position of the arm
must be found by trial, and error to suit
the requirements of the equipment in the
reader's possession. The arm support was
already part of the player, but it was found
necessary to move it to a new position to
suit the new arm.

It was found impassible to make the new

Mains
Plug

Fig. 2.-
Details of

the
wiring.

Press button switch

arm perform the operation of switching, and
it was decided to build into the player a
stop/start switch of the press button type.
When the player is inverted, two wires will
be seen coming to the motor from two points
in the original radiogram chassis. One of
these wires passes up through the deck to
the switch, which is built on to the frame-
work of the player. The wire from the other
side of the switch passes down through the
deck to a terminal on the motor. The other
mains lead is connected directly to the other
terminal on the motor. All these wires must
be removed. They will probably be found
to be in a poor condition, and in the interests
of safety new wires should be used. If the
player is to be used separately from the
radiogram, two yards of twin flex will be
required. One end of this flex carries a
mains plug to suit individual requirements.
At the other end, one lead goes directly to a
terminal on the motor, and the other lead
goes directly to the switch. The remaining
terminal on the switch is connected to the
other terminal on the motor (see Fig. 2).

If the player is to be left built into the
original radiogram the mains plug is un-
necessary, and the two ends of the wire are
connected to the same points from which
the original ones were removed.

The two leads from the turnover head are
connected to an input plug to suit the ampli-
fier or radio being used. Any screening on
these leads must be connected to the earth
end, i.e., the chassis side of the input plug.

Fig. r shows the modified player, which
has already given many hours of pleasing
reproduction of records.

How to Make a Handy
A LENGTH of stiff cardboard tube
" obtainable from stores supplying draw-
ing office equipment forms the basis of this
handy rack for storing screws and pins, etc.

Choose a tube with a large diameter and
cut off a piece about r8in. long. Mark off
a quarter of its surface area with two straight
lines then cut along the lines. In the two
ends of the remainder glue and panel pin
two " formers " which are made by fretsaw-
ing two circles of in. plywood and then
cutting away one quarter of each. Similar
pieces, equally spaced along the cut tube
form the necessary pigeon holes. Two tri-
angular *in. plywood brackets screwed to
each end are fixed to a hardwood batten
glued down the length of the container.
Screws through this and the tube hold the
assembly to the wall or bench.

Screw Rack

Large cardboard
drawing tube

%2X 1r
Batten

How to make the rack.
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By Trevor Holloway
Show Your Holiday Snaps 3 ft. x 4 it.

focusing tube and the two reflectors.

The Baseboard
Although a size of rein. X 8in. has

been suggested, these dimensions are by
no means binding and may be
increased as desired.

The batten -holders should be
screwed in plate to allow the
lamps to have at least sin.

Cover retaining
block

Note : The re-
flectors have been
rotated in crder to
show the bulbs
They must be fixed
round the cther
way so that light
is reflected back
on to the plcture.

Fig.

A SIMPLE EPISCOPE

pHOTOGRAPHS,
picture postcards,

cuttings from books and magazines,
foreign stamps, coins and many other

interesting objects can be screened in their
natural colours with the aid of the simple
episcope shown in Fig. 1. Slides are not
required.

Briefly, the instrument functions as
follows. The light from
of the ordinary household variety shines on
to the object to be screened. These light
rays are reflected back through the lens
in the focusing tube and directed on to the
screen.

The size of the picture will be determined
by the focal length of the lens and the
power of the lamps. By
using a 2lin. reading
glass as a lens and two
6o -watt lamps it was
found by experiment that
an ordinary ziin. X 34in.
snapshot gave a clear and
sharp reproduction about
3ft. X 4ft.

Reference to the cut-
away view shown in
Fig. 3 will give a general
idea as to construction.
The apparatus consists of
a baseboard measuring
rzin. long and 8in. wide,
on which the two lamps
are mounted in batten -
holders (see Fig. 2). On
top of the baseboard rests
the cover section, which
houses the lens and

Batten to allow air to circulate

clearance of the sides ;4 the cover section.
Lamps are connected in parallel and
a ventilation slot should be cut in the
centre of the baseboard. Four small
wooden blocks should be screwed at the
corners to act as retaining blocks to keep
the cover section in position. This means
that the blocks will have to be inset accord-
ing to the thickness of the wood used for
the cover section.

Rectifying mirror
3.-A cutaway perspective view of the complete episcope, showing constructional details.

The baseboard should be mounted on two
strips of wood in order to allow air to
pass up through the ventilating slot.
Ventilation is necessary as the two lamps
give off considerable heat which tends to
curl photographs on the mounting flap_

Fig. t.-A view of the
completed episcope.

Fig. 2 (Left).-The
baseboard, showing
batten lampholders,
ventilation slot and
locating blocks for the

cover.

Cover Section
Dimensions of the cover section should

correspond with those of the baseboard, plus
a height of not less than 7in. The rear
panel is not a fixture, but hinged at the
top so that it may be opened and used as
the mounting board.

The two tin reflectors should be about
sin, in length and curved to fit approxi-
mately half -way around the lamps. They
may be cut from cocoa tins or similar con-
tainers and are secured to the underside
of the roof of the cover by means of the
flanges seen in Fig. 3.

Ventilation holes are also necessary in
the roof of the cover section, and these
should be screened with tin shields to pre-
vent light escaping into the darkened room
when the instrument is in operation.

The circular aperture for the lens tube
cannot be cut until the exact diameter
required for the lens plus the thickness of
the lens tube is known.

Lens and Focusing Tube
Many multiple and surplus stores offer

magnifying or reading glasses at reasonable
prices. For the instrument described in
this article, a lens of tin. or 22in. dia, is
recommended.

(Concluded on page 274)
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THIS month's cover shows the baby
alarm in operation. If baby cries an
electric bell commences to ring or

an alarm light comes on; they continue
until switched off. Other uses are to switch
on any electrical device by the phone bell
ringing, as a burglar alarm or to warn an
absent teacher that his class is misbehaving.

Housing
Wood is suggested for this and the general

appearance of the prototypes can be seen in
Fig. I and on the cover. The units are
a detector loudspeaker, control box and
alarm unit.

PARTS REQUIRED
Those with little experience are advised to keep

exactly to the specification of the prototype and not
to use alternative parts.
One 8in. moving -coil speaker, 3 ohms impedance,

fitted in a wooden cabinet with very thin cloth
cover in front, or better still, a metal grille or a
few cross struts only.

Tr, -Standard speaker transformer used as a valve
input transformer. If a multi -ratio type is
available it is very suitable.

Trf-Filament transformer, 6.3 v. at 3 amps. to
suit A.C. mains used. With 200 to 240 volt
mains a standard speaker transformer will do,
although the valves will be a little under -run.

Valves :
Va and Vt, are EF5os and z B9G bases to suit are

required.
Ve is a 6X5 and an International Octal base to

suit is required.
Capacitors :
Cs/Ch-8/32 pF or similar in one can, 35o v.

working. If can is not isolated from tags it must
be wrapped in tape.

Ce-25 pF 12 v. working electrolytic capacitor.
C.1-25 pF 5o v. working electrolytic capacitor.
Ce-.oi pF Sprague or Mica type coupling ca-

pacitor, 35o v. Use a i,000 v.w. if available.
Cf-.1 teF paper condenser, 35o v.
Cs 25 pF 5o v.w. electrolytic capacitor.
Ch -.or tiF 350 v.w. paper condenser. (No other

value must be used in this position, even if
sparking does occur at relay points.)

:
R.-rooK J watt.Rb- 0K2 watt.
Re -4700 4 watt
Rd -1,0000 watt.
Re.. ---1,000f2 5 watts or larger.
Rf -500 Q 3 watts.
Rg-470K J watt.
Rh -5,0000 4 watt (do not use another value even

if small sparking at contacts persists).
R1-15,00012 within ro%, 7 watts or higher rating.

If other relays are used instead of the zoo!) P.O.
type 3000 this value will have to be modified.
(See under relays.)

VRa-Variable resistance 5oK or 25K contacts
must be isolated from earth. This is usually so,
but some ex -Govt. variables have the middle
tag earthed. This would make the chassis live
to mains.

Knob for above (insulated type)
Anode Relay

Any delicate relay which will operate on II mA
or less and will release on about # mA will suit.
If the coil resistance is less than 8,0009 put a
resistor in series to bring it up to this value. If the
coil resistance is more, then leave the circuit as it is.
One pair of njo contacts are required.

The prototype used a surplus relay, 8,0002,
No. 2389, from Messrs. Annakin at a cost of 3s. 6d.

P.O. type 3000 relays with coil resistances of
5oK or rooK fitted with one pair of contacts are
quite suitable and the Siemens H.S.t000 plus

'coo
frtype will do if the return spring is removed.

Sr -Toggle switch, on/off.
Ss -Toggle switch, on/off.
St -Toggle type throw -over single -pole (i.e.,

one -pole two ways).
The Second Relay (Auto Switch)

This is a P.O. type 3000 with a coil resistance of
zoo!) front Messrs. W. Benson (Part 338) or Messrs.
K. R. Whiston (Part No. 3003X) OR to order from
Messrs. L. Wilkinson (Croydon) Ltd., two pairs
of filo contacts are required; others may be left
in place or removed. If coil resistance of other value
is used, alter value of Rt so that total of coil and
resistance is r5,2oo2 approx. If the resistance is
above 15,000 t2, leave out RI and use a piece of
copper wire instead.
3 two -terminal blocks.
6 v. electric bell.
6 v. panel lamp and holder (6 v.).
Neon lamp complete, Arcolectric SL50 Red for

25o volts. Order through any radio dealer. Red
glass is best with neons.

6 v. Transistor type battery. Insulate terminals
with tape if it is in a metal box and not fixed down.

Nuts, bolts, tags, solder, wire, etc.
All components are available from normal radio

dealers such as Messrs. R.S.C., Leeds, except where
other suppliers advertising regularly in Practical
Wireless have been given.
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THE

AUTOMATIC

HOUSE
PART 1

Control Box Chassis
A baking tin from a walk -round stores

was used but any chassis 8in. X 4in. X
3M. deep will suit. No electrical con-
nections are made to the chassis, but if a
metal case is made it should be earthed
and isolated from the chassis by insulators.

The back control knob (sensitivity) must
be of an insulating type with the grub screw
filled with sealing wax. Alternatively, the
shaft may be cut into a screwdriver type
slot so that it May be set with ease, but
resist tampering.

Twelve ventilation holes should be spread
over the sides or metal grilles may be fitted.
The mains consumption is only about
3o watts.

Positioning the Components
This is not vital provided

transformer Tr; is not put near or parallel
to the filament transformer Trf. The two
E.F.5o valves require II in. dia. holes, the
6X5 one of }in. and the condenser CaCb
one roughly i/in. These holes may be cut
with tank cutters, special chassis cutters or
by drilling small holes round and filing the
edges smooth when the middle has been
removed. All these holes must be drilled
and completed before mounting components.

The P.O. relay of Fig. 3 is shown with

Hardboard
panel

(not metal)

P.0.3000 relay
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JI 1

Fig. I. -
The three
completed

units.

This new series, starting here with a positive
baby alarm, will also include automatic lighting,
time clocks, delay switches, thermostats, electric
door bolts and automatic opening and closing,
burglar, fire and frost alarms, loud speaker
extension systems, counting devices, etc.

a suitable mounting bracket. This is
screwed to the chassis underneath the relay
which is attached by two fixing studs. On
no account must the dowel be used for this
purpose. A clearance hole is necessary for
this dowel in the bracket. The P.O. relay
may be positioned upright to facilitate
wiring and make more space, but the cabinet
would have to be higher. The relay should

To central tag

Terminal blocks Bolts securing Trf inside Ch and Rh, anti spark
condenser, and resistor,optional

Bridging wire
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be inspected and tested before wiring in
circuit.

The front panel is cut out of hardboard
or a modern laminate or plastic. It is shown
in Fig. I. Holes must be drilled to suit
the switches and two holes filed together
will make the necessary oblong hole for the
decorative neon warning lamp (Arco-
lectric Type S.L.5o for 25ov.). The three
two -terminal blocks are screwed in position.
The panel is fixed upright to the sloping
sides of the baking tin by using a fillet of
wood as in Figs. 2 and 7.

The Components Mounted Inside
The filament transformer is mounted on

one side as shown. A standard pentode out-
put transformer may be used for this purpose
(as in the prototype).

Make sure the fuses are insulated from
the tin when they are mounted, and insert

 2 -amp. fuses into the clips. VRa is
mounted tightly in the centre position at
the back.

Note the position of the central tag. This
tag or pair of tags is mounted so that it is
insulated from the tin. Special tags may be
purchased from radio dealers, or one may

Paper To H.Tpoint
clip marked *

Perspex or
paxolin

Tin
chassis

Fig.

Nuts

Small 1V
bolt

A --Nut

Ch

Rh

b
Anode relay

Washer contacts N/0
4. -Making the
central tag.

Fig. 2 (Left). -
A perspeeiiv
view showini
main component

positions.

J k

PO. relay
MD contacts
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Locknut
Screw --\_Copper stud Armature

`---a. ie"----
Holes for

NIO NIO fixing studs

Con-
tact

push
rods

(ghl k m
Contact bank
and insulators

Dowel
clearance

hole

Holes for chassis
bolts

MOUNTING BRACKET

Fixing studs
,c_fTags on which

to test coil
Electro magnet
fixing dowel

Fig. 3. -The relay P.O. Type 3000.

be made from two paper clips, a piece of
Perspex and a long nut and bolt (see
Fig 4).

All other components are mounted " in
air," between various solder tags on the
components.

P.O. Relay Type 3000
These surplus relays are usually of 200

ohms resistance, as specified. Readers with

-160000n0,

300v
D.C.

P0. type 3000
or similar
50,00011

172 meg
resistor

Approx.
220 K

resistor

Switch

Fig.- 5. -Adjusting the P.O. Type 3000 relay
for use as an anode relay. Adjust so that relay
pulls in on II -2 mA. with switch closed and

falls out on mA. with switch open.

P. type
3000 relay To central

tag or
Ss black of

Setting switch mains L_

g h

PO relay
contacts

N/0

Terminal
block "B"

6 or 12 v
approx. T

_J
Lamp bell

Fig. 6. -Wiring of re-
lays in baby alarm.

Fig. 7. -Another view
of the completed

control unit.

Cycle
lamp

battery

little experience should
keep exactly to the
specification.

In Fig. 3 note when
tags e and f are con-
nected to a D.C. supply
the armature pulls in,
contacts g and h come
together and j and k do
likewise. 1 and m are
not required. If another
bank of contacts is
fitted they may be
removed and kept as
spares.

The locknut and nut
on the armature retain-
ing screw will govern the

Find rags
which light
the lamp

Fig. 8. -Testing the transformer for con-
nections. Trf tags found go to central tag
and Va and Vb pins I and 1/ pin 2. Tr, tags

found go to speaker.
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STEP-BY-STEP WIRING
The Filament Circuit

This is done with plastic covered wire. Various
colours will help to avoid ambiguity.

For the advanced experimenter the full circuit
is given in Figs. 6 and is, and for the beginner step-
by-step wiring follows :-

I. If the transformer Tci is not marked test it
as shown in Fig. 8 using a torch battery and flash
lamp bulb.

2. Refer to Figs. 9 and 12 and wire red mains lead
terminal to Fuse " A." Take other side of fuse to
switch S,a on the front panel, make a small hole
in the tin to pass the wire through. (In future this
method will be assumed.)

3. Wire the other side of the switch to the neon
lamp and to the primary side of Trr and from there
to pins 3 and 5 en Vc.

4. Wire black mains terminal to fuse " B."
5. Other side of fuse " B " to other side of neon,

to other side of Trf primary, to Trf secondary
(any tag) and to the central tag already referred to.

6. Wire pins 9 of both Va and Vb to central tag.
7. Wire pin 7 of Ve to central tag also.
8. Join pin t of V. to pint of VI, and to pin 2

of Vc and on to the spare secondary tag of the
transformer.

9. Plug in the valves and switch on. Vc should
light up but Va and Vb will get slightly warm after
to minutes.

The H.T. Circuit
t. Make sure pins 3 and 5 on Vc are connected

to the " red " mains side of the filament trans-
former as detailed.

2 Connect pin 8 to a Soo ohm resistor (Re) and
solder the resistor to the lower capacity tag of the
large electrolytic condenser Cb. This condenser
must be inspected. If the can is isolated all is well.
If not, or if in doubt wrap the can in insulating tape
where it is mounted or the tin chassis will become
live to H.T., mains etc. There are three tags on it,
the negative must be connected to the central tag.
Now join the tag connected to the 500 ohm resistor
to the other tag (higher capacity one) via a 1,00o
ohms resistor (Re).

3. Switch on unit and leave for two minutes.
Switch off. Short between junction of 500 and
t,000 ohm resistors to central tag with screw-
driver or insulated wire. A big spark should jump.
Voltage test should show about 300v. D.0 with
central tag minus polarity.

The Wiring of V4 Circuit
I. Make sure of the Va location and that the

valve base numbers are understood. All coding is
done when looking at the bases from underneath,
starting at, the locating projection in the central
bush and working in a clockwise direction as
shown in Fig. roa and b. Make sure pins r and 9
are already wired.

2. Join pin 4 to central tag
3. join R a to pin 3, cutting the lead to about

fin. long.
4. Join Ce to pin 3 also, having sufficient sleeved

wire to allow the condenser to lie underneath VRa
in Fig. 9.

5. Join Rb to pin 2 and at the same time join Ct
to pin 2.

6. Take other end of Cf to central tag.
7. Join Rb and R. together at the unused ends

and connect to junction of Re and C. (in H.T.
circuit).

8. Join secondary of Trj to central tag and other
side of winding to pin 7.

9. Join two wires from Tri primary to terminal
block A. If there is any doubt about the trans-
former windings refer to Fig. 8 and test as shown.

to. Take pin 6 to central tag via Re. Connect
also pin 6 to central tag via Cc noting that the
positive side goes to pin 6, this is very important.
Some wiring is shown also in Fig. 8. Verify that
pins 5 and 8 and the central spigot tag of the
valve base are not used. Check wiring against the
circuit of Fig. 12.

Wiring of Vb Circuit
t. Check that the anode relay is operating

correctly as shown in Fig. ti or, if a P.O. type with
50,000 ohms coils is used, as in Fig. 5. Basically
the relay must release on I mA or more and pull
in on I mA for full sensitivity, but if it pulls in on
2 mA it will do. A baby crying may take the current
up to well over 5 mA according to the pitch of the
cry.

2. Check that Ca (already wired one end) is a
Mica or Sprague type and connect it to pin 7.
Connect pin 7 also to the central tag board via RF.

3. Connect pin 6 to VRa exactly as shown in
Fig. 8 and connect pin 6 also to central tag via Cd
making sure the positive side goes to pin 6.

4. Join the side tag (shown in Fig. 9) of VRa to
control tag (Fig. 4) via Rd. Leave the other tag of
VRa unused as shown.

5. Join pins 2, 3 and 4 together and take a lead
to the coil tag d of Anode Relay.

6. Connect c coil tag of anode relay to H.T. line
at junction of Re and Ca already wired.

7. Join C5 across the anode relay coil from c to
d making sure that the positive side is connected to
c, that is to H.T.

8. Verify that pins 5 and 8 and control spigot
tag are not used.

9. Verify that pins t and 9 are already wired in
the filament circuit.
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THIS month's cover shows the baby
alarm in operation. If baby cries an
electric bell commences to ring or

an alarm light comes on; they continue
until switched off. Other uses are to switch
on any electrical device by the phone bell
ringing, as a burglar alarm or to warn an
absent teacher that his class is misbehaving.

Housing
Wood is suggested for this and the general

appearance of the prototypes can be seen in
Fig. I and on the cover. The units are
a detector loudspeaker, control box and
alarm unit.

PARTS REQUIRED
Those with little experience are advised to keep

exactly to the specification of the prototype and not
to use alternative parts.
One 8in. moving -coil speaker, 3 ohms impedance,

fitted in a wooden cabinet with very thin cloth
cover in front, or better still, a metal grille or a
few cross struts only.

Tr, -Standard speaker transformer used as a valve
input transformer. If a multi -ratio type is
available it is very suitable.

Trf-Filament transformer, 6.3 v. at 3 amps. to
suit A.C. mains used. With 200 to 240 volt
mains a standard speaker transformer will do,
although the valves will be a little under -run.

Valves :
Va and Vt, are EF5os and z B9G bases to suit are

required.
Ve is a 6X5 and an International Octal base to

suit is required.
Capacitors :
Cs/Ch-8/32 pF or similar in one can, 35o v.

working. If can is not isolated from tags it must
be wrapped in tape.

Ce-25 pF 12 v. working electrolytic capacitor.
C.1-25 pF 5o v. working electrolytic capacitor.
Ce-.oi pF Sprague or Mica type coupling ca-

pacitor, 35o v. Use a i,000 v.w. if available.
Cf-.1 teF paper condenser, 35o v.
Cs 25 pF 5o v.w. electrolytic capacitor.
Ch -.or tiF 350 v.w. paper condenser. (No other

value must be used in this position, even if
sparking does occur at relay points.)

:
R.-rooK J watt.Rb- 0K2 watt.
Re -4700 4 watt
Rd -1,0000 watt.
Re.. ---1,000f2 5 watts or larger.
Rf -500 Q 3 watts.
Rg-470K J watt.
Rh -5,0000 4 watt (do not use another value even

if small sparking at contacts persists).
R1-15,00012 within ro%, 7 watts or higher rating.

If other relays are used instead of the zoo!) P.O.
type 3000 this value will have to be modified.
(See under relays.)

VRa-Variable resistance 5oK or 25K contacts
must be isolated from earth. This is usually so,
but some ex -Govt. variables have the middle
tag earthed. This would make the chassis live
to mains.

Knob for above (insulated type)
Anode Relay

Any delicate relay which will operate on II mA
or less and will release on about # mA will suit.
If the coil resistance is less than 8,0009 put a
resistor in series to bring it up to this value. If the
coil resistance is more, then leave the circuit as it is.
One pair of njo contacts are required.

The prototype used a surplus relay, 8,0002,
No. 2389, from Messrs. Annakin at a cost of 3s. 6d.

P.O. type 3000 relays with coil resistances of
5oK or rooK fitted with one pair of contacts are
quite suitable and the Siemens H.S.t000 plus

'coo
frtype will do if the return spring is removed.

Sr -Toggle switch, on/off.
Ss -Toggle switch, on/off.
St -Toggle type throw -over single -pole (i.e.,

one -pole two ways).
The Second Relay (Auto Switch)

This is a P.O. type 3000 with a coil resistance of
zoo!) front Messrs. W. Benson (Part 338) or Messrs.
K. R. Whiston (Part No. 3003X) OR to order from
Messrs. L. Wilkinson (Croydon) Ltd., two pairs
of filo contacts are required; others may be left
in place or removed. If coil resistance of other value
is used, alter value of Rt so that total of coil and
resistance is r5,2oo2 approx. If the resistance is
above 15,000 t2, leave out RI and use a piece of
copper wire instead.
3 two -terminal blocks.
6 v. electric bell.
6 v. panel lamp and holder (6 v.).
Neon lamp complete, Arcolectric SL50 Red for

25o volts. Order through any radio dealer. Red
glass is best with neons.

6 v. Transistor type battery. Insulate terminals
with tape if it is in a metal box and not fixed down.

Nuts, bolts, tags, solder, wire, etc.
All components are available from normal radio

dealers such as Messrs. R.S.C., Leeds, except where
other suppliers advertising regularly in Practical
Wireless have been given.
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THE

AUTOMATIC

HOUSE
PART 1

Control Box Chassis
A baking tin from a walk -round stores

was used but any chassis 8in. X 4in. X
3M. deep will suit. No electrical con-
nections are made to the chassis, but if a
metal case is made it should be earthed
and isolated from the chassis by insulators.

The back control knob (sensitivity) must
be of an insulating type with the grub screw
filled with sealing wax. Alternatively, the
shaft may be cut into a screwdriver type
slot so that it May be set with ease, but
resist tampering.

Twelve ventilation holes should be spread
over the sides or metal grilles may be fitted.
The mains consumption is only about
3o watts.

Positioning the Components
This is not vital provided

transformer Tr; is not put near or parallel
to the filament transformer Trf. The two
E.F.5o valves require II in. dia. holes, the
6X5 one of }in. and the condenser CaCb
one roughly i/in. These holes may be cut
with tank cutters, special chassis cutters or
by drilling small holes round and filing the
edges smooth when the middle has been
removed. All these holes must be drilled
and completed before mounting components.

The P.O. relay of Fig. 3 is shown with

Hardboard
panel

(not metal)

P.0.3000 relay

March, 1960

JI 1

Fig. I. -
The three
completed

units.

This new series, starting here with a positive
baby alarm, will also include automatic lighting,
time clocks, delay switches, thermostats, electric
door bolts and automatic opening and closing,
burglar, fire and frost alarms, loud speaker
extension systems, counting devices, etc.

a suitable mounting bracket. This is
screwed to the chassis underneath the relay
which is attached by two fixing studs. On
no account must the dowel be used for this
purpose. A clearance hole is necessary for
this dowel in the bracket. The P.O. relay
may be positioned upright to facilitate
wiring and make more space, but the cabinet
would have to be higher. The relay should

To central tag

Terminal blocks Bolts securing Trf inside Ch and Rh, anti spark
condenser, and resistor,optional

Bridging wire

March, 1960

be inspected and tested before wiring in
circuit.

The front panel is cut out of hardboard
or a modern laminate or plastic. It is shown
in Fig. I. Holes must be drilled to suit
the switches and two holes filed together
will make the necessary oblong hole for the
decorative neon warning lamp (Arco-
lectric Type S.L.5o for 25ov.). The three
two -terminal blocks are screwed in position.
The panel is fixed upright to the sloping
sides of the baking tin by using a fillet of
wood as in Figs. 2 and 7.

The Components Mounted Inside
The filament transformer is mounted on

one side as shown. A standard pentode out-
put transformer may be used for this purpose
(as in the prototype).

Make sure the fuses are insulated from
the tin when they are mounted, and insert

 2 -amp. fuses into the clips. VRa is
mounted tightly in the centre position at
the back.

Note the position of the central tag. This
tag or pair of tags is mounted so that it is
insulated from the tin. Special tags may be
purchased from radio dealers, or one may

Paper To H.Tpoint
clip marked *

Perspex or
paxolin

Tin
chassis

Fig.

Nuts

Small 1V
bolt

A --Nut

Ch

Rh

b
Anode relay

Washer contacts N/0
4. -Making the
central tag.

Fig. 2 (Left). -
A perspeeiiv
view showini
main component

positions.

J k

PO. relay
MD contacts
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Locknut
Screw --\_Copper stud Armature

`---a. ie"----
Holes for

NIO NIO fixing studs

Con-
tact

push
rods

(ghl k m
Contact bank
and insulators

Dowel
clearance

hole

Holes for chassis
bolts

MOUNTING BRACKET

Fixing studs
,c_fTags on which

to test coil
Electro magnet
fixing dowel

Fig. 3. -The relay P.O. Type 3000.

be made from two paper clips, a piece of
Perspex and a long nut and bolt (see
Fig 4).

All other components are mounted " in
air," between various solder tags on the
components.

P.O. Relay Type 3000
These surplus relays are usually of 200

ohms resistance, as specified. Readers with

-160000n0,

300v
D.C.

P0. type 3000
or similar
50,00011

172 meg
resistor

Approx.
220 K

resistor

Switch

Fig.- 5. -Adjusting the P.O. Type 3000 relay
for use as an anode relay. Adjust so that relay
pulls in on II -2 mA. with switch closed and

falls out on mA. with switch open.

P. type
3000 relay To central

tag or
Ss black of

Setting switch mains L_

g h

PO relay
contacts

N/0

Terminal
block "B"

6 or 12 v
approx. T

_J
Lamp bell

Fig. 6. -Wiring of re-
lays in baby alarm.

Fig. 7. -Another view
of the completed

control unit.

Cycle
lamp

battery

little experience should
keep exactly to the
specification.

In Fig. 3 note when
tags e and f are con-
nected to a D.C. supply
the armature pulls in,
contacts g and h come
together and j and k do
likewise. 1 and m are
not required. If another
bank of contacts is
fitted they may be
removed and kept as
spares.

The locknut and nut
on the armature retain-
ing screw will govern the

Find rags
which light
the lamp

Fig. 8. -Testing the transformer for con-
nections. Trf tags found go to central tag
and Va and Vb pins I and 1/ pin 2. Tr, tags

found go to speaker.
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STEP-BY-STEP WIRING
The Filament Circuit

This is done with plastic covered wire. Various
colours will help to avoid ambiguity.

For the advanced experimenter the full circuit
is given in Figs. 6 and is, and for the beginner step-
by-step wiring follows :-

I. If the transformer Tci is not marked test it
as shown in Fig. 8 using a torch battery and flash
lamp bulb.

2. Refer to Figs. 9 and 12 and wire red mains lead
terminal to Fuse " A." Take other side of fuse to
switch S,a on the front panel, make a small hole
in the tin to pass the wire through. (In future this
method will be assumed.)

3. Wire the other side of the switch to the neon
lamp and to the primary side of Trr and from there
to pins 3 and 5 en Vc.

4. Wire black mains terminal to fuse " B."
5. Other side of fuse " B " to other side of neon,

to other side of Trf primary, to Trf secondary
(any tag) and to the central tag already referred to.

6. Wire pins 9 of both Va and Vb to central tag.
7. Wire pin 7 of Ve to central tag also.
8. Join pin t of V. to pint of VI, and to pin 2

of Vc and on to the spare secondary tag of the
transformer.

9. Plug in the valves and switch on. Vc should
light up but Va and Vb will get slightly warm after
to minutes.

The H.T. Circuit
t. Make sure pins 3 and 5 on Vc are connected

to the " red " mains side of the filament trans-
former as detailed.

2 Connect pin 8 to a Soo ohm resistor (Re) and
solder the resistor to the lower capacity tag of the
large electrolytic condenser Cb. This condenser
must be inspected. If the can is isolated all is well.
If not, or if in doubt wrap the can in insulating tape
where it is mounted or the tin chassis will become
live to H.T., mains etc. There are three tags on it,
the negative must be connected to the central tag.
Now join the tag connected to the 500 ohm resistor
to the other tag (higher capacity one) via a 1,00o
ohms resistor (Re).

3. Switch on unit and leave for two minutes.
Switch off. Short between junction of 500 and
t,000 ohm resistors to central tag with screw-
driver or insulated wire. A big spark should jump.
Voltage test should show about 300v. D.0 with
central tag minus polarity.

The Wiring of V4 Circuit
I. Make sure of the Va location and that the

valve base numbers are understood. All coding is
done when looking at the bases from underneath,
starting at, the locating projection in the central
bush and working in a clockwise direction as
shown in Fig. roa and b. Make sure pins r and 9
are already wired.

2. Join pin 4 to central tag
3. join R a to pin 3, cutting the lead to about

fin. long.
4. Join Ce to pin 3 also, having sufficient sleeved

wire to allow the condenser to lie underneath VRa
in Fig. 9.

5. Join Rb to pin 2 and at the same time join Ct
to pin 2.

6. Take other end of Cf to central tag.
7. Join Rb and R. together at the unused ends

and connect to junction of Re and C. (in H.T.
circuit).

8. Join secondary of Trj to central tag and other
side of winding to pin 7.

9. Join two wires from Tri primary to terminal
block A. If there is any doubt about the trans-
former windings refer to Fig. 8 and test as shown.

to. Take pin 6 to central tag via Re. Connect
also pin 6 to central tag via Cc noting that the
positive side goes to pin 6, this is very important.
Some wiring is shown also in Fig. 8. Verify that
pins 5 and 8 and the central spigot tag of the
valve base are not used. Check wiring against the
circuit of Fig. 12.

Wiring of Vb Circuit
t. Check that the anode relay is operating

correctly as shown in Fig. ti or, if a P.O. type with
50,000 ohms coils is used, as in Fig. 5. Basically
the relay must release on I mA or more and pull
in on I mA for full sensitivity, but if it pulls in on
2 mA it will do. A baby crying may take the current
up to well over 5 mA according to the pitch of the
cry.

2. Check that Ca (already wired one end) is a
Mica or Sprague type and connect it to pin 7.
Connect pin 7 also to the central tag board via RF.

3. Connect pin 6 to VRa exactly as shown in
Fig. 8 and connect pin 6 also to central tag via Cd
making sure the positive side goes to pin 6.

4. Join the side tag (shown in Fig. 9) of VRa to
control tag (Fig. 4) via Rd. Leave the other tag of
VRa unused as shown.

5. Join pins 2, 3 and 4 together and take a lead
to the coil tag d of Anode Relay.

6. Connect c coil tag of anode relay to H.T. line
at junction of Re and Ca already wired.

7. Join C5 across the anode relay coil from c to
d making sure that the positive side is connected to
c, that is to H.T.

8. Verify that pins 5 and 8 and control spigot
tag are not used.

9. Verify that pins t and 9 are already wired in
the filament circuit.
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To PO 3000
relay contacts

Speaker
as

microphone

Switched
circuit

Mains

Fig.

Central tag Tri bolted to
top of
chassis

9.-Chassis from underneath, showing larger components and some wi ing.

operating current, and should be set quite
freely. Wire a 41v. battery in series with the
coil, tags marked e and fin Fig. 3, and make
sure the relay pulls in and releases perfectly.

Anode Relay
The prototype shown in Fig. 2 is No.

2389 (8,000 ohm), but a P.O. type 3,000
may be used with a coil resistance of 5ok
or took. The anode relay must be
adjusted to pull in on i or 2 mA and
fall out on 1 mA. If it will pull in on

mA the instrument will be very sensitive.
If using the 8,00o ohm surplus type wire

up as in Fig. II. Now by bending the
stop get the armature so that it is within
a few thousandths of an inch of the electro
magnet. Then bend the spring and the
contact stay so that there is very little
pressure holding the armature off the electro-
magnet. The smaller the pressure the better.
Now bend one contact until it almost
touches the other. If this is done carefully
the relay will pull in on I mA and fall out
on i mA.

P.O. 3,000 As Anode Relay
The circuit of Fig. 5 can be used. Set-

ting the relay is done by loosening or tight-
ening the armature locking nuts, bending the
contact stays which are springy and hold
the armature open. The armature must be
almost on the magnet and only very small
gaps are necessary between the points. The
relay should work on the same currents as
those above.

Wiring
Full step-by-step details are given in the

column 3 box on the previous page.
Audio

amplifier

8' speaker as
microphone

(Speaker
I input
L

T

Testing the Detector
Plug in the valves and then have a good

look underneath to make sure that all the
soldered connections are still in place and
not shorting, This is very necessary when
using a thin tinplate chassis as it is inclined
to warp when EF5o valves are inserted.

Spigot tag
not used

Grid 3

Anode

Not used

Cathode

Filament Filament

Not used

Anode

4
t Anode o3

151
0

70

Not used

Heater

/1 72

6 Cathode
2 7 Not used

Fig. Io.-(a) EF5o valve base and (b) 6X5
valve base. Both are drawn from underneath.

Switch on. Any signs of overheating
show an error in the wiring and it should
be rechecked. Switch off and connect a
3 ohm speaker to terminals A. Switch on
and leave for two minutes to warm up. Turn
VRd fully clockwise and observe very care-
fully the contacts of the anode relay. They
should be open. Less than 1 mA will be
flowing and the relay has been checked as
releasing on this figure.

Watch the contacts very carefully and

H.T line

Audio anode
bend detector

54
N/u

arm

Central tag

Ce

c a b
O
`g Anode (Normally

open)n. relay

VR d
Cd

MOM

Rd

Vb

To PO relay

Rectifie
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tura Vita slowly anti -clockwise and at a
certain point well over half -way round the
points will slowly, but definitely, come
together. A good light and a white back-
ground are necessary to observe the points
accurately.

Now leave VRd in such a position that
the relay points are not touching, but any
further movement anti -clockwise would
cause them to pull together. This is the set
position and must be done in the quiet.

Observe the points again very carefully
while making a medium pitched " Coo-oo-
oo " noise. The speaker should face the
person, but may be up to 6ft. away. The
points will be seen to come together.

When in complete silence, the points
should part again. If a small spark occurs
across the anode relay points when the next
relay is wired in do not worry and do not
alter the value of C and Rh (which are not
yet in circuit).

Variation in Components
Take great care over polarity of electrolytic

condensers, the H.T. smoothing ones are in
r Mi 0 150"

8,000 ohm
anode relay

'..\
12 v Car battery,
D.C. train transformer

and rectifier,
or 3 x 4V2 v
torch batteries

/""'"
04pprox.
I5K

resistor

Switch

Fig. ii.-Adjusting circuit for 8,000 ohm anode
relay. Adjust so that relay pulls in on IA mA.
with switch closed and falls out on mA. with

switch open.

one case with one common terminal. The
details of the connections are shown on
the outside casing. If a multiratio speaker
transformer is available, experiment with
the best secondary tag to connect to pin 7
of V.. Generally the higher the impedance
the better. The normal tolerance of the
resistors will not affect the working, the
author used resistors outside the tolerance
limit satisfactorily.

Wiring in the Auto Switch (P.O. 3,000
relay)
Refer to Fig. 6. The anode relay already

wired as far as its coil is concerned is not
shown. Its two points that close when
noise is made are shown as a and b. The
P.O. 3,000 relay coil is shown. This relay
has two pairs of nio (normally open) con-
tacts which are marked g and h, j and k.
Refer also to Figs. 2 and 3.

Check that the relay is working correctly.
Observe that the n/o pairs of points are in
fact open. Proceed as follows :-

(Concluded on page 266)

Fig. 12.-Baby alarm
circuit, without relay
wiring. Warning : No
wires connect to or

touch chassis.

Trf

g

1 I
This line is not the chassis,but a
central tag insulated from chassis

A fuse
ca. =0  Red

Sm Mains A.C.
200/250v

Neon

B fuse
cr,
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This Concluding Instalment Deals Mainly with Exterior
Fittings and Building the Interior Layout

The Door
THE bottom door is a plain panel of

hardboard on softwood framing. The
upper door is glazed and is made

from rebated softwood with dowelled mortise
and tenon joints. Both are hung on ordinary
steel flapback hinges which are allowed to
protrude about in. so as to swing the doors
clear of the van. The middle joint between
the doors is made up by false rebates
nailed on (Fig. 15).

Corrugated fasteners.

Hardboard
panels.

5/8"x2"
softwood. Dowelled

bridle joint.

Upper door
False rebate
pieces nailed

on.

Lower door.

Exterior Fittings
The " J "-type roof guttering is

screwed on to the roof canvas
overhang, being set on to half -dry
paint.

The aluminium storm -strips over
the opening windows are similarly
fixed, together with those at the
doors.

Ventilators are fitted to the out-
side, one over the sink and cooker
unit, and one in the wardrobe.
The positioning of these will
depend on the interior layout, of
course, and must be plotted care-
fully. It is as well to drill small
holes through -the hardboard at the
corners of the vents so as to plot
the position of any extra fixing
battens of tin, X tin, softwood
which will have to be glued on to
the interior of the skin. The
surplus skin between the fixings is
cut away with a padsaw.

The van should be primed and
undercoated. However it is best
to leave the final gloss until the
van has been given a short tow to
shake things down.

All bright aluminium waist and
corner mouldings are screwed on
to wet undercoat, any surplus
being carefully rubbed off.

Naturally the more care that is

By H. C. Piggin

Fig. is (Left).-Details of the
panelled lower door and the

glazed upper door.

Fig. 16 (Above).-A photograph
of the interior of the author's

caravan.

Fig. 57 (Right).-Suggested
typical layout for 3-4 berths.
Couches and table make double
bed. There is space for storage

under couches and bunk.

Al

"

Single
bunk

(option of
bunk

above).

Lines A-Main framing.
Ax-Door spar.
Bt-Sink cover as

draining board.
B2-Cooker cover

as splashback.
B3-Fall down

front flap.
Cooker compartment
lined with sheetmetal.

ft

Fig. t8.-Framing details of the wardrobe and
sink/cooker unit.

Sink L
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taken over the painting, tne
more professional will be
the final result. Plenty of
patience, thin coats and
good rubbing -down in
between will give the best
results.

A number -plate, it should
be pointed out here, is a
legal necessity. Rear lights
and reflectors are needed
only if the van is towed at
night. And whilst on the
subject of the law, it is as
well to check on the car
insurance policy to make
sure that the " third
party " is valid when a
caravan is attached to the
car. Wing mirrors on the

Cooker
Couch

Wardrobe.---
Wheel arch.

Couch
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1"x 11/4" hardwood11r
:111 41hplir A-Support bar for table top

in night position between
couches.

?"x1' softwood framing screwed
to floor

4'- 0'

Lightweight hardboard
protrudes 1/2"above framing.

Fig. x9. -A dinette couch. Other couch and bunk are of similar
construction. Joints are halved, glued and screwed and the kin.

hardboard top rests on main van spar and front framing.

car are also necessary if a clear view through
the front and rear van windows is not
obtained from the driving seat.
The Interior

No one interior layout is entirely satis-
factory to every enthusiast, and as this part

Batten ;4'Fixing batten.

Legs
hinged to
batten 'A'

Fig. 20.-Details of a " hook -on" table.

of the van is so dependent on
personal choice, only general
guidance is given (Figs. 16 to 2o).

In this small van with its light
construction, the wardrobe is
essentially part of the main struc-

ture and helps
to brace the roof.
as also does one
side of the cooker
unit. It is desir-
able that both of
these should bekep t fairly
central, within
six inches or so
one way or theother. The
dimensions other-
wise are not
critical.

All furniture isperman-
ently fixed and space.
is built on to existing main-
frames wherever possible to
save weight. Softwood fram-
ing tin. X lin. will be found
to be adequate for most pieces,
being panelled with light -

Mattresses

2.-0"
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weight hardboard (nominally t/t6in.
thick or 3mm. ply).

Where weight is carried, as on
seats and beds, the longest unsup-
ported run of framing is only 24 n.,
and some reinforcement of cross -
members is necessary.

Doors are framed -up in the
simplest possible style, use being
made of corrugated box -fasteners
rather than complicated joints.

Walls are lined with 3mm. ply;
one of the pinky colours such as
Japanese luan, or gaboon looks well
and is relatively inexpensive. It
may be left plain or lightly toned
with polish. It should be fixed with
small brass pins.

Where fixings cannot be obtained'
on existing framing, small tin. cubes
of softwood can be glued on to the
caravan skin at about 6in. intervals.
When cutting the plywood, the use
of templates cut from stout paper is
recommended for the awkward
shapes.

In small vans it is advisable to
keep the interior light in finish. The
roof should be painted dead white,
and all interior woodwork and

17i6°.01I(/
Fig. 21.-Dinette arrange-
ment. By night table rests
on battens C. Bt lays on

!:5::!:!! table and mattresses A fill
A are izin. wide and B 23in. wide.

hardboard should be lacquered in c4le tones
-birch grey is very pleasant-perhaps
relieved occasionally by some brighter con-
trast here and there.

Useful ideas can often be obtained by
inspecting commercially -built caravans.

TIP Reateal
Turbines. By F. E. Dean. x44 pages.

Price 8s. 6d. net. Published by Frederick
Muller Limited.
THIS simply written and well -illustrated

volume is part of the Mechanical Age
Library. The introduction is in effect a
" potted " history of the water wheel and
the turbine and is followed by chapters
which outline the working principles of the
various types of turbine. Many plates and
diagrams are included.

Make Your Own Photo Equipment. By
Geoffrey I. Lilley. 116 pages. Price
x8s. 6d. net. Published by the Fountain
Press.
AGREAT many people must have been

out off photography as a hobby in the

past by the initial expense of the equipment
involved. The handyman is provided here
with the means of overcoming this difficulty.
The book contains detailed instructions for
making a wide range of equipment, including
cameras and stands, lighting equipment,
camera jigs and sets, darkroom equipment,
enlargers, slide projectors, etc. There are
also special chapters on using wood,
materials and finishes, bellows construction,
etc. Both photographs and drawings are
used to illustrate the book and the last few
pages are occupied by a list of fittings and
materials and sources of supply and a
comprehensive index.

Making a Start With Marionettes. By Eric
Bramall. 11 i pages. Price 125. 6d. net.
Published by G. Bell and Sons Ltd.

THE experience and " know how " of an
expert puppeteer are passed on to the

amateur via the pages of this book. All

aspects of the subject are covered and there
are chapters on construction, costumes,
stringing, the stage, lighting, sets, scenery,
stage properties and, finally, producing the
play. Photographs and line drawings
illustrate the book.

Electricity in Your Aquarium. By L.
Warburton. 116 pages. Price 7s. 6d. net.
Published by Percival Marshall and Co.
Ltd.

THE modern aquarium employs a multi-
plicity of devices, the majority of

which are electrically operated. Heaters,
thermostats, aerators, alarm gadgets, etc., all
require the aquarist to possess a knowledge
of electricity if he is to operate them
efficiently and especially if things go wrong.
Providing this knowledge is the author's
primary aim, and his book should fulfil a
long -felt want.
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THE principle of the game is that a
plane equipped with electric motor
is suspended from a long arm,

pivoted so that the plane follows a circular
path. It carries three " bombs " or darts,
each of which can be released at any point
in the circuit, in attempts to secure high -
scoring hits on a target below.

The circuit is shown in Fig. t, and this
will help to make the working of the model
clear. To - commence, the bomb release
switches are closed. The three electro-
magnets then hold the darts under the
plane. When the motor switch is closed, f
the propeller begins to revolve, and this
causes the plane to follow its circuit round
the supporting mast or tower upon the top
o.c. which the boom is pivoted. A motor \,
speed control is fitted because it was found

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

F. G. Rayer Tells You How to
that the plane tended to go much too fast
after two or three circuits. Also it allows
bomb dropping runs to be made at various
speeds. Each time one of the bomb release
switches is opened, a dart falls from the
plane, turning to stick point first in the
target below. The competitor's aim is, of
course, to release the darts at such instants
as will obtain a good score. 'When all three
have been dropped, the motor is switched
off, the bomb release switches closed, and
the darts are again placed on the magnets.

The control panel is a short distance from
the model, and connected to the masthead
by five -core flex. Provided a motor with
wound field is used, the model will run
directly from low -voltage A.C. obtained
from a mains transformer. With a motor of
this type, the model can also be run from
batteries, but a permanent magnet motor
will he more economical for battery opera-
tion. Such a motor will not run from a
mains transformer unless a rectifier is
added to obtain D.C.

In a model of this kind, actual dimensions
are not very important, and can be modified
to suit materials to hand. This also applies
to the length of the boom, which governs
the diameter of the circuit flown by the
plane.

Masthead Slipring Tubes
Four separate circuits are required, with

the axle itself used as the common return.

Motor speed

Bomb release
To battery switches
or transformer ,1

Axle
Insulation

between tubes
and axle

Range Wood block

Bomb switches

Fig. 2.-Axle and slipring
tubes.

Common
Motor speed

control

Fig. 3 (Right).-Plan and
side views of the contact

assembly.

Axle Commop return
\i71 

Control box

Prop motor

Slip rings and
contacts

Mast head

Fig. 1.-The electrical

LAS. t MOO

111
/k,

'Bomb hold magnets

Plane
circuit.
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To permitpermit this, four pieces of copper or
brass tube are necessary, each fitting into
the others with a little clearance, as shown
in Fig. 2. The actual diameter of these
tubes is of no importance, provided at
least one thickness of paper can be used
as insulation.

Referring to Fig. 2, the axle should be
about 6in. long, and brown paper or other
insulation is wound round it until the
smallest diameter tube is a fairly tight push
fit. Insulation is then placed round the
tube, and the next larger tube pushed on.
This is then repeated until the four tubes
are in position. Each tube is shorter than
the next smaller diameter, as in Fig. 2, about
kin. clear being allowed for the contacts.
At the bottom, the thinner tubes are also
longer, so that leads may be soldered on.
The largest tube of all is only about
tong and has a large washer soldered to it,
ready drilled, to provide a flange.

This part of the model can be made
quite easily, with success, if the ends of the
tubes are clear of burrs or roughness which
may cut the insulation. After the tubes
have been assembled, a test can be made
with a battery and bulb to assure that each
tube is insulated from its neighbours, and
the axle.

Paxolin
Bracket

476:114

Motor -4

Magnets

!k,111=1111

Common return

Collar

Pillars

Axle

Boom

Wood block
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Fig. 4.-The contact assembly mounted on its

The Base
A wooden block about zin. X 3M. X

zlin. high is cut, and a clearance hole is
drilled. The assembly is then placed in this
hole, and the flange screwed to the top of
the block. At the bottom a larger piece of
wood, say, 4in. X 4in. X in. thick, will
be useful when making a mast. If a con-
structional toy axle is used a wheel can be
locked to the bottom, and held by grub
screws, as in Fig. 2, This takes the down-
ward weight of the boom, which rests on the
axle, and which would otherwise tend to
push it down inside the tubes.

The axle connection, or common return,
should be identified by using a separate lead
or flex of distinctive colour. The other
four connections need not be marked,
because a trial will immediately show which
is the motor lead.

Projecting insulation which would prevent
contact with the tubes is removed. If the
model can be placed on a small table, and
the darts dropped to the floor, a mast or
tower about 2ft. high will do. But if the
mast is to stand on the floor, it needs to be
at least 3ft. 6in. high.

Contact Assembly
This has four brass strip contacts

arranged to bear upon the upper exposed
portions of the slipring tubes, as shown in
Fig. 3. The bottom of the assembly is a
piece of Paxolin about zin. X zin, centrally

Bracket
4 dia.

core

Wound to capacity

Bottom of plane

z

BM'

3"4 dia.

Soldered on

Ce tral
magnet

Bracket

Fig. 5.-Details. of the magnets and darts.
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wood block.

drilled to clear the third tube.
Three pillars about rin. high
hold a smaller piece of Paxolin,
about I lin. X tin., which is
drilled for the axle. Long
bolts with spacing tubes sawn
from ebonite or metal may be
used instead of the pillars.

A strong bracket is bolted to
the top piece as shown, and
bears upon the top of the axle,
which should be slightly domed.
This takes the downward pres-
sure of the boom and plane. A
collar inserted between bracket
and top piece prevents the
rotating assembly being lifted
off.

The four contacts are about
'lin. long and in. wide, and
cut from thin brass. The brass
strips from 4l V. flat flashlamp
batteries will do well. One
strip is bolted to a small
bracket under the assembly,
and bears upon the large, short
Axle contact

(common)
Bomb .1

switches

Motor
switch

31/;

Magnet
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aerial rods of the type sold as surplus. One
rod is bolted each side of the Paxolin, as
shown in Fig. 3, being drilled for 8B.A.
bolts. The rods must not touch the bolts
holding the adjacent brackets. This is most
easily assured by countersinking the bolt -
heads when fixing these two brackets.
Alternatively, washers can be placed
between boom rods and the Paxolin base
of the contact assembly. It is shown com-
pleted in Fig. 4.

Bomb Magnets and Darts
The magnets may be wound, or obtained

ready made, or taken from an old bell or
buzzer. The actual size and gauge of wire
will not be important provided they are
powerful enough to ho',c1 the carts with the
operating voltage to be used. Fig. 5 shows
the dimensions of suitable magnets, wound
to capacity with 32 s.w.g. enameiled wire,
for toV. or similar voltage.'

In the plane, a 12V. moor was used,

tr

Motor

Wing magnet

Wing

Motor

Prop

Bearing

Wing magnet

Coupling

Washer soldered

raiOlane Wing is screwed
here

7.-The mechanical and electrical
parts assembled in the plane.

Bottom
II

Wings

11"

plane

1)EMetal
Rudder

Fig. 6.-The plane bottom, wings, tailplane and
rudder.

tube with flange. The other three
strips are fixed to brackets of suitable
height, and these can be cut from
scrap metal. The strips are bent as
shown to increase their resilience. The
brackets are adjusted so that the strips
bear well upon the tubes, then the 6B.A.
bolts passing through the Paxolin are
tightened. Additional nuts, bolts or tags
should be provided for connecting the plane.
If the top bracket is secured to one of the
pillars, the common return connection can
be taken from the bottom of this pillar.

The boom is made from if t. interlocking

Wing
Propeller

Magnet

and this was found to run with more than
ample power from a roV. transformer.
This voltage was therefore adopted. For a
6V. motor, the magnets can be wound with
28 s.w.g. wire. Many small bell and buzzer
magnets would be suitable for this voltage.
If magnets are made, the core must be of
iron or other ferrous metal, and a layer or
two of stout paper should be placed round
the core before winding.

The wing magnets are horizontal, being
mounted on the small brackets shown in
Fig. 5. This improves the appearance of
the plane. The central magnet, also shown
in Fig. 5, is covered by the body of the
plane, and projects down through a clear-
ance hole cut in the bottom.

Small darts of the usual type, available
from sports shops, were used. A small strip
of tinplate (tinned iron) about lin. wide
and bent to the shape shown in Fig. 5 is
soldered to the brass body of each dart,
near the point of balance. The darts then
hang horizontally when the strips are placed
against the cores of the energised magnets.
This gives the most realistic appearance,
and the flights and heavier weight at the
point will make them turn and Stick into
the target board.

(Continued on page 265)
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l*LPLDC adhesive

D iu rofast
let Bends 1.404114 on contact!
It's amazing! A touch-and it's fixed, fixed for good! DUROFAST sticks all

kinds of materials including:-
WOOD HARDBOARD PLASTERBOARD METAL TILE POTTERY

PLASTER P.V.C. PLASTICS FABRICS CLOTH CARPETS RUGS

PAPER CARD PARCHMENT LEATHER RUBBER, ETC., ETC.

A 10/N OF ENORMOUS STRENGTH
With DUROFAST you can make joins even in flexible materials, and the
join will bend freely with the material! DUROFAST will fix shoe soles, and
bend with the sole. And it won't give way in the rain, because DUROFAST

is waterproof and oilproof.
This amazing new Rawlplug adhesive is one that you will need in your

toolkit. Get a tube from your usual
Rawlplug stockist.

8660 THE RAWLPLUG CO. LTD  CROMWELL ROAD  LONDON  S.W.7
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REPAIRS
ESSENTIAL TO EVERY
GETTING THE BEST FROM RADIO

AND TELEVISION SETS
Here is expert advice that will enable you to make
the necessary adjustments or repairs in order to
get the best possible performance from any radio
or TV set.

EXPERTS EXPLAIN THE 'HOW' & 'WHY'
Here, for the beginner and home handyman, are

crystal-clear explana-
tions of the principles
of electricity, radio
and television; how
domestic appliances,
radio and TV sets
function, what can go
wrong with them, and
how faults can be
located and corrected.

DETAILED, UP-TO-DATE INFORMATION
FOR THE EXPERIENCED MAN
The full, authoritative
information given in this
great volume covers
modern methods of carry-
ing out repairs and over-
hauls on domestic elec-
trical equipment; recent
deselopments in TV sets;

Typical HT Boost Circuit frequency modulation.

HINDUS Of CATKODE RAY TIRE

TRACKING DOWN TROUBLE
This grand book is invaluable for
tracing faults in radio and TV
sets. Tells you all you want to
know-from how to carry out
Preliminary Tests to how to
align R.F. and I.F. circuits. Deals
fully with Instruments Used in Set
Testing-explains How To Locate

Faults by the most effi-
cient methods-shows
how to trace the cause of
Noises, Distortion and
Instability. Detailed
information on Compon-
ents and Loudspeakers
and how to deal with

Checking input from Mains their faults.

See how to maintain

VACUUM CLEANERS and

FLOOR POLISHERS,

REFRIGERATORS,
COOKERS

and BOILING PLATES,
Disconnecting Boiling

Plate on Cooker WASHING MACHINES, etc.

Do your own BATTERY CHARGING
Here are clear, complete instructions

J
HANDYMAN, ENTHUSIAST
AND SERVICE ENGINEER!

Here is just the practical, at -a -glance guidance YOU need,
whether you wish to know how to service radio and TV sets,
install an extra lighting point, or repair any domestic electrical
appliance. Explains, in simple language, basic principles and
working of modern radio and TV sets and electrical appliances.
Shows how to test for faults and carry out maintenance and
repair work by the most modern methods. Special section on
frequency modulated receivers. 4/10 pages. Over 400 illustrations.
Amazing value-Standard Edition, 18/-, or De Luxe, superb
leathercloth, for only 2/- extra. Prices inc. post, packing, etc.

AU you need to know about

DOMESTIC ELECTRIC WIRING
Learn from these helpful
pages how to carry out all
kinds of installations and
extensions-with efficiency
and safety ! Complete guid-
ance on conductors, insula-
tion, safety regulations,
cables, earthing, practical
work, fuses, etc.

SERVICING
SMALL APPLIANCES

Junction Boxes
for Lead -

covered Cables

480
PAGES

OVER

400
ILLUSTRATIONS

How to save time and temper (and money !) by
repairing bells, door chimes, bed warm-
ers and blankets, hair dryers, toasters,
clocks, fans, kettles, irons, shavers, etc.

FIRES & SPACE HEATERS
Full, easy -to -follow instructions for
servicing small domestic fires --
whether they be of the radiant,
reflector or convector type.

WATER HEATING
All you should know about the
various types of electric water -
heaters and how to install
them and keep them in perfect
working order. Advice that
will save you POUNDS !

AERIALS AND
PRE -AMPLIFIERS
Expert advice on their
selection, installation
and maintenance.

DO THIS NOW!
Simply fill in form and post in 2d. stamped.
unsealed envelope to Dept. E.A.35.
People's Home Library, Basted, Sevenoaks,
Kent. Offer applies in U.K. and Eire
only, closes March 31.
Full Satisfaction or No Charge Guarantee

ALL THIS-AND MORE
IN ONE GREAT

VOLUME !

Current. Voltage and Resistance.
Coils, Capacitors and Valves. Basic
Radio -receiver Circuits. Preliminary
Tests. Instruments for Set Testing.
Locating Faults. Dynamic Testing.
Tuned Circuit Alignment. Noises,
Interference, Distortion and In-
stability. Components. Loud-
speakers, Pick-ups. Gramophone
Motors. Frequency Modulation.
Television Circuits and Test Gear.
Television Faults. Symptoms and
Cures. Aerials and Pre -amplifiers.
Maintenance of Domestic Electric
Wiring. Small Appliances. Fires and
Space Heaters. Vacuum Cleaners and
Polishers. Rewinding Small Motors.
Cookers and Boiling Plates. Washing
Machines. Refrigerators. Electric
Water Heaters. Battery Charging, etc.

The book that cuts out guesswork!

TELEVISION FAULTS
-THEIR SYMPTOMS ft CURES

Here is a very complete guide to ,the many faults
that may develop in a television set at some time
or another-showing how the faults make them-
selves known and how they can he rectified. Covers
such faults as: blank screen (no EFIT), loss of
vision, loss of vision and sound, time -base failure,
picture faults, sound interference on vision, vision
interference on sound, tube defects. etc.
* SPECIAL SECTION dealing with

FREQUENCY MODULATION
An outstanding feature of the book is the up-to-date
section that explains, clearly and concisely, the
basic principles of Frequency Modulation, and
gives a detailed description of the operation and
servicing of FM rudin receivers.

SEND NO MONEY_
IDept. E.A.35, People's Home Library, Basted. Sevenoaks. Kent
WITHOUT OBLIGATION reserve sic " Radio. Television and
Electrical Repairs " and send Invoice With " 100% Satisfaction or
No Charge " Guarantee.

Cross out Edition NOT wanted: STANDARD/DE LUXE

BLOCK LETTERS
NAME

Full Postal
ADDRESS

firmly affix
2d. stamp

E.A.35/March '60 in margin
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If small children may work the model it
is better to substitute " bombs " without
sharp points. Darts with blunt points will
penetrate a strong paper target placed on a
tray of sand, or ballbearings may be used
instead of darts, and dropped, into a
partitioned box.

If the model is used from both batteries
and a mains transformer, it will be found
that a somewhat higher voltage is needed
from the transformer to hold the darts,
and this should be allowed for when choosing
the transformer.

The Plane
Bottom and wings are cut from three -

plywood and tailplane and rudder from
aluminium, to the dimensions in Fig.- 6.
The motor and propeller shaft are fixed to
the bottom piece, and this is best done
before adding the wings or other parts. In
the model shown, the - motor projected

End to grip
boom rods

7071
01 10).

Aluminium
cover

Cover before
bending

Rods

End to hold -
plane
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or a trifle less towards the
ends. A few trials will soon
show if this will be suitable,
and the pitch of a metal pro-
peller can easily be modified
as required. It will in any
casooprobably be necessary to
reduce the motor speed with
the control resistance, to pre-
vent the plane circling too
rapidly.

A tinplate propeller can be
soldered to the spindle. A
plastic or wooden propeller, as
used for flying models, could
be a tight push fit.

Five 6B.A. bolts are fixed
to the bottom of the plane, to
form connecting points. The
central magnet is located as in
Fig. 7, a bracket being cut
from scrap metal to hold it.

Wing

Fjg. 8.-Aeroplane covers and suspension.

through a cut out, as in Fig. 1, to keep
height down, but this will not be neces-
sary with some motors. It is fixed with
brackets at such a height that the propeller
shaft is about fin. above the three -plywood
bottom, and a coupling like that used with
model boats supports the rear end of the
shaft, a suitable bearing bracket holding the
front end. A similar bearing bracket can
also support the motor end. A solid
coupling is not recommended because great
care would then be needed to get the two
motor bearings and shaft bearing exactly
in line. But with some motors it would
be possible to add a shaft with a solid
coupling and dispense with the front bear-
ing. This is particularly so with small
model motors which could be nearer the
front of the plane. The front of the shaft
was threaded E.B.A. so that a metal pro-
peller could be held with locknuts.

The Propeller
This is cut from aluminium, to the size

shoivn in Fig. 7. After noting the direc-
tion in which the Motor runs (which will
be reversible' with a permanent magnet
motor operated from D.C.) the blades are
given a fairly steep angle-about 45 deg..

Leads

Bracket

Shaped wood
front

Slot for
grommet

The wings can then be screwed
on, the magnets fixed  below
them, and wired to the bolts,
as shown. The common return
connection should not be con-
fused with the others, or
difficulty will arise from motor
or magnets being in series.

The shaped wooden front,
shown in Fig. 8, has a channel
cut to clear the shaft and
coupling, and it is screwed on
from below. A bracket is
screwed to the top of this front
piece, as seen in Figs. 8 and
9, to suspend the plane.

The rear cover is cut from
aluminium. After bending it
to fit, a slot is cut for the
rudder, which is secured with
a rivet or small bolt. This
cover can be lifted off without
disturbing the working of the
plane, and is used merely to
improve appearance, and con-
ceal the motor, etc., after wir-
ing up. If suitably shaped it
will clip on, and needs no
fixing.

To mast ,
5 core flex ---4',

1To battery or transformer
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Fig. 9.-A view of the plane with cover removed.

The Boom
This is made up by pushing other rods

into the sockets of those bolted to the con-
tact assembly. The rods are drawn together
at the end, and held by the piece shown in
Fig. 8, which folds round both rods and is
clamped by means of a bolt. The projection
is then bent down and formed into a loop
to hold the plane, being clamped together
by another bolt.

The boom is extended in the opposite
direction by adding one rod each side, and
a counterbalance weight is secured to these
rods. This weight should be so adjusted,
or slid along, until the whole rotating
assembly approximately balances. With
reasonably good balance, the plane will travel
at about the same speed all the way round,
even if the tower pivot axle is not absolutely
vertical. Two pieces of wood or metal are
clamped across the rods to prevent the
weight moving.

Control Box
Layout and wiring of this item will be

seen from Figs. TO and is. The control panel

Panel 41/2"x fltf

®,kMotor switch

Bomb switches

Q. OLD

Common

Motor -

Magnets

5-6BA terminals To battery or
transformer

Fig. to.-Top and underside views of the control panel.
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carries four switcnes, a wire -wound speed
control or variable resistance, and five ter-
minals for connecting up the five -core flex
passing to the masthead.

If the three bomb release switches are
fitted as in Fig. to, they will he " off " when
pulled forward, the motor switch being
" on " in this position. For transformer
running, it would he possible to use spring -
loaded push switches, which briak the
circuit when depressed allowing
the darts to fall. The magnet
circuits would then he restored
automatically after the darts have
fallen, ready for re -loading. In the
interests of economy, ordinary switches
are better for battery running. To com-
mence, all the dollies are upwards in
Fig. to, this leaving the motor off, but
the magnets on. The motor switch is
then operated first, and the bomb
switches as convenient.

Any variable resistance of about
5 ohms, and able to carry the motor
current without overheating, will suit the
average A.C./D.C, type model motor. For
economical permanent magnet motors, run
from D.C. only, a somewhat higher resist-
ance will be necessary-say, 15 ohms
maximum.

Connections and Supply
The five bolts in the plane are connected

to the five points on the contact assembly

The

ti.-Control box and dart bombs.

by means of thin flex or single strand bell
wire, To avoid difficulty, ensure that the
" common " lead goes to the axle contact.

A five -core flex lead about 6ft. long is then
made up, and joined to the five leads emerg-
ing from the masthead fitting. A small
insulated strip, with five bolts, will do well

Automatic House-A BABY ALARM
(Concluded from page 25''

1. Wire C1, to tag of contact a of the
anode relay and connect it via Rt, to tag h.
This is shown in Fig. 2, but the condenser
is normally located upright at the side of
anode relay. Use sleeving on the wires and
make sure they cannot short.

2. Join contact a also to contact j on the
P.O. relay, and continue the lead to the

Dotted switch
is optional
( test for
tamp and

battery)

Fig. 13. - Irtr-
ing the bell box.

 sett
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to make connections here. The axle con-
nection is then taken ttO the terminal marked
"Common" in Fig. to. With the motor
switch on, the other leads are touched on
the " motor " terminal in Fig. to, until the
motor is seen to run. The three magnet
connections can then be made.

The two leads issuing from the control
box may be taken to a battery or transformer,
but if a transformer will always be used this
can be enclosed in the box, if this is deep
enough.

The magnets were found to require just
over amp. each, with the motor taking
about It', amp. according to speed. A mains
transformer with a number of tappings will
be most convenient, as a suitable working
voltage can then easily be found.

For battery running, a permanent magnet
motor should be used, as mentioned, and
will require less current. With battery
operation it is easy to use one battery for
the motor, and another for the magnets. If
necessary, a different voltage may then be
used. To do this, connect both batteries
to the " common return," but take one
battery to the motor switch, and the other
to the bomb release switches.

A fairly stout piece of softwood should
be placed under the target, which can be
drawn or painted on card or paper. A
central sector should have the highest score.
with scores decreasing in both directions
away from this.

Setting Up the Baby Alarm
The speaker is placed facing the baby,

the nearer the better, but good operation
with babies of average audio power is
obtained at even Oft. It is wired to block A.

The A.C. mains lead is wired to block C.
Care should he taken about live (red) lead
going to the correct terminal. Double

insulation is provided,
but the chassis may be
earthed for added safety.
The unit may be in any
convenient place.

A lamp or bell circuit
is wired with a small dry
battery as shown in
Fig. 6 to block B. The

lamp or bell is placed where the warning
is required.

When baby is quiet both toggle
switches are put down. When baby cries
the alarm will be given and cannot he
stopped until S is put off. In quiet it

may be put on again and the unit is reset.
For very sensitive settings progressively
rotate. VR.I anti -clockwise putting S. on
and off until the alarm just does not ring
in silence.

b

Lamp or
bell switch

rtt
+ 6v -

Transistor
type

battery

Fig. 14 (Left).-
The bell box with

lid removed.

point marked * in Figs. 9 and 12. This is
a high voltage lead and no shorts must be
possible.

3. Join contact b of the anode relay to
contact k of the P.O. relay and take a lead
also to the coil tag e of the P.O. relay via Rt.
This resistor will get very hot in operation
and must be fixed on stiff wires well away
(say, tin.) from V. and P.O. relay coil. It
can be seen in Fig. 2.

4. Join the other P.O. coil tag. f, to the
switch on the panel S,. Connect the other
side of the switch to- the central tag under
the chassis.

s. Join P.O. relay tags g and h to the
terminal block B.

An Alarm Unit
A suitable alarm unit for putting on the

television, etc., may be made in a wooden
box or even an Oxo tin as shown in Figs.
and 14. This is fitted with a warning lamp
and six volt bulb, a hell or buzzer and a
change -over switch.

The switch may be set at whichever type
of alarm is required, light or noise. A
muting .switch may be fitted in one battery
lead and a test button as shown in Fig. 11.

Ambient Noise
The sensitivity control can he set so that

the relays do not operate until extra noise
hits the speaker. Where jet aeroplanes or
trains run near the house experiments will
have to be carried out to find the best set-
ting, generally it is not easy to deal with
this type of interference.

Using Other Microphones
Other microphones are not suitable for

use with this unit. The use of an Sin.
speaker is so that even small compression
waves can be converted to elec.rical energy,
most other microphones would require more
amplification with attendant feed -back
roubles.

Part 2 will deal with some ideas about
automatic electric light sir itching.

The National Do -it -Yourself Magazine

PRACTICAL HOUSEHOLDER

1!3
April
Issue

on Sale
Shortly

Principal Contents :
Face Lift for Kitchen and Bathroom.
Power Tools for Use in the Home.
Flush Panelling Doors.
Hints on Laying Used Linoleum.
See this Bungalow at Olympia.
Half Round Moulding.
Multi -purpose Sideboard.
An Oak Dining Table.
Kitchen Divider Cupboard Unit with

jardiniere.
Reinforcing the Garden Shed.
A Fan Heater.
Colour Schemes for a Brighter Exterior.
Exterior Decorating.
Portable Work Bench for Flat Dwellers.
Built-in Bedroom Fitment for a Bove Win dow.
Attractive Record Cabinet.
A Modern Bookcase.
Antique Room.
Build a Terrace or Patio.
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The pre -paid charge for small advertisements is 6d. per word, with box number 1/6 extra (minimum order 6/-). Advertisements,
together with remittance, should be sent to the Advertisement Director, PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Tower House, Southampton

Street, London, W.C.2, for insertion in the next available issue.

PATENTS
PATENTING SERVICES. Advice.

Qualified agent. C. L. Browne,
114. Greenhayes Ave.. Banstead.
Surrey.

FOR SALE
MOUSE SERVICE METERS. credit

and preps yinent ; available
Train stock. Universal Electrical,
221. City Road. London, E.C.1.
AIRCRAFT CINE CAMERA, G45B,

Mk. V. fitted with f/3.5 triple
anastagmatic lens, takes 25ft. of
16mm. film, fitted with 24v. motor.
16 exposures per sec.. Mint condition,
brand new in maker's original pack-
ing. £4/10Z- each, p. & p. paid,
from the Tower Supply Co., 6. Field
Rd.. London, E.17.

A CHASSIS FOR SPARES -9,6
50 ree. ; 7 var. ; Controls. Conde. ; imi. ;
elect. ; oti/s. 7 I.F. & S.F. Timm.; 19 V/
Hidden. 1 TSANS. nmins-0.0.-Line-Frame
chokes. finial Ser.; Fuse panel. Foe.
magnet. Plugs -sockets, etc. ; LC. strip
in separate P. Pack can he used without
dismantling. Chassis have been used. Working
whet, stored. Circuits & Instructions. FREE.
I `am 10-e.
P.P. COIPONENTS LTD., 219. ILFORD LANE.
ILFORD, ESSEX. ILE 0295.

4IIN. PLANING and Rebating
4 Machines. ballraced, adjust-

able cut, £6/10/-; other sizes at low
prices. Build a circular saw
cheaply; new type Saw Spindles
from 45/-. Also combination Wood-
working Lathes. Send stamp for
lists and save pounds. Ortan Lathes,
Costessey, Norwich.
BA NSuctrsews. latBesItgte,7ael, tiraersss:

Light Alloy; parcel approximately
21b. mixed sizes and lengths 5/-,
postage 1/9. P. E. McClelland. 1.
Beulah Rd., Epping. Essex.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS AND
MANUFACTURERS CLEARANCE

1.1. RACES. x bore, 1" x 3/16'
here. r x C bore, 116 ea., r x r bore,
2 - ea.. 21' a C bore, 3/6 ea.
IIIHROMETERS. Acid. 3/- ea.
MIN. MOTORS. 41 v., reversible,
totally enclosed. 5"- ea.
NIFE CELLS. 1.2 v. 3 amp., Si- x 25'
x 1' unused, 5(- ea., 48/- doz.
PRISMS. Magnifying 1-3/16in. sq.. 2/6,
on adj. frame, 2 filters. 5/- ea.
MOUSE KEYS. Small. 21-. Medium,
3/, Larger. 3/6. Large Coy.. 10/-.
KEY SWITCHES: D.P.C.O., 2/8 ea.
GERM. DIODIB, 1/- ea., 10/- doz.
OCTOPUS Ball Race Removers, 28.
VAR. SLIDERS. 10 ohm. 30 w. for
chargers. train controls, etc., 31- ea.
5" AMMETERS. A.C. 0-50. M. 22/6 ea.
MIN. E.S. BULBS. Model revs.. etc. 1/-,
10/- doz.
MAINS EX. FAN OR BLOWER. bin.
diam. 2.803 r.p.m. 75/- ea.
HOURS RUN METER. Mains 22/8 ea.
V.R.F. CHASSIS. Useful model con-
trol, contains over 50 components, coils,
condensers, resis 5,t ea.
TOGGLE SWITCHES, 1/-. PANEL
FUSE HOLDERS, 1/6.12 -WAY CONN.
BLOCKS, 1/8. 3.5 BULBS, 2/8 doz.
METERS. 500-0-500 Microamp. 311'
37/8 ea. Dual range 0-5 v. 0-100 v. FSD
1 in/a, 20'- ea. 50-0-50 Micro.. 80/,
FERRITE ROD Aerials. M. & L. 618.
I.T.A. AERIALS. New. 3 element
2218 ; 5 element, 27/8; Co -ax cable
6.1. per yd. ; air spaced, 941. per yd.
HEADPHONES. Moving Iron. low
impedance, 61-: high. 9/-; balanced
armature, low, 10/-; high. 151-; mov-
ing coil. low only, 10/- pr pair.
GRINDING %IEEE:LS. 6'x 1' x r. 3
for 8/6.
JOB TIME CLOCK. Elec. 28.10.0 ea.
SELEN. RECS. 12 v. 1 amp.. 5/- ; 2
amp.. 11/6 : 4 amp., 15/-. 500v.
cont. 30/35 mm. discs. 10/- ea.
DESK TELE. 50/, w. dial, 70/-.
METAL BOXES. Well ventilated.
Ideal chargers, power packs. etc. '11^ x
11" x 7" high, 8/8 ea.
COCKPIT LAMPS. S.B.C. 21 ea.
12-24 VILE'. MOTORS GEARED
Small and powerful, 4-8 r.p.m., 25/- ea.
BICROSWITCHKS.2.1-ea.,20/- per doz.
RUBBER TORCHES. Ex -Cinemas,
less batteries, 3/6 ea.
PRESSURE GAUGES.250p.s.i. 12/6ea.
12 -WAY P.I.C. Cable. Screened and
P.V.C. Covered, et yd.
VENNER SILVER -ZINC ACCUMU-
LATORS. 5.1.05. 15/- ea. New.

Enquiries S.A.E. please.
HUGGETT'S LIMITED

2/4. sON'" It OAD, WEST
ItI/IIHEN. st 11111,1.

FOR SALE (Continued)
AIR COMPRESSORS, single cylin-

der. two stage, 21/2 cu. ft. min.
at up to 450 p.s.i.; suitable for spray-
ing, etc.: condition as new but
slightly store soiled ; cost over £10 ;
bargain at 35/- each. Air Lines.
401t., new, 30/-. Cooper. 10, Fowler
Street. Nechells. Birmingham: 8.

COMPRESSORS
'Fein Cylinder 25 on. ft. per Mie. 150 MA
pressure, base mounting complete with Fee
driving wheel, 30!-.
S.A.E. for list of Motor, (Sauget,. S tfety Valves,
Ale Line, Me.

Dept. P.N.3.

WHEELHOUSE,
18. Bell Road, Hounslow. Phone 1101". 3501

PPELESCOPES, Eyepieces, Finders.
11 Mounts, etc. S.A.E. for list.
Woodthorpe Instruments, 12. Revesby
Road. Woodthorpe, Nottingham.
POCKET CAMERAS, size 31 x 21 x

24, 11/3 each; using standard
Kodak films. R. Lowes, Simonhurn.
Northumberland.
NEW I Personal Pocket Heater,

incorporating Cigarette Lighter.
One filling keeps hands warm out-
doors 12-24 hrs. Simple, perfectly
safe, nickel plated, complete with
velvet bag, fuel measure and instruc-
tions. 9/11, p.p. 7d. Leaflet s.a.e.
Sydney Mail Order (P.M.), 143. Cres-
cent Rd.. Crumpsall, Manchester. 8.

EASIFI ND ENGINEERS'REF. TABLES
comprehensive wall or table chart containing
 DECIMAL & METRIC EQUIVALENTS
 THREAD TAP & CLEARANCE DRILLS
 WHEELS FOR SCREWCUTTING
 TEMPERING COLOUR GUIDE
 STANDARD WIRE GAUGES
 WOOD SCREW DATA
 TWIST DRILL SIZES Ipd.
From S. W. SIMMONS, Post Paid
37, Derwentwater Road, London, W.3

/cm.
A STRO TELESCOPE MAKING.-

Standard Ramsden Push -in Eye-
pieces, lin., }in., gin., focus. 35/-,
with R.A.S. thread 42/6 ea. S.A.E.
list Object Glasses, Newtonian
Mirrors, Diagonal Mounts, Focusing
Mounts, Tripods, Mountings and
Terrestrial Telescopes. W. Burnet,
Grand Sluice, Boston, Lines.
APPARATUS AND CHEMICALS.-

Gigantic price reductions. Save
pounds! Special offers; catalogue
free Scientific and Technical Supplies
(Nottm.), Ltd., 286, Alfred St.,
Central Nottingham.
VLEXIBLE SHAFTS, Grinding

Wheels, Ceramic, Insulators.
Govt. surplus ; s.a.e. for list. S.
Midgeley, Hebden Road, Haworth,
Kele hley
 EW STEEL SHELVING. order

direct to the manufacturers,
size Eft. high x 34in. wide x 12in.
deep with six shelves. In silver grey
or green. £3 delivered; white or
cream, £4. Any size made to
order, delivery by return. Send for
list to Grosvenor Industries Ltd., 77,
Grosvenor Road, London, S.W.1.

BRAND NEW

HYPODERMIC
SYRINGES 5/1

WITH 2 SPARE NEEDLES
excellent for precision oiling, etc.

SIMA Serum Glass 2 c.c.
Wonderful value. Each 5/1.

Per doz. 54/-.
SIMA Needles, Stainless Steel.

Sizes 12, 17 or 18. Per doz. 4/-.
All Orders Post Free.

G. ROGER -SMITH
(Dept. 7), Syringe Supplies,

38, OLD FARM RD., LIVERPOOL,23

FOR SALE (Continued)

CHEAP GOVERNMENT SURPLUS.
Sale of 300 tons Mechanical.

Electrical Tools, Instruments, Optical,
Nuts, Bolts. Screws, Washers, etc.
Free list 4,000 items, 100 useful mixed
lots. K. R. Whiston (Dept. M.P.S.).
New Mills. Stockport.

MISCELLANEOUS
EVEN PRACTICAL MECHANICS

must have holidays. Try
Reculver Lodge i P.M.), Beltinge,
Kent. (Herne Bay 750.)

AQUALUNG and Compressor Equip-
ment, Ballraces and Mis-

cellaneous Items. Lists 3d. Pryce,
157. Malden Road. Cheat,.
iNVENTOR with Anti -dazzle Device
A needs help with patents fees.
please. J. Stroud. 15. Water Lane.

hell ord . Norfolk.
IRST CLASS Engineering Draw-

ingsl by qualified engineer: com-
pletely confidential: modest fees:
quotations without obligation. Box
12.

DEVELOP IT YOURSELF. Mori -
son's Vortex Drive lifts vaneless

metal saucers! Gen available from
Lew Singer. 3. Kent Rd.. Acton
Green, London, W.4. 2/9 is enough.
" 1.41ORTUNES in FORMULAS." 900 -

page American book of formulse.
American technical hobby and other
books covering every interest. Stamp
for lists. Herga Ltd. (Dept. P2).
Hastings.

PROTECT YOUR CAR AT NIGHT
"' 1/ T 0 N 

PHOTO EL 1 '111C
PARKING; LIGHT'

sis iircu
will switch your lights on at dusk -off
at dawn, automatically, while you are
at work, in bed, or away from home.
Controlled by light. Transistorised.
Avoid accidents, fines. Save ysar
battery.

KIT OF PARTS, 52/6
BUILT AND TESTED, 57/8

Pat. Pending. Send tid. storm, /or pamphlet.
"St. John's Radio," 156, St. John's
11111, S.W.11. HATtersea 9838

HOBBIES
CATALOGUE NO. 14 Government

Surplus and Model Radio Con-
trol. over 500 illustrated items. 2/ -
(refunded on purchase). P/P 6d.
Arthur Sallis Radio Control Ltd..
93(B). North Road. Brighton.

SEREN
ASTRONOMICAL SUPPLIES

Warehouse Road,
Stebbing, Dunntow, Essex.

EQUIPMENT for ASTRONOMERS
Mirrors, eyepieces, focusing mounts,
spiders, cc. Do -It -Yourself kits.

S.A.E. Jar tree details.

NEWTONIAN Telescope Making.-
6in. Mirror Blank and Tool (cut

plate glass, as cut), 35/- per pair:
Grinding Polishing Kit (powder,
pitch, rouge), 27/6; Rectangular
Aluminised Opticals Flats, 15/- each;
all post free. S.A.E. for lists
including Rarnsden Eyepieces. L. J.
Mays & CO., 20. Clover Rd., Timper-
ley, Altrincham, Cheshire.

GILMOUR-VALE
GAS TORCHES
For handicraft and
industrial use. The No. I is an ex-
cellent alternative to a blowlamp.
clean, always ready for use and costs AO
only 25/6 for town gas or 33 6 for eV,
calor gas and a money back guarantee.
Details of these powerful torches and
of others, together with our 10 -page
instruction book, 3d. stamp. Read about
the low temperature welding of aluminium.
We supply all materials for metal jointing,
price list in book.
G. M. VALE & Co., SS. Park Road,

Wellingborough, Northants.
sgessm.

HANDICRAFTS
MARQUETRY VENEERS, 12 assor-

ted veneers 5/- post free; send
9d. for list. Frank Coles (Veneers
76. Rivington Street. E.C.2.

NEW MUSICAL
BOX KITS
FROM I9,9 COMPLETE.

Movements only from 11/9.
Please send 3d. stamp, or call for new FREE

illustrated brochure. Trade supplied.
SWISSCROSS LTD. (Dept. V),

202, Tulsa Hill, London, S.W.2.

JEWELLERY
JEWELLERY, simply made.

Brooches, Earclips. Pendants.
Free catalogue. Also Marcasites.
Woerbnbei 1 uIcl i. Essex.

Handicrafts,ssex. 46. Burnwa v .
11

PHOTOGRAPHYPHOTOGRAPHY
e)IN. X 21N. Projector grid Enlarger
ew Castings. Bellows. etc. S.A.E.
for details. V. J. Cottle. 84a.
Chaplin Road, Easton, Bristol, 5.
DELL° WS. Camera, Enlarger, Pro-

cess. Industrial Collapsible
Machine Guards. Beers 4. St.
Cuthbert's Road. Deroy. (Tel.:
41263.)

EXPOSURE METERS. -Build your
own double -range incident

light exposure meter with 50 x
37mm. photocell, f/1.4 to f/32.,
I/1000111 to 60sec, film speed, 19
to 37 deg. B.S., component kits 55/ -
and 32/6. All sizes of photocells in
stock, s.a.e. details. G. R. Products,
22, Runnymead Avenue, Bristol, 4.

WOODWORKING
WOODWORKING MACHINES. All

cast-iron constructed. Complete
Saw Benches, lin.. £4:'15/-; 81n..
£5/10/- ; 10in.. complete motorised,
£30. Planers, 5in., £12 ; Bowl Turn-
ing Heads. £4 : with 8in. Saw Tables,
27/10/-. Lathes. £7/10/- ; Combina-
tion Lathes. .£10/101-. Motors.
Pulleys. Belts, etc.. 12 months'
written and money refunded guaran-
tee. 4d. stamp for illustrated book-
let. James Inns (Engineers).
Marshall St.. Nottingham.
SAWBENCHES, 8in. to 301n. from

£9 ; Motorised, £13 ; Petrol
Portable, £44, Planers. Bandsaws.
Lathes. Saw Spindle and Planer
Assemblies, Logging and Firewood
Machines, Chain Saws, Engines.
Motors ; deferred terms. Send 1/9
for handbook, catalogue and bargain
offers. List free. Beverley Products.
South Thoresby. 47, Alford, Lincs.

TOOLS
PORTABLE POWER TOOLS, new,

used. bought, sold, exchanged,
terms. Arthur Drysdale & Co. Ltd.,
58, Commerce Road, Wood Green.
London, N.22. (Bowes Park 7221.)

ENUINE DISPOSAL. -Black andG Decker D 500 Drill plus 10
attachments ; everything new ; full
maker's guarantee ; bargain. £7 lot.
Details from Box 9.

FIBREGLASS

PLASTIC UNITS
Experimental Glass Fibre Unit, 14/9.
Plastic Metal for Gear Casting, Plastic Dies,
etc., 14/3. Porcelain -hard Cold Setting
Finish lor 'ood preparation surfaces, baths,
washing machines, etc., 16/9 pt. in white,
cream, black sky blue, red, clear and
aluminium. S.A.E. for information list,
price list, etc. SILVER DEE PLASTIC4
(Dept. 3), Hartington, Staveley, Chaster

held Derbyshire.

DIFFERENT STAMPS
free. Request details of

this and other gifts with approvals:
enclose postage. Paragon Stamps. 138.
Oakley Roan Shirley. Southampton.

FOREIGN STAMPS
1,000
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CLASSIFIED (contd.)

ELECTRICAL
`ELF STARTING Synchronous

Motors, 200/250 volts. 50 cycles.
Complete with detachable geared
mechanisms. 10/- each. James S.
Graham & Co.. 64, King Charle),
Road. Surbiton, Surrey.
-1.0LUORESCENT LIGHTING'FIT-TINGS for workshop and home.
Complete range from 5ft. to Iflin.
(also circulars) at lowest prides any-
where. S.A.E. for illustrated leaflets
and list of Control Gear Kits.
Callers welcome. We are fluores-
cent Lighting Specialists: E. Brill.
Dept. C. 125A. Northcote Rd..
London. S.W.11. I Battersea 8960.)

LET US INTRODUCE YOU
to an old thrill revival. Early experimenter,
derived much pleasure from simple milt,
eireulte. Tranaistora enable you to recaptter
the old thrill. Radios can be made Amply and
cheaply aging these devices. The only tamer is
a small flashiamp battery lasting week,. Out
" Notes on Tran9lators " show you how. Semi
$.1. "stamp, to

MORCO EXPERIMENTAL SUPPLIES
8-10, Granville Street, Sheffield, 2

`I ODEL ELECTRIC MOTORS.
amazingly powerful: " Minimo."

9 9. v.3-6, " Maximo." 13 9. v.6-9:
post paid. Size tin. x 1 iin.. weight
1 ioz.. drives boat propellers 1-11in..
aeroplane 5 -Sin. Model Electric
Motors (Dept. P.51.81. " Highland."
Alkringt on Green. Mild felon. Man-
chester.

BRAND NEW
BROOK ELECTRIC MOTORS

Single Phase, h.p. 1,500 E7.10.0
h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. E9.12.6

H.P. TERMS ,1 h.p. 3,000 r.p.m. Ee.12.6
AVAILABLE. j h.p. 1,500 r.p.m. El I. 0.0

1 h.p. 3,000 r.p.m. 411. 0.0
Fully guaranteed by makers, approval
against cash. Carriage paid mainland. State

voltage.
P. BLOOD & CO.

ARCH STREET, RUGELEY, STAFFS.

ALL TYPES OF ELECTRICAL
GOODS at extremely competi-

tive prices. e.g.. 5 amp. Twin Cable.
35'- 100 yards: Lampholders. 7/- doz.:
Sit. Battens. 49/-: quality and imme-
diate despatch 'guaranteed. Request
list. Jaylow Supplies. 93. Fairholt
Road. London. N.16. (Telephone:
Stamford Hill 4384.1

WATCHMAKERS
WATCH REPAIR SERVICE. un-

rivalled for reliability and
speed. coupled with reasonable
charges. Part jobs welcomed.
Materialsupplied. Hereford Watch
Co., 13, St. Owen Street, Hereford.

WATCH PARTS
For all makes of watches. tools. Instruc-
tional books. etc. Special Kits for be-
ginners. Send gal. for " Super Bargain
Catalogue." T. G. LOADER (Dept. l),
Watchmaker; Mail Order Service,
Isileatosse Road, Carierl on, Oxford.

a EARN to be a Watch and Clock
-114 Repairer in your spare time and
earn extra money at home. We car
supply everything you need a)
unbeatable prices. including instruc-
tional books. Swiss watchmakers'
tools, watches. watch and clock
movements. lathes, cleaning mach-
ines, all spare parts for watches and
clocks. etc. We also have a fine
selection of musical box movement,
and kits. Send 9d. P.O. for butripe)
bargain catalogue. The Watch-
makers Supply Company (Dept.
P.M.), Carterton. Oxford.- -

EDUCATIONAL
C.E. is the first step to nearly

ir every worth -While career.
University Entrance. etc. Guaranteed
I.C.S. couching brings you home
tuition by experts. No books to buy.
Write for Free prospectus: Inter-
national Correspondence Schools.
Intertext House. Parkga.te Road
i Dept. 52,1C1. London, S.W.11.

itilOW AND WHY " of Radio and
1 Electronics made easy by a

new. non -maths. practical way.
Postal instructions based on host).
of experiments and equipment build-
ing' carried out at home. New
courses bring enjoyment as well as
knowledge of this fascinating sub-
ject. Free brochure from: Dept.
I2.P.M.. Radiostructor. 40. Russell
Street, Reading. Berks.

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

EDUCATIONAL (Continued)

* LEARN *
RADIO & "Mt

SERVICING
for your OWN

BUSINESS/HOBBY
by a new exciting no -maths -system,

using practical equipment. recently intro-
duced to this country.

FREE Brochure from :-

RADIOSTRUCTOR
DEPT. G80, 46, MARKET PLACE

READING, BERKS, 2 60

SITUATIONS VACANT
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.. City-  and Guilds. G.C.E.. etc.. bring

,,g pay and security. " No Pass -
no tee " terms. Over 95';, successes.
For details of exams and courses in
all branches of Engineering. Building.
Electronics. etc., write for 148 -page
handbook -free. B.I.E.T. (Dept. 9078).
London. W.8.

MIDLANDS
ELECTRICITY BOARD

required in
tlie ummer Dv' oat trnent. Board
Headquarters.
Applicants should have had experience
in workshop practice. including fitting.
lathe work, sheet metal work, welding
and brazing, with ability to produce
experimental and prototype apparatus.
A knowledge of heat treatment of metals
and manufacturing processes would be
an advantage.
Salary within the range of £570 6725
per annum according to qualifications
and experience (N.J.B. Schedule ' B '
Grade 9AX EX). Superannuable.
Apply, by letter. within 14 days, stating
age, education, experience, present
salary and position to the Secretary,
Midlands Electricity Board, Mucklovii
Bill. lialesowen, Sr. Birmingham.

- -
I ,HARTERED PATENT AGENT In

London requires Technical.
Assistant of British nationality and
at least Advanced G.C.E. or Ordinary
National Certificate standard in
Chemistry. Physics or Engineering.
Previous patent experience desirable
but not essential. Knowledge of
languages also an advantage. Write
Box 307. Reynells. 44. Chancery Lane,
W..0.3.

HOME BOAT BUILDING
LI ASV To FOLLOW KITS to build
-La a Boat at home -for Cabin
Cruisers, Runabouts. Canoes. Prams.
Dinghies and Enterprise Sailing
Dinghies. Brochure from: Wyvern
Boats I Wc.,ex ( Ltd., Milborne Port,
Sherborne.

STOPS FROM

GARAGE DOORS
BANGING

THE AUTOSTAY
DOOR HOLDER

Automatic Reliable: and So Convenient
A taeoat. operate automatically to seeurely hold v
door may upon seabed high V:111114 preventing
expeteOve damage. Inatantty reletteed be touching
the lever. Patent 7e11.658. Teate,1 and prOV141 for
mer four years. Keay to at.

Only 1119 per pair tine too d,rorvr. Post tree.

,,.,,,,,teed neb

ROLLER RINK SUPPLIES Dept. P.S.
50A Town Road. Haittey, Stoke-on-Trent

" ARCMOBILE "
ARC WELDING SETS

ARCMOBILE
£17 10 0

U
Including delivery.

A complete self-contained Arc Welde)
using standard flux -coated electrodes s I

14g. and 16g. 210/250 V. A.C. Mains consump-
tion 13 Amos. Welds sheet metal down to
22g. and steel and iron section up to 3i IGM.
thick in a single run. Heavier sections can
:ce welded by multiple runs (building LIP,.
holnitely variable welding current by hand -
wheel. Maximum welding current 65 Amps.
Minimum 15 Amps. Weight 85 lbs.
Dimensions Ilin. high. tetn. wide I:3in. lone

HAINSWORTH,TOWNLEY&CO.
JORDAN STREET, KNOTT MILL

MANCHESTER. 15

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
Ex-R.A.F. 2 -cape 2 still, Allerophone
Amplifiers, as used in 'plane intercom..
in self-contained metal case : can be used
to make up a deaf aid outfit, intercom-
munication system, or with crystal set,
complete with valves and. Fitting Instruc-
tions, 20,'-. post 3-. Useful wooden box
with partitions to hold amplifier. 22. extra.
Amplifier, containing resistances. can-
densers, transformers. switches, etc.. but
less valves. 10-, post 3,-. Hand Miero-
phones, with switch in handle and lead,
5-6. Tannoy, 7'-. Similar instruments,
moving coil. 8 8. All post. 1 6. Mask type
with switch, 36. post 6d. Throat Mike,.
5/-, post 7d. Mike Muttons (carbon). 2 -.
Moving coil. 3 6. post 441
soldering Irons.-Illests) Iluts Iron. 15/
watts. 18,11. post 18.
barters. 20 amp. 2.in.. in it. 88 : 25 v. tin.
m!c, 8.- ; 150 v, 2in.. in c. : 3.5 amp.,
21n. T.C., 6!- 4 amp.. 21in., T.C. in case
with switch. 9'6: 100 mA 21n., m e,
7 all post extra. Meter IL. & 11.1 contain-
ing 2,500 microamp movements, 8i-. post 26.
Bell Trastsformiers.-These guaranteed
transformers work from any A.C. mains
giving 3, 5 or 8 volts output at 1 amp.,
operate bulb, buzzer or bell. Will supply
light in bedroom or larder. etc.. 9/-, post 1,
Similar Transformer but output of 4, 8 or 12
volts, 126. post 1,6. BUZZERS for use with
either the above or batteries, 43, post 30.
Big Ben Chimes. Dustproof ivory case.
pleasing two note chime. Can be used with
battery or with our 12 v. transformer, 19/4.
New Ding Doing l'hinse. Also housed in a
pleasing ivory case. Operates on two 41 v.
flat batteries, fitted within the case. or by
transformer, 21/7, both post 1;6.
(4.P.O. Telephone Hand Comb. Sets. 126.

1/8. Telephone Rand Generator.post
Si-. Telephone lkdi, 3,6, post 9t1.

Neon Judicator Lamps, for use on
mains to show "live" aide of switches. etc.
2/6. post 4d. Mains Tester Screwdriver,
Determine positive or live terminals In any
mains electric circuit, 6,-, post 611,
Crustal Sets. Our latest model is a real
radio receiver, fitted with a permanent
crystal detector. um. dose 1,-. Spare Perm-
anent Detectors, 2-- each. When ordered
separately. 2'S.: with clips and screws. 210,
101st 3d. Diodes. 28..0005 Variable Con-
densers. 216. post 9d. Headphone*. brand
110W S. G. Brown. (INC.... etc., super -sensi-
tive. - a pair. Headphones in Good
order. gi-. Better Ouatity. 7'4 and 10'-.
Balanced Armature tape (very sensitive),
1336. All post 1,S. New Single Et' eraierev,
at& Rai. armature type. CR (two of these
will make an intercom. set). Ex-R.A.F, ear-
piece. g 6. post 611. Money refunded it not
,unpietely satisfied.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
58. NEW tTANSTFAI). LONDON. Eat.
New Illustrated List sent on request with

stamp and S.A.E. Letters only.

BUILD YOUR OWN
CANOE

Printed illustrated instructions I 6

TYNE FOLDING BOATS LTD.
206 Amyand Park Road, St. Margaret's, Twickenham, Middx.
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STUPENDOUS
GOVERNMENT

SURPLUS BARGAIN
NEW DRAWING INSTRUMENTS

COMPREHENSIVE SET
FOR STUDENTS AND

DRAUGHTSMEN
LIMITED STOCK col:tailing : -
Two 51" Micro 3 -point Adjust-
ment Dividers, pen & pencil exten-
sions : Parallel Rule : Screw-
driver : Spare Points : 5" Ruling
Pen : 4" ditto : Springbow
Compass for Pen.: ditto Pencil :
Extension for Pen : ditto Pencil.
In wallet.
£5 value tor 37/6 1.0,1 Pd.

SMITH & HAMMOND um.
5. Buckingham street, Charing Ceti...,

Strand. London, W.C.2
TRA 5063 Est. 40 years.

SERIES 111

N UCLEAVE PRESS

CROPS

RIVETS

PUNCHES
Ask your Tool Dealer or send for
details to :-

Sole Manufacturers.

FITZNER LTD.
197-199, KINGS ROAD.

KINGSTON -ON -THAMES

GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS BARGAINS
MI LTI-PI R PUKE MOTORS. low
voltage. with gearbox. 24 v. D.C.. but
good at 12 v. or lower. Two shafts.

and 18 R.P.M. at 12 v.. 6 and 24 R.P.M.
at 24 v. Operate 3 sets of cams and. also
plunger giving powerful lateral thrust.
Takes under 1 amp. Wonderfully versa-
tile motor. Each 25!-, post 2/-.
LOW VOLTAGE MOTORS. 812 v.
Each 7/6, poet 1/8.
BATTERY CHARGING TRANS-
FORMERS, 11 v. and 17 v. A.C. (for a
and 12 v. Charging at I1 amp. ).Each 17 8
post 1;9.
RErCIFIE.RS, to suit above. Each 76.
post 1'-. (These transformers and recti-
fiers will run above motors
TELEPHONE HANDSETS (two in
series with battery make intercom.).
Each 1713. post 1 G.
MAINS VOLTMF.TERSi. 0.300 v. A.C.
Each 251-. poet 2,-.
TRIPODS,. 311n. long. Very right
(not telescopic). Easily adapt to camera
etc. Each 126, post 2/0.
MOTORS. 200'250 v. A.C.(D.C. F.H.P.
approx. 80 watts. High Speed, tin. shaft.
(Converted ex R.A.P. motor generator
-power about equal to sewing III/Whine
motor.) Useful addition to workshop.
Each 30;-. post 2.R.
'tend 3d. stamp for list of other motor.,
trandnemers. pumps. tamps, vedettes. re,.

MILLIGANS
2. Hayford Street. Liverpool, 3.

Money Rauh littarantee.

AUTOMATIC (TIME) SWITCHES
\o -w and reconditioned L it y

Work and etuctric
from 35/..

Send S.A.E. for itiu,oiared
DONOHOE (TIMERS)

1 & 2 UPPER NORFOLK ST., NORTH
SHIELDS, NORTHUMBERLAND
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Letters to the Editor
Transport of the Future

would like to offer my views in
answer to your " Fair Comment "

article in the September issue.
It is quite obvious that future transport

will be in the air; one has only to view
the vast expanse of open air to see it's the
only direction we can go. I have been a
motorist for 25 years and I was also a
private pilot until recently. I know which
form of travel I prefer, but unfortunately
there are a number of difficulties which
seriously restrict air travel.

First, I would like to point out that we
in this country are very slow on the uptake
where new inventions are concerned. I note
with deep regret that nearly every device
which is simple and cheap to build is being
developed in the U.S.A. because it appears
they have more foresight.

Besides the three projects you have men-
tioned there is one which I have taken a
deep interest in, namely the " Bensen Gyro-
copter." This has been developed in the
U.S.A. and has been on the market for the
past two years. So far there are only two
on the British register, why? Well, to begin
with we come against the first " snag ; "
this machine has not yet got full approval
by the Popular Flying Association, although
permits to fly have been granted.

Snag No. 2, and in my opinion, most
important, having built this machine for a
very modest sum, nobody mentioned that to
fly it one must hold a pilot's licence. One
Air Ministry spokesman stated that an
" helicopter endorsement " is required. To
obtain one would cost a tremendous sum,
only to find that this machine is entirely
different, being an autogiro.

As to the question of " free for all " this
condition would never arise. Personal air
travel can never. completely replace the car.
Two points arise; these small machines are
very restricted in many ways, the smaller
and lighter they become the more they are
restricted by the weather. Night flying is
not very practicable for several reasons, i.e.,
cost of instruments, further licence endorse-
ments, etc.-W. D. TAYLOR (Hants).

A Design from a Young Reader

3. S. Kidger's power -truck.

SIR,-The photograph shown above is of
a power -truck I designed and built

myself. It has three wheels and is of all
metal construction, which is bolted together
and not welded or brazed. It can be fitted
with a 5o c.c. Power Pack engine or just left
as an ordinary truck, with the engine it will
do approximately 20 m.p.h. on a flat surface.
It is a one -seater and is fitted with a cable
brake. The power -truck is easy to make and
does not need a proper workshop. The
Wheels are 26in. dia. and the rear two are
sprung with 4in. saddle springs and the

The Editor does not necessarily
agree with the views of his

correspondents.

Lens Calculations
SIR,-Re Mr. Beresford's query concerning

the formula connecting the radius of
curvature, focal length, and refractive index
of a lens (September, 1959).

This formula is :

-f= (11- I) - -
Where f is the focal length, p is the refractive
index and r, and r, are the radii of the two
sides of the lens.

PROOF:
Glass

C is the centre of curvature.
O is a point object.
I is the image (virtual).
sin i . sin i x sin a
sin r ' sin a sin r
In triangles OCX and ICX
OC -sin i IX sin a
OX sin a IC sin r

. OC IX_
053C I -C-)1

For Rays Near the Axis
OC IY
(TY.

lc

Object distance is u ; image distance is v.
. u-r

. . =El
U v -r

A A

(I xC=A x
vertically opposite angles)

UV - IV= flUV - gur.
Divide by uvr

y ur v
y p -.. - -

u r
Refraction at first surface :

- (equation I)
U

Refraction at second surface is from glass to
air, therefore the effective refractive index

I

The first image now acts as the object.

I --Ip- --= µ (equation II)
' rz

To eliminate v, multiply equation II by
p and add to equation I.I\
v u (I

-I)
r2)

But != I
V U (I

The same formula may be proved for any
lens if a sign convention is used for all the
above symbols.-S. R. BROADFOOT (Beds).

is

front one is pneumatic. A bicycle frame is
used for the main construction as well as
4ft. of Tin. galvanised piping and 5ft. of brass
piping. It weighs about 6o1b. and is 6ft.
long, in. loin. wide and 26in. high.-J. S.
KIDDER (Glos). (Aged 15 years.)

Space Raiders
SIR,-Thank you for your most interesting

article entitled " Space Raiders," which
appeared in your December, 1959, issue.

In this modern day and age, there are
many problems which human imagination
just cannot comprehend. There is a ten-
dency to waive such happenings aside as
" queer." One must, however, always allow
for the curiosity of man. The universe as
we see it is plainly physical; dead or nearly
lifeless planets swinging round in their
governed orbits. The chance of life as
we know it on our planet existing any-
where else is most unlikely. Life after
death is yet also debatable, but if true
happenings such as flying saucers may be
common.

My real point is that if one met some
peculiar object, one might be tempted to
have a closer look. Any foreign object,
flying saucer, etc., might take offence at
being investigated by a human being and
in all probability one would never be
seen alive again.

Fear stems from unsound opinions and
.rash logic, rather than a clear cut and

proved inquiry. In science all man-made
problems dissolve in the pure light of
common sense.-SGT. A. ALLISON (B.F.P.O.
2o).

PRACTICAL MOTORIST

March Issue Now on Sale

Principal Contents

Tracing Unusual Running Noises.
Anti -theft Devices.
Lubrication and Your Car.
Fitting Accessories to Curved Body Surfaces.
Simple Steering Gear Adjustments.
Overhauling the Mark I Consul, Zephyr

and Zodiac.
The Beginner's Guide to the Motor Car.
Rally Navigation.
Overhauling the Jowett Javelin.
Drive in by Electronics.
Choosing the Right Secondhand Car.
An Inexpensive " Special."
P.M. Data Sheets.
Refabricating a Commutator.
Sunbeam Mark III Overhaul.
Current Used Car Prices.
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Su4i-111 Littlifra Fret
To prevent ladders from slipping there

are on the market devices Called the
Augur Safely Ladder Feet. These corn -

Augur saf-ty ladder feet.

prise steel brackets for bolting to the feet
of wooden or metal ladders with uprights
tin., II in. or elin. thick. Adaptors of
simple design can be supplied to make the
Augur Safety Ladder Feet suitable for the
standard types of metal ladders. Intermedi-
ate universal links allow the ribbed, non -slip
rubber pads to rest flat on the floor at all
working angles and align them also on
uneven and sloping floors. Square castings
with bonded, non -slip pads made from oil
resistant, ribbed rubber grip the floor firmly,
prevent slipping, and do not stick to the
floor. Augur Safety Ladder Feet are dis-
tributed by Vulcascot (Great Britain)
Limited, 87/89, Abbey Road, London,
N.W.8, and cost it 95. 6d. per set. They
are available from most ironmongers.

Ceirbide Files fond Discs
VERY much longer lasting and free from

the bugbear of a base material which
tears easily, Cintride carbide files and discs
are the newest form of abrasive for the
handyman. Base sheets of steel, faced with
an abrasive surface consisting of cemented
carbide grains, form Cintride's basic idea.
These can be used with power drills and
by hand to abrade a wide variety of
materials, including tiles, hardwoods, plas-
tics, asbestos, leather, glass, firebricks and
soft metal alloys.

The files, which are coarse on one side
and fine on the other, will cut on both the
forward and backward strokes and all these
carbide abrasives are resistant to solvents
and can thus be cleaned easily.

The discs, which are backed by a flexible
steel plate and sheet rubber, are available in
diameters of 5, 6 and 7in., with tin. or ;in.
centre holes, priced at 12s. 6d., 16s. 'id. and
19s. 11d. respectively. The 14M. long files
cost 16s. 6d. each from local stockists. The
makers are Cintride Ltd., Grange Lane
Works, Sheffield, 5.

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS March. 1960

.1111r Dories-Chtirltuso itmottim Model Esagitsr
RETAILING at only 345. with integral

alloy fuel tank, precision built and with
a 12 months' guarantee, the new Davies -
Chariton Bantam model engine is now avail-
able for the model flying enthusiast. The
new machine will turn a 54in. Y. 3M. pro-
peller at well over 15,000 r.p.m. Instantan-
eous starting is ensured by the Quickstart, a
device which cannot jam, is unbreakable and
cannot foul the propeller. There is a new
positive -action jet assembly; replaceable
propeller holt. special wear resistant steel
cylinder and many other refinements. The
manufacturers are Davies-Charhon Limited.
Hills Meadow, Douglas. I.O.M.

Accessories available are the Bantam
mul.i-purpose spanner, price is. 6d., which
fits cylinder head. glowplug, rear crankcase
cover and acts as a screwdriver for the
propeller bolt, and the Quicklip, a quick
release positive connector for glowplug opera-
tion that cannot short the battery. It costs.
complete with leads, 5s. 5d.

The new engine for
the model flying _

enthusiast.

- THE BOB III I.
THE Bormilathe is claimed by the manu-

facturers to be a distinct breakaway from
the orthodox in machine tools. It was
designed with the requirements of the
amateur market in mind. In the sphere of

The ndti-purpose Born.ilathe.

I .S.S. b1.111 GIFU Pt Si!
vu H. MARLEY AND CO.
V v LTD. have on the market

a range of Marko H.S.S. Diameter
Push Broaches designed to replace
reaming or hor,ng, of close toler-
ance holes on a production basis.
They are made to precision toler-
ances from 18 p.r cent. T. high
speed steel and complete the com-
ponent bore to " U" hole toler-
ance, starting from a nominal
drilled lacee. The range, compris-
ing four camp'ete sets, includes
sizes from 3/t6in. to tin. Special sizes
can be supplied on raquest. The prices
of the sets range from £4 2s. to £8.
The manufacturers are W. H. Marley &
Co. Limited, New Southgate Works, toy,
High Road, London, N.11.

metal working, it is a centre lathe with
variable height of centres and with auto-
matic sliding motion to the cross slide and
full .screw cutting capabilities. The tail -
stock can he set over for taper turning. By

winding off the cross slide unit
and substituting a milling
table it offers the facilities of a
small horizontal milling mach-
ine. By mounting an angle
plate on the milling table, sur-
facing, boring and end milling
can be carried out in a single
setting. It may thus be used
for machining simple press
tools. For the wood -worker
there is available a saw bench
with tilting table and a special
stub arbor for carrying the saws.
This machine has many more
advantages. A complete range
of accessories is available. The
basic machine costs £39 los.
The manufacturers are Murad
Developments Limited, Stock -
lake, Aylesbury, Bucks.

Marko push
broaches.

GI. I IDE FOR
THE National Federation of Engineers'

Tools Manufacturers has published its
first " Guide for Buyers " which gives
details of the suppliers of British made
engineers' cutting tools. A feature of the
publication is the alphabetical list of tools
in four languages-English, French,
German and Spanish. Overseas buyers will
have no difficulty in finding in the Guide

al' 1- ISM
the names and addresses of British suppliers
of all types of engineers' cutting tools.

Part 4 of the Guide contains an alphabeti-
cal list of trade marks, trade names and
brand names

Copies of the Guide may be obtained
from the N.F.E.T.M., Light Trades House,
Melbourne Avenue, Sheffield, to, price 5s.
each (including postage).
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Ask yourself these questions : Could I be

making fuller use of my abilities ? Holding down
a better job ? Earning better money ? If the
answers are ' yes,' then face the position
squarely. And do something about it-before
it's too late !

MAKE YOUR DECISION
Once you are determined to succeed-and
have decided to take action-nothing can

stop you. But you need guidance. With the
help of I.CS. training you can reach the top
faster and stay there longer.

TRAIN WITH I.C.S.
I.C.S. tuition is expert yet simple to follow,
covers hundreds of Courses yet is completely
individual. You work at home, as a ' class of
one,' in your own spare -time. And you set
your own pace. This is the way I.C.S. have
coached many hundreds of thousands to
success. They can do the same for YOU !

The many subjects which I.C.S. teach are listed on
the right. Complete the coupon below and post it
off to' us today. In return, we will send you a FREE
BOOK with full details - without obligation.

FILL IN THIS COUPON TODAY

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
(Dept. 169)), Intertext House, Parkgate Road, London, S.W.I I.

Please send me FREE BOOK on

NAME
(Block letters please)

ADDRESS

AGE

OCCUPATION 3.60...
Examination Students are coached until successful

271
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ADVERTISING & SALESMANSHIP
General Advertising, Copywriting, Radio & T.V. Advertising,
Commercial Travelling, Sales Management, Retail Selling,
EXAMS. Joint Inter.. A.A. & I.P.A. Finals, I.S.M.A., U.C.T.A.

ARCHITECTURE & BUILDING
Architectural Design, Clerk of Works.
Bldg. Construction, Bricklaying, Trade Courses,
EXAMS. R.I.B.A.(Inter.), R.I.C.S., I.Q.S. Inter., Final & Dip.
in Working -Up, L.I.O.B., Inst. Clk. of Wks.

ART
Art Training (basic), Commercial Illustrating.
Oils & Water -Colours, Figure Drawing, Lettering,

COMMERCIAL TRAINING
Bookkeeping, Computer Programming, Costing & Account-
ancy, Office Training, Secretaryship, Shorthand, Type-

writing,
EXAMS. I.C.W.A., C.I.S., C.C.S., A.C.C.A. Inst. Bkkeepers.

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Highway Engineering, Structural Engineering,
Reinforced Concrete Eng., Town & Country Planning,
EXAMS. I.C.E., I.Struct.E.

DRAUGHTSMANSHIP (State Branch)
Drawing Office Practice, Mechanical Drawing,
Structrl. & Architectrl. Drwing., Maths. & Machine Drawing.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
Basic Electronics,
Industrial Electronics & T.V.,

FARMING & HORTICULTURE
Arable & Livestock, Pig & Poultry Keeping,
Farm Machinery (Maintenance), Smallholding,
Flower & Vegetable Growing, Complete Gardening,
EXAM. R.H.S. General.

FIRE ENGINEERING
EXAMS. Inst. of Fire Engrs., Fire Service Promotion.

GENERAL EDUCATION
Languages, Good English.
EXAMS. G.C.E. subjects at Ordinary or Advanced Level.
E.J.B.C.P.

MANAGEMENT
Industrial Management, Business Management,
Office Management, Personnel Management,
Hotel Management, Work Study, Foremanship, Storekeeping,
EXAMS. Brit. Inst. of Mangmt. Inter., Final & Cert. in
Foremanship.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
W ide range of subjects incl.:-
Workshop Practice, Diesel Engines, Refrigeration & Welding,
Engineering Maths., Production Engineering.
EXAMS. I.Mech.E., Soc. of Engrs., Cert. in Foremanship,
C. & G. Cert. in Machine Shop Engineering.

MOTOR ENGINEERING
Motor Mechanics, Running & Maintenance,
Road Diesels, Owner Drivers.

PHOTOGRAPHY
The Amateur Photographer.
EXAM. P.D.A.

RADIO, T.V. & ELECTRICAL
Radio Engineering, Radio Servicing, T.V. Servicing & Eng.
Practical Radio (with kits), Electricity Supply, Electricians,
EXAMS. Brit.I.R.E., Soc. of Engrs.
C. & G. Certs. for Telecom. Technicians, Radio Amateurs,
Radio Servicing (RTEB), Elec. Engrg. Practice, Electrical

Installations.

WRITING FOR PROFIT
Short Story Writing, Free Lance journalism,

AND MANY OTHER SUBJECTS incl:
Police Entrance
Industrial Instrumentation
Petroleum Production
Dressmaking

LEARN -AS -YOU -BUILD PRACTICAL RADIO COURSE.
Build your own 4 -valve T.R.F. and 5 -valve superhet radio receiver :

Signal Generator and High -quality Multi -tester.

the workk largest correspondence schoo/ students
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"CATALOGUE"
Our e, I

".t/it Items
near is i liMira / a. Radio Control
(lovernruent Surplus, etc. Price 2.'-. Refund
on Order. Post 6d.

TIME DELAY UNITS
This unit consists of a small geared escape-
ment mechanism, which is wound by press-
ing a button at the side of the case and
is electro-magnetically released when
12-24 v. is applied. This unit will operate
from a 12 v. supply, and is ideally suitable
for modification to a rudder unit for model
boats. etc.. when fitted with a miniature
motor -such as Ever Ready. The unit is
in a small die-cast box. approximately 2in.
x 2iin. square and 2in. deep and is easily
removable. Price 6,-. post 1 6.

12 VOLT MOTOR
CM :3 Type, 2 000 r.p.m. approx.. at 1 amp.
under load. a amp. no load. Will also operate
on 6 volt about half output. Weight 11 oz.
Sire Zile. long. Ilin. wide. Illn. high :
shaft I x 3 113in. dia. Ideal for boats up to
Mt. Price 25:-. Post 1,6. Brand New
Condition.

MASTER CONTACTOR
10 -hour clockwork movement with contacts
that make and break every /-second, also
fitted with thermal switch and suppressor
gear all contained in a neat metal container,
foams basis for making time switch, etc..
brand new 1216. poet 19. This Is an ideal
unit for plugging into transmitter when
carrying out receiver tests single handed.
Delivers I sec. pulses.

REMOTE CONTACTORS
12 v. to 24 v. stepping mechanism, 120
impulses for 1 rev. of pointer. glass front,
resetting control, on101T switch, flex, etc.,
will make an ideal 0-120 magnetic counter
for coil winding, etc. Brand new 78.
postage 16. Has sound possibilities as
electric pendulum clock. Will work in
conjanCtion with Master ContaCtOr,

TWO -PIN PLUG AND SOCKET
This plug has a locking device and once the
two portions are plugged together it is
impossible for them to come apart unless the
knurled ring is rotated on the socket.
Fitted with 181n. length of cable and new and
boxed. Price 2:6, plus L. post. Suitable for
trailers, caravans, etc. 25:- per doz., post 2'6.

ARTHUR SALLIS Mg& LTD.
93, North Ittl., Brighton. Tel. 25806

A REVOLVTOONARY NEW EIR/T7S11 hieVENTION:
* Uses standard

tapes
* Plays at 7

per. sec. or 3

other speeds
* Records direct

from radio or
microphone

* Erase and
last rewind

113 . 12s
Special moving
coil microphone
and tape extra.

EASY TERMS

Instantly turns any gramophone
into a first-class Tape -Recorder
and back into a record-player in a moment !

You simply slip it on to your turn-
table and you are ready to record
direct -from -radio or microphone

.. the voices of your family... radio pro-
grammes... your favourite music -and you can
instantly play it back through your own gramo-
phone or radio with Lifelike Fidelity.
Made by the people who designed and manu-
facture radar instruments for Viscounts and
Britannias, the  masing
Gramdeck now brings full
tape-recording and playing
facilities to every gramo-
phone owner, at little extra
cost.
"Ingenious- simple ...why
on earth did no one think of
it before'" - THE. TAPE

RECORDER.

"Real hi-fi restart", " Better than many so-
ca/led hi-fi recorders . ..". These are typical
comments of famous technical journals. This
wonderful new invention means that any gramo-
phone owner can now add superbly good tape
recording facilities to existing equipment, at a
fractional the usual cost. Full details, 'photos,
specifications, Easy Terms, etc. are given in the
Gramdeck Book. Send for your copy today -
FREE and entirely without obligation.

FREE BOOK -POST NOW
To : GRAMDECK (Dept. PM/80T)
29,31, WRIGHT'S LANE, LONDON, W.S.

Please send me Gramdeck book - FREE

NAME

ADDRESS

ramdeck
GRAMOPHONE TAPE RECORDER

NEW CAKES & FITTINGS
TOUGH RUBBER CABLES

PM Yd. 7 . Gn )'dr. Ion d
1 044 Twin 64.1. 12 6 22 6 434
1 044 7 -core 941 17 3 31 3 60'6

029 Twin fid. 15 9 08 6 55.9
"'029 T. & E. Aid. 183 343 es:9

02e Twin I - 24 3 4:6 P13111
020 7'. & 4 31 6 59 6 118.2

7 04: Twin 111 DP- 878 171 -
Twin Lead, 50 yds.. 1/044, 488:7/0211, 8914.
V1R 50 yds., llar2o. 12'. : 7020. IR, Perth
Wire, 100ft., 7029. 111- : 71120. 7'9. Twin
PVC Tramp. Flex. 50 yds., 10' -,Twin
Twisted, 25 yds.. 1113 50 yds.. I-. TES
PVC, Lead Cables of all sizes. Holders. C.O.

butte::, doz. Roses. 2 -plate. 6:-
,i-Plate doe., ilenc. Boxes. Slnl.. 11 -
Lye., dos_ 13/.. Switches, I -Way, 18 -
2-imy doe., 241.. White Switches, 1 -way
24'- . 2 -way, doe.. 30.'-. Plush Switches
1 -way, 18i-; 2 -way, dor., 24,-. Ceilim.
Cord, do., 1 -way, 5'- 2 -way. 6'-. 2 moo
2 -pin Sw. plugs and tops, ea. 3

.
5 amp..

:'-pin Sw. rlugs md Tops, ea.. 511, 15 imp.
Sw. plugs and Tons. mr.

3 -pin, ditto, A.C. only. ea., Th. Wood Blocks.
x }. 518 ; 34 X I. 7/6 : X 3 X t. 7/8 : 54x
x 807..8'4 White. 3 x 5.8,4 : 24 x I 7 -

.4 x 1, ff.. Cable Clips. RM., 2'9 ; ]tied., gra
3 3. 10 amp. D.P. Iristilated SW. fuse, 6/-.
21 amp. Ironclad 2 -way 15A. Spltr.. 1336.
30 amp. Ironclad D.P. Switchfuse. 19,8.
60 Mile. Metal D.P. SW. fuse, 49-. Sw. gear.
Fusebds., Spltrs., alt types. Lamp Bulbs,
15 25, 411 00 watt. 12,- : 75 ',att. 15 - EX)
watt, 17'- 150 watt, 94'- 200 watt, doe..
30/-, carbon Bulbs. 2111 v. 16 C.F.. doz.. 21 --
Immersion Heaters, 3 Kw.. 50-, Single
Car Cable. 30 yds.. 81- 100 yds., 251-.
Conduit and Fitting,, sin. and fin. Industrial
Reflectors, Tubular Heaters, Fluorescent
Fittings, Time Swit.checi, and all electrical
equipment. Full lists on request. Single
ileum supplied. Sath.faction guaranteed.
Terms : Cash with order ; carriage paid if
over S5 orders of £20 or over less 5 per
Ent. discount. Open daily, inc. Sat_

'1 to 1, 2 to 6 ; Thor.. 0 t/i 1. Callers iv/ hew,.

LONDON

WHOLESALE WAREHOUSE
165 (P.M.), QUEENS ROAD,

PECKHAM, S.E.15

GRAMDECK TURNS A TURNTABLE INTO A TAPE -RECORDER
Tel. : NEW Cross 7193 or 0800

WATSON'S
SPECIAL OFFERS

CHORE
HORSE

22 -IF , '200 w,

£19.10.0
carr. 15/.

A p. exeept ha,
ally compact
sad fine

charging Net, slightly used awl with titre.. ga,,,,jk
" Name-auuMakeru " (Blur -Attlee.

GEAR PUMPS. Beautifully made us i111 approxim-
ately :Au. Gin. 82/6 each. Feat 3;...
SIRIVEYORS LEVELS. Idahoptn, with bras.
artievs. lit. tug. Built-in Spirit level, plumb bob.
TWO Sit. (aiding arias. Designed far gun aurveying,
ti.efut for many purpose.. 15/8. Carr. Sid.
TRANSFORMERS. Input .2.30 or 110 v. A.C. Tao
alienate output,. 6 v. 30 v.. suitable for psi esiog
,levtria loodel, etc. 17,8. Post t3'6.
COIL SPRING BELTS. 1 siu. x 12in. long, extends
hi Aiii- numb, van be joint,' together.
'20 101 4 S. 15.1.

SMALL D.C. ILOTORS. to c. :70.000 r.p.m. Apples.eh !tit, than. 1,tral for the Model Maker.
9,-. Wilk li-I redpetiou gear, 11.6. riot 2,1..
ELECTRIC HORNS. staixdaril ea v. Car Type.
14'9- Fiat -.

15/6
carr. 3/6

POWER UNIT FOR ELECTRIC RAZOR. From I'S
io cult batierie, Conterler suitable for 110,23a
.5.. 11.1'. ElOrtr1l. Rt1,01,..t Not ',pi la ble fur Razor,
pen4tilig oit unl.1
CANVAS TOOL ROLL. 17fn. s loin.. with I...let

law, 1 4 each. 14,- r l's.
ENGINEERS HARMERS. ::, citi. 4 6 each.
TWIN FLEX it, Ian pd. coda. 143, quality. .176

IhrrvIre.l. oth, Harddoa asailalde, seed

EASTERN MOTORS
Aldeburgh, Suffolk

/ /17S017S EST.
1921

TELEPHONES
EASY TO FIX

WIRING DIAGRAM
FREE

Telephone Set Type " A " ringing and
speaking both ways on a 4 -core cable. Very
loud and clear over any distance. The
handsets are as illus. and the set is complete
except wire. 4 -core at 8d. per yard or 2 -core
at 3d. per yard extra. Price 75,- set, post 3/6.
Set e B." Two headphones connected to
breast microphones, with leads, plugs and
fitted carrying cases. Join instruments to-
gether with two wires and 11 volt battery
for a super Intercom. 25 post 36.
Set " C." Similar to set " A ". Instead of
P.O. Type handsets, two P.O. Desk Type
Instruments are supplied : with usual
drawer in base. Complete and ready for
use. Price 150'-. Post
Set, Type ""Ilt.- Speaking only both ways
On twin wire. The two handsets supplied
are as illustrated with on Off switch, built-
in handle. Supplied complete with battery
and two 2 -way terminal blocks. Price
complete, excepting wire, 3$19. Twin flat
PVC wire. 3d. per yard : Twill flat PVC
flexible, 4d. per yard ; Twin Twisted Silk
Flexible, Ott. per yard.
TELEPHONES SOUND POWERED. No
batteries required. Just connect with twin
flex for clear speech. Transmitter Receiver
Units, 416 ca. Twin Flex. Do. yd. Post li-.
INSPECTION LAMP. Fits on forehead.
leaving hands free, battery case clips on
belt. 74. post 16. Takes E.R. Battery.
No. 1215, 19, post 0d.

% t 'AI P 11 If ANSI
COMPRESSOR

Mans Eggs ia ork-
shop Or laid/orators.
This is an Edwards type
4, with lin. shaft,
ts,upling. oil -filter and
union for tubing. 26.10.0.
post 36.

Y.%It LYE type. 200 C.U.H., infinitely vari-
able. 0-270 volts 2.5 amps. Mounted in metal
case with 0-250 voltmeter and 0-1 ammeter
with its own input and output leads. Com-
plete unit. 212.10.0, carr. 7 6.
SPEAKERS. P.M. round. BBL. 15.8. post
16. Double cone 12in., 27.19.8. post pack.
7 5. Pye 10in. portable. 82.10.0. carriage 78:
Sin. round, 194. post 1 6.

osma:a., 1 hole fixing. 3 amp. 250 volts,
16 each. 12 - doz.
-FEB N INAL BLOCKS 4 -din., or box of 50
Lm 15 -. 3 -way, 0 - dos.. SO for 25.0, post 1.6.

METERS
F.S.D.

50 Microamps
100 ,,

.
1 5filimp
30
5-0-5

1110
200 .

5 Amperes
15
25 D.C.

30-0-30

20 Volts
50 ,.

300 A.C.
(Post 1 6

CROSSPOINTER
100 nucroamp mov

MAGNETIC
cot-NTEns.
Counting to 9O99. 2-7
D.C., 15 -each. post h
HIGH SPEED TYPE \
10011'. 35-. Post 1 "11 ISIS "ft PE
COUNTER with zero rvuel. 45 - Post 1.0.
VEEDER-ItooT MADNETIK' COUNTER.
General purpose type with zero le -set.
800 counts per minute op to 999,999. 413 volt
D.C.. 96-. post 2/6.
SISALL COVERED RES.AV. 400 ohms.
2 make (heavy duty) contacts with termini'
bloyk. Very compact. 7111 complete, pent
lid. Large Quantities Available.

Price
70 -

34in. MC'FR 70 -
:Ilan. MC/FR

2555211n. MC Fit
Min. MC FR

2033:MM. MC FR
51C,FR 12

mcmc'fht 1122 66

21n. MC'FS 27 6
2in. MC:FR 10 6

2in.
mcklUFFER

15 6
7 6

2In. 50GYS 12 6
Sin. MCIFS 10 6
MM. ISCTR 25 -

2iinioa.11 mrterts)
25 -

METER with 2 separate
*emeuts. 22:6. Post 2,-.

GUARANTEED
Size Type

gkin. Mc 'FR

BULKHEAD FIT-
TING. Sin. diam. Bat
tripod type. suitable
or lamps up to 100

'vatt, complete with
pushbar switch lamp -
holder. Ideal for farm
buildings. garages.grenhouses. ete.
Braned blew, 17 6. Post
2'6.

ROTADI CON% LEITERS. Input 12 D.C.
Output 230 A.C.. 50 cy. 1:35 w. Fn fitted case
with variable resistance. 1113911 voltatieter.
The ideal job foe television where A.C. mains
are not available. 210 carr. 15,-. Special
connectors one fitted with 6ft. heavy duty
flex and clips for D.C. aide. 191- set, post 1,-.
CONVERTER. Input 12 v. or 24 v. D.C. Out-
put MO v. A.C., I* watts. SSW-. Carr. 7.'6.
BATTERIES. Portable Lead Acid type 6
volts 125 amp- hours. In metal case 16in.
x 81.n. x llin. (Two will make an ideal power
sumty for oar 12 -volt Rotary Converters.)
Uncharged 38/101-, carr. 15'-. 24 volt 35
ampere. carriage 30 -.
VACUUM PUMP. Brand
New. 7 cu. ft. per min. 10 lbs.
per sq. in. at 1,200 r.p.m.
Rotary Vane type 35.-, post
SOLY.N0141,44. 12 volts D.C.
with a Skin. lever. very
powerful. each, post 16.
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR.
200250 volts A.C. Cie r.p.rst..
suitable for electric clocks.
etc. 25 post 2.6.
SYNC III4ONOt'S 110TOR.
200250 volts A.C. 50 cycles
with gear train driving 5
dials 1 10th hr. -10.000 hrs.. 274. post 2,6.
MAINS MOTORS. Capacitor 230 voltsA.C. 1,40th h.p. 1,400 rum.. 514-, poet 3/6.
SMALL hvwrotts. 12 volts D.C. 3,000r.p.m. with speed gov-, , end cap.2in. x 1 tin_ 12.6, Po,t. I S It p:

'1111141lt\ tor
e

frL,
but
12 24 volts A.C.
U.C.4R r.p_m.
35 -, pout 2,6.
(i E A It E I)
MOTORS. 220-

240 volts A.C. 175 r.p.m. Torque. 151b. in
Elation. 210. carriage 15 -.
NI O'1'OIt ISEII F1'El. L'I'MPS. 24 volts
D.C. 400 g.p.h. Pulsometer type with flange
for fitting on side of tank. Plessey type also
available for use with pipe system. Either
type 56 -, carriage 3,6.
%ARIA(' TRANSFORMER. Input 230
volts. Output infinitely variable 0-291 volts
and 0-270 volts. 9 amp. Bench or pane,
mounting. 215. carriage 12,6.
MIFF. BATTER IES. Nickel cadmium,
colts 75 amps.,crated and connected.
Aklaline filled. rand new. 22.10.0. cge. 15'-.
R.ATTEMIES for the model maker. Minia-
ture. sliver zinc, Venue'. type 11.105, 1.5 volls
1.5 amp. hour. Sire H't. Y Ms. It'th 1.13 -
Wth, .113 ins. Weight, 1.25 oz.. 12'6, past I

L. WILKINSON 1CROTDONs LTD.
19 LANSDOWNE RD. CROYDON SURREY

tr..aortt Vellt.Ca tit051:1101151(
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Flattening; Perspex
T HAVE an ex -Government Chart Table
-I- Plotter Mk.t, part of which consists of
a rectangle of Perspex which may be rotated
around for drawing courses and reading
bearings on a chart or map.

This Perspex is fastened by a central
brass disc to some radius arms. Either side
of this fastening the material has curled
up into a slight bow so that only a portion
of the perspex is in contact with a flat table.
I should be grateful for suggestions as to
hew it may be flattened and a recurrence
of the bowing prevented. The Perspex
rectangle is removable from the rest of the
apparatus.-M. J. Gilkes (Brighton).
pERSPEX can be moulded into shapes

under moderate elevation of temperature
and we suspect that the warping has
occurred where the metal is located because
of heat transferred from the fingers through
the highly conductive brass disc.

The deformation can be pressed out under
weights after the Perspex sheet has been
warmed. Further warping might be pre-
vented by placing a strip of non -conducting
material between the metal and the Perspex.

lliator filar Prices
BINOCULARS'

of an 8 X 30 specifica-
tion can cost from Litto Aso. What

are the reasons for these variations in price?
-A. Briner (Croydon).
THE higher price, for the same specifica-

tion, is caused by the maker having a
higher standard of optical and mechanical
precision. In many cases improvements such
as lens blooming, or the use of special types
of rare glass, etc., are found in binoculars
of higher price. The extent to which the
improvement is felt to justify the increase
in price must be a matter of personal choice.
In general, brilliance and definition, especi-
ally near the edges of the field of view, may
be better in the higher priced binoculars.

Exposure Meter Coin ersion
T HAVE a Weston Master II Exposure
-1 Meter. As you know, the light scales
on this instrument read in candles to the
square foot. Is there any method whatso-
ever of using this meter whereby I can
convert readings taken with it to foot
candles ?-J. M. Ryan (Eire).

THE Weston Master II is not suitable for
an accurate measurement of illumination

1-44.-411s-4446,41116.4444411164416

in this way. The following is a method by
which an approximate indication of foot
candles can be obtained : a reflected reading
should be taken from a matt white surface,
i.e., a sheet of blotting paper, and the result-
ant indication multiplied by four to give
foot candles. As illumination of t lumen
per sq. ft. equals t foot candle a surface " d "
ft. from t candlepower will have illumina-
tion equalling I /d squared lumens per sq.
ft. This can form the basis of a check with
an average candle.

Pre-set Bellringing Device
T HAVE a Smiths electric clock movement
1 that I wish to use as a master clock to
ring school bells at a certain time each day.
The bells are " mains" bells working off a
transformer. Could you please help me
with the circuit ?-D. G. Jones (Yorks).
YOU should, of course, use a powerful

clock, preferably one having a long
hour hand. We suggest that you mount on
the clock face an annular ring of insulating
material, such as Bakelite, in which radial
holes about lin. in diameter are drilled at
the appropriate places (times). Through
these holes screwed brass rods can be
mounted, projecting inwards to touch the
hour hand as it passes. All these contact
rods should be connected together.

Presumably you will require the bells
to ring for about a quarter of a minute only.
This can probably be arranged by mounting,
on a wheel which runs at about I r.p.m., a
small cam which is arranged to close two
light metal flexible contacts for about 15
seconds. Or perhaps it would be better to
use a slower wheel to close contacts for a
smaller portion of its revolution. These
contacts should be connected in series with
the hour -hand contacts to an insulated

RULES
Our Panel of Experts will answer
your Query only if you comply

with the Rules given below
A stamped addressed envelope, a sixpenny
crossed postal order, and the query coupon from
the current issue which appears on the inside of
back cover, must be enclosed with every letter
containing a query. Every query and drawing
which is sent must bear the name and address of
the reader. Send your queries to the Editor,
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

41011wAllowillwilliwRIWIRr110-1,11R,021.--98Witwd*FR.1404116"/

terminal, the other terminal being mounted
on the 'plates of the clock mechanism,

The clock could be connected in series
with a low -voltage supply, a switch and the
coil of a relay. The contacts of the relay
will then energise the bell circuit, whether
this is battery or transformer operated. It
will, of course, be necessary to switch the
bells off at night.

Scratched Spectacle Lenses
DESPITE great care, the plastic lenses of

my spectacles have become badly
scratched.

Can you suggest any method of removing
these scratches, say by some polishing pro-
cess, or by coating the lenses with cellulose
paint which does not require special skill
or carry any risk to the lenses ?-A. Gilston
(Leeds).
THE extent to which the plastic lenses

of your glasses can be renovated
depends on the depth and severity of the
scratches and also on the composition of
the plastic material from which they are
made. Merely superficial scratches can be
removed by repolishing the lenses, an
expert job, using a very fine abrasive
powder, such as putty powder and rouge
(iron oxide), together with a revolving soft
circular mop. The application of cellulose
lacquer would destroy the clarity of the
lenses. The same applies to the surface
application (no matter how carefully done)
of any other transparent hard -setting solu-
tion. The only solution which you could
use for such a purpose would be a solution
of Canada balsam in benzene. This would
take at least a week to dry, and the result
would not be permanent. You can obtain
small amounts of this solution from Messrs.
Flatters & Garnet, Ltd., Oxford Road,
Manchester, 3, price about 3s. 6d. per oz.
bottle. The only satisfactory job is to be
sought in the skilled repolishing of the
lenses by a competent optical firm, but if
the lenses are deeply scratched it is doubtful
whether this will be possible.

llestoring a Writing Desk
T HAVE acquired a portable writing desk,
1 veneered with brass binding and brass
inlay.

Please advise me how to clean both brass
and wood without damage and how to refix
those parts of the inky, strips about Ain.
wide 3/ z bin. deep, which are loose.

COMPRESSED -AIR MODELAERO ENGINE
No. I, 4s.*

No. 8 (2 sheets), 7s. 6d.'
Magnification x 80 P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN.'

OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT
Refractor. Object glass Sin. diam. I Is. per set of three sheets.

The P.M. Blueprint Service
12 FT. ALL WOOD CANOE. New Series, ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE. New Series,

AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED -AIR

" SPORTS ' PEDAL CAR. New Series. No. 4,

New Series. No. 3, Ss. 6d.*

5s. 6d.'
COMPRESSED -AIR PAINT SPRAYING

F.M. CABIN HIGHWING MONOPLANE
P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK. 2s. 6d.'

AERO ENGINE. New Series. No. 3a, Is. 6d.

Complete set. Its.

Is. 6d.*

The above blueprints are obtainable, post free,

CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9, 4s.*

PANTOGRAPH. New Series. No. 12. 2s.*
F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM -PLANT. New

DIASCOPE. New Series. No. 10, 4s.*
EPISCOPE. New Series. No. 11, 4s.*

Series. No. 5. Ss. 6.1.*

Series. No. 6, Ss. 6d.*

PLANT. New Series. No 13, 8s.`

Blueprints (2 sheets), 4s.

from Messrs. George Newnes. Ltd., Tower House,
SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New MASTER BATTERY CLOCK.' Southampton Street Strand, W.C.2.

An * denotes constructional details are avdlable free
ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7, 4s.* Art board dial for above clock. Is. 6d. with the blueprin s.

4,..isbiw4-416,116.-Alw-Nw1iliwillowlow416--RIP,1116,1116,1116--K"laswillsw116.111^4110,410111.-1161'f 4116,41116,116---46-16.----.0-4
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Finally, how should I treat the box so that
it will not need frequent polishing ?-H. A.
Andrews (Warwick).

WE presume that the veneer is of burr
walnut. If any of this is loose or

blistered it should be lifted and carefully
glued down again, using a cellulose type
adhesive. The loose inlay strips, even if
of brass, may be refixed with adhesive, first
clearing out any old glue that may remain.
Critically examine the french polish on the
wood veneer and other parts; if this is in
bad condition scratched or discoloured,
dissolve it off with methylated spirit,
including that on the brass inlay. If the
brass is found then to need it, polish it
with the very finest emery cloth, or possibly
fluid metal polish. If the wood veneer
needs rubbing down, use No. o glasspaper.
With the woodwork clean and the brass -
work bright it only remains to have the
whole desk carefully french polished, letting
the polish cover the brass inlay as well as
the wood. White polish, with a little yellow
polish in it, should, be used.

_titgleati hog Owen

-1-

WISH to construct an annealing oven
for borrosilicate glass and would be

greatly obliged for any help you can. give
me on the matter.-G. S. Robertson
(Suffolk).

YOUR annealing oven will have to be
constructed of firebrick either in the

form of slabs, if small, or of fireclay bricks
if large. The shape will depend upon the
form, size and quantity of the objects to
be fired and annealed; also to some extent
upon the heating, whether by a fire, by gas
or by electricity. If the glass is in flat
sheets then a stained glass artist's kiln would
meet the case. Working drawings for two
such kilns were given in " The Art and
Craft of Stained Glass," by E. W. Twining
(Pitman). If the objects to be annealed are
few in quantity and are upstanding in the
round, then a toolmakers' muffle could be
used. It appears to us that the main thing
to do is to so design a kiln that the objects
placed in it can be raised to a temperature
just below the melting point in as long a
time a possible and then even more slowly
allowed to cool. As you doubtless know,
the cooling is the more important and this
with' objects of average size should not be
less than, say, 24 hours. Preheating may
take six hours, but both stages depend
upon the size, or mass, of the kiln materials.
The larger and thicker the walls of the kiln
the more perfect will be the annealing.

A inultimeter
T WISH to make a multimeter, with a low

mA moving coil meter, with selected
resistors and shunts, etc. I should be pleased
if you could tell me how to calibrate a
scale, to read A.G. and D.C. volts, milli -
amps. and high and low ohms.-A. M.
Stratton (Worcester).
VOU could use a full -wave,

-1-

bridge -
connected copper -oxide rectifier con-

nected with the moving -coil milliammeter
as shown for the A.C. measurements.
When A.C. is perfectly rectified a moving -
coil instrument indicates the mean current,
but if the scale is calibrated in r.m.s.
values the reading will only be correct when
the wave -form is sinusoidal and the external
resistance is high. For A.G. milliamp
readings the instrument should be calibrated
against a standard instrument.

A.C. voltage readings can be obtained by
connecting resistors in series with the set-
up. If I is the instrument current required
to give full-scale deflection with voltage V
the ohmic value of the series resistor
required to give a multiplying power. of to

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

is 9V± I ohms. For D.C. voltage readings
a similar scheme is used but the instrument
is used without the rectifier. The instru-
ment itself may be used with shunts for
D.C. amp. readings in the usual way, but it
is advisable to connect a resistor in series
with the bridge and to shunt the whole
circuit to read A.C. amps.

For measuring resistance a 1.5 -volt battery
may be used. If I is the instrument current
for full-scale deflection and r the resistance
of the milliammeter it should be connected
in series with a resistdr of R ohms, R being

z. 5equal to-f- -r ohms. A scale of ohms may
then be marked on the dial with its zero
at full-scale deflection. The resistance
scale can then be marked opposite the D.C.
amps. scale, the resistance (ohms) to be

Rectifiers

Rot -idlers
Circuit for a multimeter.

marked opposite .a scale reading i amps.

being equal to If

Grooving. Depth Gauge
T HAVE a dril:-powered saw table which I
-1- use frequently for grooving at different
depths. Could you suggest some form of

gauge which I could make?-
J. Douglas (Cardiff).

Ey
/eye

Saw table

Depth .Gauge
for power

saw.

WE suggest that the device shown in the
illustration would be of use to you.

Take a piece of white close -grained wood
(beech is excellent), 8in. X 2in. X tin.
On one of the 2in. sides. scribe lines
apart with a marking gauge' and fill in the
lines with black; any ball-point pen will
do the job.

In use lay the block on the saw -table
alongside the saw blade and sight the
markings at eye -level against -the maximum
height of saw teeth for depth of cut, then
tighten the saw table screws.

Laving al Parquet Flom.
T AM in the process of laying a parquetI floor. I am, however, anxious to know
whether ordinary glue is suitable for join-
ing these pieces.

March, 1960

I should also like you to describe a suit-
able mastic upon which to lay these blocks.
The floor is at present a fairly good boarded
floor about 12 years old.-S. C. Harrild
(Petts Wood).
A NY type of glue may be used for.

cementing down the blocks of parquet
floors, but we advise a good casein glue, -since
this is extremely strong, as well as water-
proof and damp-proof. You can obtain a
good casein glue under the trade -name of
" Casco " from Messrs. Leicester, Lovell and
Co., Ltd., 14/18, Nile Street, London N.21.
Your existing wood floor will be quite in
order as a foundation for the blocks. Each
block should be pre -drilled obliquely with
a small hole through which a long thin nail
can be driven when the block is finally
positioned; care, of course, being taken to
punch the nail head below the wood surface
of each block. The blocks will thus be
casein clued to the wooden flooring and
also nailed thereto, as well as cemented with
casein to their adjacent blocks.

You will, we think, find casein glue as
good as any for the purpose, for once the
blocks are laid down and lightly nailed or
pinned, there .will be little strain on them.
If, however, you require a stronger cement,
you will find several for the purpose among
the products of Dunlop Special Products,
Ltd., Fort Dunlop, Erdington, Birmingham,
24, to whom we must refer you for further
particulars.

You can, of course. use a mastic " bed "
of soft bitumen to form a matrix in which
to lay the parquet blocks, but this is a
messy business. The bitumen is liable to
get on the wood and to discolour and stain
its upper surface and edges. Usually, the
provision of such a -matrix is not necessary.
It would, however, be advantageous to brush
a coat of creosote over the underlying floor
boards and to allow it to dry in before
commencing the parquet work, since the
creosote would act as an efficient steriliser,
besides dealing with any wood -boring insects
which may exist in the present boarding.

A SIMPLE EPISCOPE
(Concluded from page 255)

It may be possible to obtain a length of
cardboard postal tubing having a suitable
inside diameter to serve as the focusing
tube. If such a tube is not available, ma e
one by pasting a strip of thick brown paper,
around, say, .a tin or other circular object
of appropriate diameter. Three or f o . r
layers of .pasted paper will form a strong
and rigid tube when dry.
- The lens should -be. wedged firmly _in
position about tin. from the front end of
the tube.

Cut the lens tube hole in the front panel
of the cover Section. The -tube should fit
" thumb tight " so that it may be slid in
or out for focusing purposes.

If you possess a folding camera, however,
there is no need to buy a lens or make a
focusing tube. Simply open the back of
the camera and set the shutter to " time,"
then place the lens in alignment with the
aperature in the front panel. Focusing can -
be achieved by the normal camera
mechanism.

Operating
Two elastic bands slipped over the

hinged mounting flap will serve to keep th:
majority of objects to be screened in
position. Subjects for screening should, of
course, be placed upside-down, but this will
not correct the picture appearing on he
screen right -to -left instead of left -to -right.
This trouble may be rectified by setting
a small mirror in front of the lens at an
angle of 45 deg.
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BARGAIN SPOT
NI ENID FILES. A very good workshop assortment of regenerated Files. All sorts'
6" to 12'. 15.1- per doz.
SCREWDRIVERS. Oval Cabinet. Set of 4 : 3^, 4', 5' and 6", UV-. Set of 5 : 7", 8', 9', 10'
and 12". 25', Both Sets. 33/6.
BRASS WOODSCREWS. No. 4 x r CSK Cad. plated. 10 gross for 10:-. or 2:- per gross.
MOTORISTS' MIXTII RE. This very special mixture contains 1 gross Bolts and Screws.
Steel 1,5(16' and 3(8" B.S.F. With nuts and washers, 432 parts in all, 20/- per parcel.
FARMERS' MIXTURE. As above but Whit. thread, 20'- per parcel.
HOUSEHOLDERS' MIXTURE. 5 gross of Mixed Steel Woodscrews, 24 sheets Mixed
Sandpaper, 24 sheets Mixed Emerycloth, 1 gross Mixed Metal Threadscrews. With nuts
and washers to fit, 20/- per parcel.
MIXED SPRINGS. Approx. 125 for 6'-.
SPLIT PINS. Up to 181n. dia. 1 gross mixed, 1 3. Over 18" dia. 1 gross mixed. 2 6.
CABLE ENDS. Assorted gross. 3,3.
SOLDER TAGS. Assorted gross, 3'-.
EYELETS. Assorted gross, 2.-.
GRUBSCHEWS. Assorted gross. 3 2.

AMERICAN THREAD SCREWS. Assorted gross, 3;6.

'LEE BELTS. From 24. Pulleys from 2/2 each.
RELAY contains over 300 parts, very useful for breaking down, 12 Tungsten Point.
12 Silver Points, Electro-magnet with 3 Coils, works on 6 volt. 5,- each. 48:- doz.
CUTOUTS. 24 v., 60 A. Ref. 5cf1616. Type D. 4.6 each, £2 per doz. A few without cover,
Z6 each.
VOLUME corimor.. Independent pre-set 30.000 and 30,000 ohms, li" dia. U.S.A.. 8 -
doz., 721- gross.
MAXIFLUX SOLENOID. Pulls over 200 lbs. on 24 v. 3 a. or 8 lbs. on 3 v. la. Wt. 4 lbs
6. -each.
DIMMER RESISTANCE. With Switch 25 ohms, amp., 8d. each, 7.6 per doz., 72: -

per gross.
BATTERY CHARGING CLIPS. 25 amp. Cad. plated, marked + and -, 16 per pair.
'TERMINAL BLOCK. 2 way 5-10 amp. with cover. 5Ci 430, 3d. each, 2:6 per doz. 2- for 50.
27 per 1,000.
SEE LLST FOR Hex Socket (Allen) Screws, Nuts, Screws, Washers, Bolts. Silver Steel.
Manganese Bronze Rod (high tensile), Tools. Taps, Dies, Split Pins, Silver and Soft
Solder. Cable, Motors. Switches, Relays, Insulating Material. Studding. Self -tapping
Screws, Copper Tube, Pressure Gauges, Gears, Meters, Micro Switches, Plastic Belt.

IN FACT, 4,000 ITEMS, 100 MIXED LOTS. LISTS FREE.

Add 2.6 postage with orders under £1 (surplus will be refunded). Orders over £1 post free
(inland).

K. R. WHISTON,
(Dept. MP3), NEW MILLS, STOCK PORT

The ideal Build -it -yourself
WELDING KIT

ONLY

225
Complete
with all
Accessories

as shown

New H.P. Terms
£5 down and 6
monthly pay-
ments of £3.15.0.

Unconditionally
GUARANTEED

Works from Standard Household Power Plug (10-15 amp. A.C.).
Welds up to any thickness plate. Brazes down to 26 swg plate.
Silver solders, Tins and Surface Hardens. Send Cash or Deposit for
Immediate Delivery, or write for Fuller Details. Not a cheap choke
set, but a full WELDING TRANSFORMER in heavy gauge welded
steel case. Larger models available. 180 amp. E52 (L10.10.0 deposit)
and 360 amp. £95 (deposit by arrangement). Thousands in daily
use in factories and workshops throughout the World.

7 DAYS' FREE TRIAL ON REQUEST

TAYLOR BROS. (MIDDLESBROUGH) LTD.
32 Baker Street, Middlesbrough, Yorks.

Tel. : 45241-2

DON'T LET SOLDERING
LEAD YOU A DANCE

use
FLUXITE

Soldering ceases to be a knotty problem
the moment you use FLUXITE. Solder
flows on easily and smoothly-and stays
on. For over half a century FLUXITE has
been the choice of craftsman and engineer
alike and, in this age, its reliability and
speed has made FLUXITE even more In
demand than ever.

IT

SIMPLIFIES

ALL

SOLDERING

FLUXITE Ltd., Bermondsey Street, London, S.E.I
G.M.83.
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CHAPTER

practical, comprehensive, brilliantly illustrated,
popularly priced-the perfect book for ALL aquarists

SOME

TROPICAL
FISH IN

THE HOME
THE tremendous success of this book when

it was first issued in this country made
it clear that there was a real need for a

book which -went farther than an elementary
booklet on the one hand and, at the same time,
cost less than a highly priced tome on the other.
The book, with its unsurpassed colour illustra-

tions of _fish, its libefal line drawings throughout the text' and its
really extensive coverage of all aspects of the average aquarist's
hobby, immediately found a wide market. As publishers, when we
were still suffering from the post-war high price tendency, we were
unable in the first edition to achieve the really popular price for
which we had hoped.

This present cheap edition has been made possible by the success
of the first. " Tropical Fish in the- Home" is, therefore, now
available to you at exactly one half of the cost of the original volume
and yet we have been able to completely revise and, indeed, enlarge
the scope of the work. Hundreds of aquarists, beginners and more
advanced enthusiasts throughout the country will find that this
book now fits both their purpose and pocket. It is a volume you
will consult daily in the course of your hobby as little problems arise.
It is equally a book to be read for its interest and in anticipation
of developments in your collection of plants and fish.

34 fish illustrated in full natural colour
OF THE CONTENTS

by

Douglas
Gohm

F.Z.S.

AQUARIUMS
Importance of Shape-Glass Sizes-Disinfectant-Cements-Taults
-Water-Heating-Electrical Heating-Oil Heating-Coal Gas-
Lighting-Artificial Light.

2 PLANTS AND LAYOUT
Sand-Fertilizing-Planting-Plants-Floating Plants-Rocks-Layout.

3 AQUARIUM MANAGEMENT
Green Water-Cloudy Water-Oxygen-Filters-Metals-Tap Water
-pH Value-Water Hardness-Cleaning-Snails-Netting-Over-
crowding-Change of Water-Petty Cruelties-New Arrivals-Bullies
-Feeding Quantity-Dry Food-Live Foods-Daphnia-Dried Daphnia
-Cyclops-Mosquito Larfa.-Brine Shrimps-White Worms-Tubilex

CHAPTER

Worms-Micro-Worm-Earth Worms-Blood Worms-Rotifers-
Glass Worms-Conditioning-Feeding Young Fish.

4 DISEASES
White Spot-Wasting-Mouth Fungus-Fungus-Flukes-Shimmies-
Swim Bladder-Dropsy-Pop-Eye-Wounds-Itch-Frayed Fitts-Fin
Rot-Costiasis-Constipation-Antibiotics-Enemies.

5 FISH
Classification-Breeding-Livebearing Tooth Carps-Other Livebearers
-Livebearer Hybrids-Egg-Laying Tooth Carps and Egg Layers-
Characins - Other Characins - Carps or Minnows - Anabantids
-Cichlids-Other Cichlids-Silversides-Nandids-Loaches----Catfish
-Other Catfish.

Completely revised second edition
15s. net FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS .. . or in case of difficulty 16s. by post from C. ARTHUR

PEARSON LTD., Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

FREE DRAWINGS

showing

STEAM and HOT-WATER
INSTALLATIONS

Readers of " Practical Mechanics " are
offered, without charge or obligation,
useful drawings showing correct installa-
tions of thermostatic control, steam
trapping apd automatic air venting equip-
ment on a wide variety of steam and hot-
water heating and process applications.
Ask for current list from which to select.

SPIRAX-SARCO LTD.
(TECHNICAL DEPT.)

Cheltenham, Glos.

" GEDORE" SOCKET SETS
Beautifully fitted metal box. Best
quality by famous maker. Contains
speed brace, ratchet, universal joint,
small and long extension and 19

I" Square Drive Sockets (10 Whit-
worth -a" to and 9 American
Sockets 1," A/F to 1" A/F).
Usually £10.12.0. .0c.19.6

OUR PRICE aryil
Satisfaction or
money refunded.

ASHTON SAW & TOOL CO.
DEPT. L, OLD STREET, ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE

Inclusive of Post and Packing.

PEARSON

GENERAL CERT.
OF EDUCATION
THE KEY TO SUCCESS E SECURITY
Essential to success In any walk of life , What-
ever your age, you can now prepare at home for
the important new General Cert. of Education
Exam., on "NO PASS-NO FEE" terms.
Too choose your own subjects-Educational,
Commercial or Technical. Recently announced
big extension of subjects gives everyone the
chance to get this valuable Certificate.

SEND FOR FREE 136 PAGE BOOK
Full details of how sou can obtain the General
Cert. are given in our 134.page Guide-Free
and without obligation. Personal advice on
request.
Write today, School of Careers. Dept. 160.
25-31, Weight's Lane, London, IVA.

(7- School of Careers
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All letters should be addressed to the Editor, "THE
CYCLIST," George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2

Phone:
Temple Bar 4363
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COMMENTS OF THE MONTH
Utility Cycling Declines
IT is seldom that one sees the old specialist

cycle dealer's shop to -day. Most of
them have been forced to combine their

.cycle business with the vending of some
other commodity, radios, toys or mopeds-
usually the last. The bviaus deduction is
that they can no longer sell enough cycles
to provide a living. Why then should this
be so? The Ilse in the sales of scooters and
mopeds indica-es one obvious answer. The
man who would at one time have bought a
bicycle, now, due undoubtedly to the higher
standard of living enjoyed by millions and
the greatly improved hire purchase facilities,
can afford to buy mechanised transport..

Another factor affecting sales of the non -
lightweight dealer is the trend for sporting
cyclists, clubmen and to a certain extent
tourists, to buy lightweight frames, built to
their own specification. This has been
encouraged by the difference in purchase tax
rates which made it much cheaper for a
rider to buy a frame and equip it himself.
here, again, the better financial status of
the customer has its effect by allowing him
to pur:hase the more expensive hand -built
frame; etc.

The fact that there are fewer cycles sold
and, therefore, fewer cyclists on the roads
is not only shown by figures, it is also
noticeable to everyone who uses the road
regularly. Cycle traffic to -day is, in fact,
only 6o per cent. of the 1938 level. No
wonder so many cycle dealers are having to
turn to other products in order to make a
living!

Bicycle Joint Publicity Scheme
Is anything being done to arrest the steady

decline in home sales? A scheme designed
for exactly that purpose is the bicycle joint
publicity scheme introduced by the National
Association of Cycle Traders and recent
reports indicate that the Association is well
satisfied with results so far. We quote part
of the president's New Year message, " The
bicycle joint publicity scheme has fulfilled
its purpose to maintain and increase the sale
of cycles. The plans for the coming year
offer a greater attraction and impact to
encourage more people to use cycles."
SI:ccessful as the scheme has been in arrest-
ing the decline in home sales, it is possible
that, given the enthusiastic co-operation of
dealers and manufacturers, results could be
even better.

The columns of newspapers contain many
advertisements for motor cars and motor
cycles but often none at all for bicycles.
Traders may have found in the past that

this type of advertising is of little benefit to
them, but it might be a different story if
their advertisements were backing up pub-
licity specially designed to sell cycling as a
pastime.

Anyone fired with enthusiasm for cycling
by reading national publicity on the subject
is immediately going to ask, "Where can 'I
buy a bicycle? An adjacent trader's adver-
tisement should provide the answer.

Newspaper advertising, however, is not the
only type open to the cycle industry and
there are many other occasions when valuable
publicity can be obtained in return for only
a small outlay. Such an occasion was the
recent Schoolboys' Own Exhibition and full
use was made of the opportunity by the
British Cycle Corporation, who had two
stands there. One stand was an arresting
display of cycles and included the actual
machine used on a recent round the world
trip.

Eileen Sheridan and David Duffield, the
tricycle enthusiast, were in charge of the
other stand which was laid out with obstacles
as a bicycle testing ground. Youngsters were
queueing (literally) to take -part in the com-
petition for the fastest round. The Y.H.A.
also had a stand at the exhibition.

At the Camping and Outdoor Life Exhibi-
tion the cycling organisations were well
represented, both the B.C.F. and the C.T.C.
having stands. The International -Cycling
Week on the Isle, of Man was being publi-
cised at a special booth and details of an all -
in travel, food and accommodation scheme
were available.

Cycling most certainly comes under the
heading " Outdoor Life ' and it is to be
thought that the cycle industry might have
been better represented than it was
Lightweight equip-
ment for the cycle
camping enthusiast
was there in plenty,
but where were the
bicycles ?

New Cycle Show
Sponsor
The news that the

Daily Express is to
sponsor the Cycle and
Motor Cycle Show at
Earls Court this year

very welcome. Lack
of support and interest
have become more
noticeable over the
last few years; this in
spite of the inclusion
of mopeds and

"rt.* 4*Arte

Telegrams:

Newnes, Rand, London

No. 450

scooters. The powerful support and the
unequalled publicity potential of this
national newspaper should give just the
"shot in the arm " necessary. The recent
Boat Show sponsored by, this same news-
paper was an eye-opener and the huge
attendance owed more than a little to the
continual publicity afforded by the pages
of this daily.

Fausto Coppi Dies
Probably the greatest name in cycling and

hero of cyclists the world over, the
Campionissimo," Fausto Coppi, died in
January. In he immediate post-war years
and right up to his death his name as a
competitor was sufficient to pack the specta-
tors into any cycle meeting. He was the
ideal roadman and his style, his machine,
his training methods and his diet were all
studied by cyclists everywhere.

Among his 130 road event wins were the
Tour de France twice, The Tour of Italy
five times and the Tour of Lombardy five
times. He held the world i-hour record for
14 years and won the world pursuit cham-
pionship more than once; in 1953 he won
the world road championship.

At the time of his death another great
career lay before him as director of race
teams, where his knowledge and experience
would have been of immense benefit. The
British firm of cycle manufacturers, Elswick-
Hopper had also secured his services as
technical adviser.

A virus contracted on a visit to Africa is
believed to have caused his death from
malaria in Tortona near his birthplace
Castellania. Many hundreds came to pay
their last respects to " the Campionissimo,"
including many famous names in cycling.
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should -be quite adequate for touring any-
where in the British Isles, but if at any
time a super range of ten gears is required,
it can be obtained by fitting a double chain -
ring and change mechanism.

Pedals and Mudguards
The type of pedals used is mainly a

matter of individual choice, but whether
they are metal or rubber, it is advisable to
obtain good quality, especially the ball races.
We prefer a metal " quill " type.

It is worth paying considerable attention
to the mudguards as much of future com-
fort, particularly in wet weather, depends
on them. If the shallow curved type
are used, make sure they are wide. If the
narrow type with deep sides are used, fit

A Touring Machine Specification
THE basis of any cycle is, of course, the

frame, and here we would recom-
mend the tourist to have a frame

made by a reputable dealer to suit his
personal measurements. Have it built in
Reynolds 531 butted tubing. The size of
a frame is measured from the top of the
saddle pillar lug down the seat tube to the
centre of the bottom bracket. To decide
what size you need, take your inside leg
measurement (say, 3zin.), deduct crank
length (7in.) and saddle depth (zin.) which
leaves 23in. as the frame size. Another
important dimension to consider is the
wheelbase. The shorter it is, the more
lively the machine; the longer it is, the
more comfortable. We consider 42 to 44in.
suitable for the tourist. Frame angles are
also important for the same reasons and a
good compromise between the lively and
the comfortable is achieved with head and
seat tube angles of 70 to 71 deg. The frame
should be built to accommodate 27in. dia.
wheels and plenty of clearance left under
the fork crown and between the rear wheel
and chain stay bridge so that larger tyres
may be fitted easily for winter riding. A
frame built on these lines is shown in
Fig. r.

Most tourists use multi -speed gears and
if a derailleur is employed, the rear ends
must be spaced wide enough to accommo-
date the wider hub required.

A special hand built frame gives the
rider considerable choice regarding brazed -
on fittings. We would suggest a lamp boss
on the front forks, oil nipples in the head,
mudguard eyes halfway up front forks and
seat stays and a rear lamp bracket on the
chainstay. An oil nipple will be required
on the bottom bracket, and pump pegs
spaced 18in. apart on the top tube. Finally,
have fittings brazed on the down tube and
on the chainstays for a derailleur gear, or
else a special gear -type rear end fitted. We
recommend the use of cantilever brakes, so
only one hole, for fitting the front mud-
guard, need be drilled in the fork crown.

Brakes
Cantilever brakes are best for touring

because of their unrivalled smooth and
powerful braking action, their rigidity and
freedom from snatch." and the fineness
of adjustment which is possible (see Fig. 2).

Wheels
Strength and lightness are the require-

ments for the tourist. There is no point
in having wheels wider than aim and,
in our opinion, the most suitable are Llin.
Endricks, 27in, dia. A good selection of
tyres is available for these wheels- and we
select a medium tread open -sided tyre as
being the most suitable.

We occasionally receive requests from
readers to detail a cycle suitable for touring.
This is largely a matter for personal prefer-

ence, but here is our own specification.

Obtain the best hubs you can afford.
In our opinion there is no particular advan-
tage in wide flanges. The rear hub should
be chosen to suit the type of gearing
envisaged, i.e., with a long thread for a
multi -speed block.

Chainset and Gearing
The strongest type of chainset is solid

forged, i.e., the right-hand crank and the

Mudguard
eye

them as close to the tyres as possible.
Beware of narrow types with only a shallow
curve; they are not very effective. A large
mud flap is worth while on the front
mudguard.

The Saddle
The range of different types of saddle

available is very wide. At one extreme is
the heavy, multi -sprung, padded cushion
saddle and at the other is the ultra -narrow
cutaway sprint type. Neither of these is
suitable for touring. Our own preference
is for a medium -wide unsprung leather -
topped saddle of the type exemplified by

0

Pump pegs18"
/

Oil nipples.

Gear lever boss
Frame size

23"

Rear ends to suit
Derailleur gear hub.

spider are made in one piece. The chain -
ring is fitted to this type of, chainset by
means of bolts paSsing through the arms
of the spider. This enables the chainring
to be changed easily if required.

By making use of 3/32in. chain, chainring
and block it is possible to obtain five -speed
gears and this is, we think, the best
arrangement for the tourist. Five gears

%OVA:ilk
.<4, '

Fig. 2.-The cantilever brake.

Lamp boss.

44" wheelbase

Fig. 1. An ideal touring
frame.

Good
wheel

clearance

the Brooks Br 5. Comfortable riding so far
as the accomplished tourist is concerned is
not achieved by a padded saddle but by the
rider becoming physically hardened.

Handlebars
A multiplicity of different shapes is avail-

able to the tourist. Some turn up, some
turn down and some are flat. The shape
chosen is largely a matter of individual
preference but our choice is a pair of bends
which turn down. They should have a
4in. to 5in. drop, have a good straight por-
tion on top and not be too wide. These
will give two riding positions, one on top
and another on the hand grips for riding
into a headwind or obtaining extra pulling
power when hill climbing, etc.

Accessories
Our list is toeclips and straps, 18in. pump,

bell, lightweight dynamo, lighting outfit and
regulation reflector, a good tool and punc-
ture repair kit, cape, leggings and sou'-
wester, and a capacious saddlebag. Splash-
guards for wet -weather riding are useful on
both front and rear wheels.
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MULTI -HEAT BLOWER UNIT
HERE'S SOMETHING REALLY EXCITING FOR THE PRACTICAL :MECHANIC
A compact Mains Blower Unit all ready for fitting into your own casing or ducting.
Enabbne you to constnict : Clothes Drying Cabinets, Forced Draught Convector
Heaters. Fan Cooling for Warm Weather, Greenhouse Heaters and entilators ;
all at a fraction of the cost of manufactured equivalents,
The unit comprises a top quality shaded pole motor of superb precision operating
at a speed of 2,600 r.p.m., with a consumption or 18 watts. The rotor is die cast
with a precision ground spindle in ' Oilite bearings which are self aligning.
The Heater Unit consists of dual spirals which enables loadings of I or 2 kW. to be
used. The 3 -bladed fan is of the very latest aerodynamic design and displaces 280
cubic feet per minute. A small resistance is incorporated in the motor circuit which
allows the fats to run at half speed. This feature together with the dual elements
allows of six different temperatures. Send us a 4d. stamp for details or we will send
on 7 days' approval against remittance.

PRICE : £411513. Carriage & Packing : 3/3.

THE TECHNICAL SERVICES CO., BANSTEAD, SURREY
For other items, Heater Cables, etc., send 6d. for Catalogue.
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Telephone: 343022

JUNIOR HACKSAW

PRICE 1 /6 COMPLETE

SPARE BLADES 2/6 PER DOZER

the inexpensive tool for all
hacksaw work on steel, non-ferrous
metals, etc.

 Easy to use
 Easy to carry

 Gets into all those awkward spots
 Spare blades also available in

High Speed Steel

HACK SAWS LIMITED
AVER WORKS CAREL ST, SHEFFIELD 6

Huge Purchase High Speed Steel
Tent Bit.. hardened ready for use,
essential to any lathe user. secure
your stock now as these are really a
good investment. 114' square. 2 112'
long. (ii8 per doz. 5/16 sq.. 3' long. 8/6
tics., 2.8' sq., 3' long, 121- doz. , 7,16'
sq., 3 12' long, 15f- doz. Six doz. lots
less If) per cent.
EX® Taps, Ur to Str dia.,

Assorted Threads, suit M.E. or experi-
menter. mostly fine threads, twenty
assorted. 3 9.

One Ton Ground Silver Steel, 13'
lengths. 1 Ur to 15132' dia., doz. assorted
lengths. 5.6.

5.000 Ball Races, standard o.d.,
16" bore. 2:- ; 3116". 21- : 2/-
318', 2/6 : 3/6 : 518'. 4.1 each.
C or 9 nun.. 1/- each.

2000, Hand Reamers, sizes 17/64'.
15/64", 5/16', '21/64'' 318'. 7118'. 15/32".
31/64"-3/6 each. 22/6 the lot. Also
17/32'. 21,32". 5/8'. 11116% 4'9 each, 16, -
the lot. Both lots. 35/-.

Extra Special Cart,. Grinding
Wheels Offer. 6,7' dia., li4'. 1/2",
2/4' thick. 1/2' or 314' hole, 10/- the
three, postage 2/-. Value over 30/,
6 for 51, post paid. Ass. grits for tool
and cutter grinding, also 5' dia. dish
wheels, 1/2 hole. 4/9 each.

2.000 Small H.S. Twist Drills.
approx. 132,3/32% 4d. doz. Approx.
1116'-114'. 7/6 per doz. Approx. 9,32" -

FIX for 10/-.
2,000 Circular Split Dies. 1' dia.

cutting 1:4", 5/16'. 318'. 73.6', 1/8' Whit..
B.S.F., also brass thread. 26 thread all
sizes and American S.F. 12%. per set
of 5 si7eS. 2 sets 22/6, 4 sets 4218. Taps
to cult 12/6 per set, either taper or
second or plug. 1" dia. stocks 61- each.

2,000 Straight Shank End Mills,
/56 16', 562". 5116', 7/32", 1/4', 5/16',

15/ set, also 3/8', 7/16', 1/2' ditto, 12/6
set.

All Items brand new. £1 order; pust
paid, except overseas.

J. BURKE
192 Saslow Rd., Totley, Sheffield
Inspection at Rear 36FitzwilliainSt.,

Sheffield

3 ADJUSTABLE STEEL SHELVES
SUPPORT UP TO I2 CWT
Simpla Shelf Kit. Here's the kit you've
been waiting for ! With the wonderful
" Simpla" Shelf Kit you can quickly
put up 3 big (28in. x 5/in.) adjustable
steel shelves ! Rigid flush -tops capable
of supporting up to 1 cwt. ! All parts
interlock. Just the thing for your
garage, garden -shed, work -room, cellar
or kitchen. Easy to fit. Easy to clean.
Attractive Dove Grey finish. Made by
one of the biggest steel equipment
firms in Britain. Order from :

Dept. P.M., Simpla Products -
Stirling Corner, Borcham Wood, Herts.

R OGERS "'Utitil'41171,
Thread Gauges, al arms ... ... 4/9

hitworth Screws, 144 Ass'td ... 5/9
H.S. Drills. 12 Assorted to 48 ... 4f6
Fibre 'Washers. 144 Assorted 3,6
Meter Rectifiers. A.C. to D.C. ... 3/9
Self Tap Screws. 100 Assorted ... &-
Copper Rivets. 12 doz. Assorted 1/4
Saw Bench Tops, with ball race

spindle, pulley, etc., 18in. x 10in 6113
Rectifiers. 6112v. at 6 amps. ... 18' -
Air Jacks. 5in. stroke  ......176
Winker Units. 6 or 12 volt ...
Mains Transformers. 18v. Ii a. up. 35: -
Garnet Cloth. 4in. wide. Per yd. fell.
Motorised Water Punum 75/-
Circular Saws, ein.11/6:' 7in. 131, etc.
Instrument Cases. 12in. x sin. x

6In. New ...
Plugs & Sockets. 7 point ... ... 2/ -
Telephones. New. Modern... ... 16,,s
Bevel Gears. Sin. & 2in. Pair 46
Races, Belts, Valves, Pulleys, Pumps.
Brass, Steel, Aluminium, eta.
May we send our free list of hundreds of

interesting Stamp. please.

PLAY THE PIANO
REED ORGAN
or ACCORDION

in 3 months
New Home method.
Definitely the easiest
and quickest. Even
if son have never
played a note, you
wilt be able to read
music at a glance.

Write today without
obligation for

FREE LESSON
state instrument,

KLAVARSKRIBO INSTITUTE (11Z-7),
67 HIGIIBURY NEW PARK, LONDON, N.5

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.
BAHR & sTnoun RANGE-
FINDERS, 1 -metre base, 14X., as illus-
trated and described in October P.M.
New. unused condition, cost nearly 2200.
Our price £5. Carriage : 100 m. 76,
200 an. 10;-. 300 m. 12/6, N.I.
TRIPODS, stained wood or steel, 40 in.
long. weight 5 lbs. An ideal folding
tripod for cameras, telescopes, etc..
1216. post 2,9. Correct brass heads tolit these tripods with Ws. dia. base.
has two micrometer control knobs, one
rotating head through 360 deg.. the other
up to 50 deg. elevation and 10 deg. de-
pression : heads are a perfect tit for all
British and C.S. type elbow telescopes,
12;6. post 2'-.
TELEPHONE SETS, consists of two
combined microphones and receivers,
coupled by 20ft. twin flex, providing
perfect 2 -way communication. Self-
energised-no batteries required : flex
can be extended up to 1 mile if required.
Complete set, ready for use, new,
unused, 12'6, post paid.
DIAL SIGHTS, 4X erect vision tele-
scope viewer fitted cross graticule.
Free or locking 5in. dia. 360 -deg. cali-
brated head with micrometer control
down to 5 minute limit azimuth bearing
Also micrometer control 20 -0 -20 -des
elevation and depression. These instru-
ments are ideal for elementary instruc-
tion in surveying. Weight 91b..
originally cost £60, our price supplied
in leather or metal cases, new or near
new condition, 37/6. carriage 5;-.
Tripods easily adapted to take these
instruments 12/8, post 26. Cannot be
sent together as one parcel.
HUGHES MOTORS, 12 v. 1 i amp.
shunt wound, reversing, fitted lin. dia.
shaft. Speed 5.000 r.p.m. Size min.
long. ilin. dia., weight 20oz. Very
superior ex -Govt. device motors, new.
unused, 10/, post 1,9.2 for 20, ..Post paid.
Ditto fitted reduction gears giving a
powerful final drive of either 180 or 320
r.p.m. (state which required), 12/6.
post 1/9. 2 for 25/, post paid.
CAMERA CONTROLS, TYPE 35.
These contain the popular small motor
used for model boats, etc.. actuates the
repeating exposure timer mechanism.
with variable time setting knob. Smart
red and green indicators complete with
lamps, solenoid, start switch, etc., etc.,
in grey metal cases, size 8in. x 4iin. x
(Mn.. new, unused, supplied in wool
instrument boxes, faction of origin:Al
Cost, 20 -, post 3.-.

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.,
I 00 RPOOL Clint i .E,
BIRMINGHAM!, 17
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The Pistol you'll
be proud

to own.

AIR PISTOL
* High Accuracy

and Hitting Power
* Perfect Balance
* Robust Construction

Ideal for teaching elements of shooting, these
pistols will give endless pleasure to both young and
old. Their accuracy and efficiency, typical of all
Webley Products, makes them the finest Air
Pistols in the world.

Send for detailed Catalogue

WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD.

THE CYCLIST

28 Park Lane, Handsworth, Birmingham 21. Tel: West Bromwich 2821
One of the Windsor Group of Companies

B

FRENCH - SPANISH
GERMAN-ITALIAN
Learned in Six Months by Pelman Method

I have derived great benefit from Part I,

in fact. I believe that with no other system
would so much progress have been made.
as the time at my disposal has been both
limited and irregular. Thanking you for the
care with which your Institute has corrected
my work sheets, and for a very enjoyable
course. (G.P. 643)

THIS letter is typical of hundreds
I received from readers who are
learning languages by the Pelman
method, which has revolutionised
language teaching.

This wonderful method enables
you to learn French in French,
and so on, without using a word of
English. The system is so simple
that even a child can understand
it. Grammatical complexities are
eliminated and the whole of the
instruction is given through the
post.

V The Pelman method is explained in four
little books, one for each language :
French, Spanish, German, Italian

(Also Courses in Afrikaans and Urdu)
State which book you want and it will

be sent to you by return, together with a
specimen lesson, gratis and post free.

Wabeek 1411
POST THIS FREE COUPON TO-DAY...-

Pelman Languages institute.
130, Norfolk Mansions. Wigmore St.,

London. W.I.
Please send details of Pelman method
of learning :

French. Spanish. German. Italian
(Cr., out three of those)

Name

Address

SL
For real

value and
flavour

PER
OZ.

MAKE MONEY-making casts with

VINAMOLD
A GRAND SPARE -TIME OCCUPATION

WITHOUT any previous experience you can mass-
produce any object from a cheSsman to a candlestick.
statuette or model ship, in plaster, resin, concrete. etc.
. . with " VINAMOLD." the flexible mould that gives
the BES'T results. Easy to work, can be used over and
over again. Needs NO special equipment, provides a
profitable and enjoyable spare -time occupation with
minimum outlay.

Write for full details and instructions. Alsn available :
New Piaster Hardener SP.I0 and very high -gloss Lacquer
SF 20.

VINATEX LTD. ( DEPT. PM) Carshalton, Surrey.

4 COMM* 1/0/4E1M/DER &INV
sEAg:_xoa PR1C.£ OfffA

llkiRIGHT LIEUTENANT

\ 6enuineNBV
WATERPROOFED

it& TENT
Truly a sensation-made froth super Duck.
complete with FLYSHEET to give absolute
immunity against weather. Right wing
7' 6" x 6' x 6' 6' high. Left wing ditto. Centre
5' porch. Each wing has curtain. Overall
dimensions M' x 6' wide a 6' 6" high, 2' 6'
walls increasing to 6' 6". Sent for 22/8,
balance 21 fortnightly payments of 2013.
plus carr. Complete with sectional
poles, pegs. etc. Approx. weight 60 lbs.
Easily transported on shoulder. Cash price,
white 21 guineas, carr. 10.'-, ' Willesden'
Green or Willesden ' Green & Orange, rot, -
proofed, 23.3.0 extra. Set of 3 room
rubberised Ground Sheets 0.3.0 extra.
These essentials sent on approval. LISTS,
TENTS, ETC. TERMS.

Sent for 10',
bal. 18 fort-nightly pay-
ments 7 1. Plus carr. Water-
proofed 1960 Tents of 8 07..
WHITE Duck. (A al e pr o f.
Brand new, surplus to export order. DON'T
CONFUSE with Tents made f Tim drab
material never meant for tentage. This is
real thing. withstands anything even in
our climate. Apure!". 7ft. fiimx 6ft. x 6ft.,
3ft. walls. Cash £5'190. carr. 6'- complete
ready to erect, Incl. valise.  Willesden '
Green. 42:- extra, Ridge pole 7I6. Fly-
sheet. 3913. ,Rubberised Groundsheet. 1916.
These essentials sent on approval. LISTS,
TENTS. ETC. TERMS.

March, 1960

ICED

H EADQUARTER and G ENERAL SUPPLIES LTD.
(DEPT. PMC/531, 196-200, COLDHARBOUR LANE, LOUGHBOROUGH
JUNCTION, LONDON, S.E.S, Open all Saturday. I p.m. Wednesday.

A\\\\
IT'S A

GALLAHER
TOBACCO

ASTRONOMICAL
TELESCOPE

COMPLETE
AND

READY FOR
FOR

25f-
ONL Y

USE

THIS
WILL

ENABLE
YOU
TO

KEEP
AN

EYE ON
SPACE !

THIS POWERFUL REFRACTING
TELESCOPE WILL SHOW YOU-
Jupiter and its moons Saturn and its system
01 rings -the fantastic landscape of our own
moon in great detail-- Nebulae and Star Clusters
invisible to the naked eye --and a host of other
astronomical marvels.

Lens system of high grade optical glass. Mag.
nifleation 36X 11,000 times in amen. Unbreak-
able lightweight construction. ly lbs. in
stowing ease (=plied,. Ill. 4iu. long. Each
telescope individually tested.

Stamp with enquiries please.

SPACE -AIDS
Dept. ME, Raleigh Mews,

Raleigh Street,
Nottingham.



Here's a new interest for you . . .
. . as a practical man you are already halfway to success in a
fascinating pastime which has given pleasure to many thousands of
people in recent years. You may never have imagined yourself as
an artist, but if you can manipuicte a screwdriver, you can hold a
brush ! And this essentially practical book, with its lavish scheme of
easy -to -follow illustrations, gives you the necessary knowledge and
working details you need to succeed.

Nearly all of us have a latent desire to put brush to canvas to
record for all time a place or a face . . . here is the chance for you
to make that wish come true.

ANYONE
CAN PAINT

PICTURES
*

With many
line and
half -tone
illustrations
and eight
pages of
colour plates

PADDY is an outstanding personality in the field of recrea-

KERR Licata! painting. No one has a greater popularity
than he in amateur art circles, not only as a much

travelled sketching holidays tutor (he has visited Holland, Belgium,
France, Italy, Austria, Switzerland, Liechtenstein avid Spain in this
capacity), Luz also as a Carnegie Trust Art Lecturer and Demon-
strator to Art Societies throughout the country-as a result of which he
has one of the largest followings of student friends in England.

It teas his teen interest in purely recreational painting that
prompted him to forsake Art School teaching to derote himself
to this i4 iikr field. Realizing the need for more simplified
methods of instruction he evolved a new approach which has
proved highly successful and has taught literally thousands to
paint. He is will known for his allegorical paintings, and is an
exhibitor at most important Exhibitions.

Only RS. net (16s. by post'
FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS
. . . or in case of difficulty use this
handy Cash on Delivery order form-

This is not-as many people seem to think-an expensive pastime.
Materials are reasonably priced-overheads to keep you going
ore at a minimum. In return there are hours of creative
pleasure and happiness for you.

by Paddy Kerr
THIS is a book for people who want to instil a new
flavour into their hours of recreation, long weekends and
holidays-NOT for those who want to make money in their
spare time.

Our roads today have become hot highways crowded with
carloads of dusty, irritable seekers after enjoyment ; even
rivers and seas are full of people, and round almost every

corner one meets prowlers pointing expensive cameras.
More selective souls who prefer not to go with the crowd

will find in painting the rich, satisfying, absorbing pleasure
which only a creative hobby can give. It will bring

to them that inward peace which follows
self-expression.

(And, to come down to a more
sordid note, the cost of the
necessary equipment is small com-
pared with that of most hobbies.)

You don't have to have been
" good at art at school "-in fact,
you'll probably get on better if you
weren't. It is true that problems do
confront the beginner, but years of
successful tutoring have acquainted the
author with these and his book has all
the answers. No better guide, mentor
and friend could be found than

Paddy " Kerr.

'141tOlifte.....A.,..  EN 'mg mom

-VC
<I' Please send me Cash on Delivery

I copy of the new Paddy i<err book

ORDER HERE. ----1

I
I

NAME

I

I

ANYONE CAN PAINT PICTURES

one

ADDRESS

NOTE-Send no money now-simply complete and post
this order form TODAY to GEORGE NEWNES LTD.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2. You
pay on delivery plus normal C.O.D. charges. (If you prefer
not to pay C.O.D. charges send a remittance for I6s.)

sa

Published about the 30th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton
Street; Strand, London, W.C.2, and Printed in England by W. Speaight & Sons, Exmoor Street, London, W.10.
Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon & Gotch (A/sia), Ltd. Sole Agents for South Africa
and Rhode,ia-Central News Agency Ltd. Subscription Rate (including postage) : For one year, Inland 20s.,

Overseas 18s. 6d., Canada 18s. 6d.

" Practical Mechanics " Advice 11,real. COUPON
This coupon is available until March 31st, 1960, and must b.::
attached to all letters containing queries, together with 6d. Postal
Order. A stamped addressed envelop.: must also hz en,7/nc.?./.

Practical Mechanics.. March, 1963.



Free Guide SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING
One of the following Courses taken quietly at
home in your spare time can be the means of
securing substantial well -paid promotion in your
present calling, or entry into a more congenial
career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, RADIO, AERO, ETC.
Aero. Draughtsmanship Elec. Draughtsmanship
Jig & Tool Design Machine 15

Press Tool & Die Design Automobile 11

Sheet Metalwork Structural 91

Automobile Repairs RiF Concrete
Garage Management Structural Engineering
Works M'gmnt. & Admin. Mathematics (all stages)
Practical Foremanship Radio Technology
Ratefixing & Estimating Telecommunications
Time & Motion Study Wiring & Installation
Engineering Inspection Television
Metallurgy Radio Servicing
Refrigeration Gen. Elec. Engineering
Welding (all branches) Generators & Motors
Maintenance Engineering Generation & Supply
Steam Engine Technology Aircraft Mainten. Licences
LC. Engine Technology Aerodynamics
Diesel Engine Technology Electrical Design

Ordnance Survey Dr'ship.

BUILDING AND STRUCTURAL
L.I.O.B. A.I.A.S.
A.M.I.P.H.E. A.A.L.P.A.
Building Construction
Costs & Accounts
Surveying & Levelling
Clerk of Works
Quantity Surveying

A.R.S.H. M.R.S.H.
A.F.S. A.R.I.C.S.
Builders' Quantities
Carpentry & Joinery
Building Inspector
Building Draughtsmanship
Heating and Ventilating

GENERAL, LOCAL GOVERNMENT, ETC.
Gen. Cert. of Education
Book-keeping (all stages)
College of Preceptors
Woodwork Teacher
Metalwork Teacher
Housing Manager (A.I.Hsg.)

Common. Prelim. Exam.
A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S.
A.C.W.A. (Costing)
School Attendance Officer
Health Inspector
Civil Service Exams.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN-LEARN AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid positions as
Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in Aero, Jig and Tool,
Press Tool, Electrical, Mechanical and other Branches of

Engineering. Practical experience is
unnecessary for those who are willing
to learn-our Guaranteed " Home
Study " courses will get you in.
Those already engaged in the General
Drawing Office should study some
specialised Branch such as Jig and
Tool or Press Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their scope and
earning capacity.

OVER SEVENTY YEARS OF* CONTINUOUS SUCCESS *

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(In association with CHAMBERS COLLEGE-Founded 1885)

(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I
SOUTH AFRICA : E.C.S.A., P.O. BOX NO. 8417, JOHANNESBURG

AUSTRALIA : P.O. BOX NO. 4570. MELBOURNE

This remarkable FREE GUIDE explains :
* Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in Draughts-

manship and in all other branches of Engineering
and Building.

* How to obtain money -making technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.

MAO INTERESTING COURSES

TO SELECT FROM
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.M.I.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.P.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,
A.M.I.Mun.E., M.R.S.H.,
A.M.I.E.D., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
London B.Sc., Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal courses for
all the above and many other
examinations and careers. Fully
described in the New Free Guide.

Frele

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS OR NO FEE '1

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are preparing under our guidance, or if you are not.
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial
and Employment services we offer. Founded in 1885,
our success record is unapproachable.

ALL TEXTBOOKS ARE SUPPLIED FREE
PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED
NO AGENTS OR TRAVELLERS EMPLOYED

FOUNDED 1885 - FOREMOST TODAY

r

Free Coupon
To: NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29), 148-150, Holborn, London, E.C.t.

Please Forward your Free Guide to
NAME
ADDRESS

SEND OFF
7W/5 COUPON

NOW AMP BE
4LLSEr FOR

$WCCESS
-tek4zw.0:00.-

My general interest is in : (i) ENGINEERING
(2) AERO (3) RADIO (4) BUILDING
(5) MUNICIPAL WORK

(Place a cross against
the branches in which
you are interested.)

The subject of examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
(ad. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)


